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Over the last ten years, we have advocated and promoted the wines of small 
artisans from across the globe. As we enter our 11th year of operation, we 
hope to continue developing that philosophy in order to share with you what 
we think are some of the world’s most exciting winemakers.

As always, we have spent the winter months sourcing wines, meeting 
growers and catching up with our existing partners, and we believe that the 
additions to our portfolio have highlighted our commitment to working with 
these independent artisans.

We have made key additions to our Italian portfolio, namely in the shape of 
biodynamic estates of Fabulas in Abruzzo (p.92) and La Raia in Piemonte (p.83), 
along with some cult classics from the team at Sette Cieli in Tuscany (p.90).

In Germany and Austria, we are delighted to have added a number of produ-
cers to our range, while in France we have continued to add to our ever de-
veloping list of small, regional growers, most notably through the discovery 
of the family-run, organic estates of Beauregard Mirouze in Corbières (p.69) 
and François de Nicolay in Burgundy (p.33).

And in Spain, we are thrilled to have recently uncovered the minimal inter-
vention wines of Alta Alella and Celler de les Aus (p.97-98) in the tiny region 
of Alella, just outside Barcelona. Using indigenous grape varieties, the family 
team there are steadily developing a reputation that is putting this winema-
king region on the world map – and we can’t wait to share them with you.

Ultimately, we believe that our discoveries this year have helped to take our 
selection in a very exciting direction, while re-affirming our desire to pro-
mote our artisan friends. We would like to thank you for your continued sup-
port and we look forward to working together over the coming year.

Santé



LEWIS RENTON, PHILIPPE LARUE & RICHARD BOUGLET



WHITE WINES

SAUVIGNON DE TOURAINE ‘FLEUR DE PRINTEMPS’ 12.10
DOMAINE DE LA ROCHETTE, TOURAINE, FRANCE, 2017
> PAGE 24

MÂCON PÉRONNE — ORGANIC 15.70
DOMAINE DU MONT-EPIN, MÂCONNAIS, FRANCE, 2017
> PAGE 36

LE PARADOU VIOGNIER — ORGANIC 11.00
CHÂTEAU PESQUIÉ, VENTOUX, FRANCE, 2017
> PAGE 53

PINOT GRIGIO — ORGANIC 11.95
FIDORA, VENETO, ITALY, 2017
> PAGE 86

LITTLE BEAUTY SAUVIGNON BLANC 17.60
MARLBOROUGH – WAIHOPAI VALLEY, NEW ZEALAND, 2016
> PAGE 143

WACHAUER GRÜNER VELTLINER 15.70
WEINGUT WESS, WACHAU, AUSTRIA, 2016
> PAGE 121

RED WINES

CÔTES DU RHÔNE – BIODYNAMIC 13.50
DOMAINE DE LA ROCHE AUDRAN, SOUTHERN RHÔNE, FRANCE, 2016  
> PAGE 50

CANNONBERG CABERNET SAUVIGNON 10.20
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA, 2017  
> PAGE 137

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO – BIODYNAMIC 14.00
FABULAS, ABRUZZO, ITALY, 2016
> PAGE 92

FESTIVO MALBEC 13.75
BODEGAS MONTEVIEJO, VALLE DE UCO, ARGENTINA, 2017
> PAGE 133

MERLA – ORGANIC/NATURAL 17.75
CELLER DE LES AUS, ALELLA, SPAIN, 2017
> PAGE 98

DANCING CROW CABERNET SAUVIGNON 17.80
LAKE COUNTY, USA, 2016
> PAGE 154

LES VINS DU MOMENT
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MANUEL JANISSON (CHAMPAGNE JANISSON ET FILS)



CHAMPAGNE JANISSON ET FILS
MONTAGNE DE REIMS – VERZENAY, GRAND CRU

Since the establishment of l’Art du Vin, we have been searching for a small, in-
dependent champagne house that shared our philosophy and we are delighted to 
work with the Janisson team, proof that top quality champagne doesn’t have to come 
with a branded label. In an appellation dominated by grand marques and worldwide 
brands, Manuel has quietly been developing his operation Janisson et Fils, located in 
the Grand Cru village of Verzenay.
Manuel’s family have produced Champagne from grapes grown on these same 7 
hectares of land since 1923 and during his period in charge of the estate, he has 
brought about a fantastic rise in quality. The brand new state-of-the-art winery, used 
by Manuel and his team, is home to a marriage of cuttingedge modern winemaking 
techniques and tried and tested traditional methods such as fermentation in woo-
den barrels and ‘lutte raisonnée’ in his viticulture. Due to the very small amount of 
grapes Janisson produce, they concentrate on solely two varietals: Pinot Noir and 
Chardonnay. The Brut Tradition is 70% Pinot Noir.

W  Brut Tradition  NV  36.60
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl   P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl   P.O.A.
W  Nature  NV  35.00
P  Brut Rosé  NV  42.00
W  Grand Cru  NV  44.00
W  Blanc de Blancs  NV  44.55
W  Blanc de Noirs Grand Cru  NV  46.20
W  Grand Cru Millesimé  2006  59.15

CHAMPAGNE PIERRE GERBAIS
ORGANIC

From their base in the Côte des Bars, the most southern vineyards of the appella-
tion, the Pierre Gerbais team produce elegant, organic Champagnes that truly reflect 
the microclimate and terroirs of the Ource Valley. The Réserve is based on a single 
vintage, a blend of 50% Pinot Noir, 25% Chardonnay and 25% Pinot Blanc from a vi-
neyard on Kimmeridgean marls. The average age of the vines is 30 years old, fruit is 
handharvested and the varieties are vinified separately.

SP  Réserve  NV  38.25

 

CHAMPAGNE
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CHAMPAGNE THIENOT
ALAIN THIENOT

Over the past 25 years, owner Alain Thienot has remained faithful to the key values 
which have built this producer’s world renowned reputation – quality, modernity 
and luxury. His motto reads: “A single passion: wine. A single obsession: quality”, 
and this attention to detail is key in producing some of the region’s finest vintages, 
notably Thienot’s iconic ‘La Vigne aux Gamins’. From their bases in Ay and Avize, 
Thienot continually creates wines that win international praise and acclaim.

W  Brut  NV  45.95
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl   26.40
 Magnums 150 cl   95.15
P  Brut Rosé  NV  51.25
W  Brut Millesimé  2008  P.O.A.
W  Cuvée Stanislas Blanc de Blancs  2007 80.30
W  Cuvée Garance Blanc de Noirs  2008 80.30
W  Grande Cuvée Alain Thienot  2007 P.O.A.
W  Vigne aux Gamins Blanc de Blancs  2005/06 150.15
W  Blanc de Blancs  NV P.O.A.

CHAMPAGNE CANARD-DUCHÊNE
ALAIN THIENOT

Unlike many of the region’s leading houses, Canard Duchêne is found not in the ur-
ban setting of Reims or Epernay, but on the hillsides of Ludes. At the heart of the 
Montagne de Reims vineyards, this unusual location is just one of the many aspects 
that ensure Canard-Duchêne is unique to many of its competitors. Now owned by 
Alain Thienot, the house has been producing Pinot Noir based vintages since its in-
ception in 1868, and over the years has attracted many esteemed customers, among 
them the Russian royal family, which at the end of the 19th century granted the 
house the right to use the Russian Imperial Family coat of arms on its label. The fa-
mous technique of ‘sabrage’ – when a bottle of Champagne is opened using a sword 
- is a trademark of the Canard Duchêne house, a skill worth learning for those who 
like to uncork their bottles in style!

W  Cuvée Léonie Brut  NV  41.80



POL ROGER

The 210 acre site in Epernay which houses Pol Roger is steeped in history. In the 
150 years since it was founded, it has become one of the world’s leading Champagne 
brands embracing two core values – excellence and independence. Over the years, 
this has led to Pol Roger becoming the Champagne of choice for many of modern his-
tory’s major characters, including Sir Winston Churchill and the British royal family.

W  Pol Roger Brut Réserve  NV  P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl   P.O.A.
W  Pol Roger Pure Brut  NV  P.O.A.
W  Pol Roger Brut Vintage  2009  P.O.A.
P  Pol Roger Brut Rosé  2008  P.O.A.
W  Cuvée Sir Winston Churchill  2004/06  P.O.A.
W  Pol Roger Rich  NV  P.O.A.

DOM PERIGNON

W  Vintage  2009  P.O.A.

BOLLINGER

W  Special Cuvée  NV  P.O.A.
P  Rosé  NV  P.O.A.

KRUG

W  Grande Cuvée  NV  P.O.A.
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  NV  P.O.A.

CHAMPAGNE
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RUINART

Ruinart is the oldest established Champagne house, exclusively producing cham-
pagne since 1729. Founded by Nicolas Ruinart in the Champagne region in the city 
of Reims, the house is today owned by the parent company Louis Vuitton Moet 
Hennessy.

W  Brut  NV  P.O.A.
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl   P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl   P.O.A.
P  Rosé  NV  P.O.A.
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl   P.O.A.
W  Blanc de Blancs  NV  P.O.A.
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl   P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl   P.O.A.
W  Dom Ruinart  2006  P.O.A.
P  Dom Ruinart Rosé  2004  P.O.A.

ROEDERER

Founded in 1776, and controlled by the same family since 1819, Louis Roederer is 
one of the last major Champagne Houses to be an independent family affair. The ori-
ginal Louis Roederer was a visionary in the Champagne world. In the mid-19th Cen-
tury, he purchased his own grand cru vineyards, at a time when his contemporaries 
were buying in the majority of their grapes. Over time, he patiently experimented in 
order to learn which parcels of his land were best suited to particular grape varieties. 
The result was the creation of iconic Champagnes that even now, generations later, 
we are still able to enjoy.

W  Brut Premier  NV  P.O.A.
P  Brut Premier Rosé  2011/12 P.O.A.
W  Brut Nature  2009  P.O.A.
W  Cristal  2009  P.O.A.
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DOMAINE ZIND-HUMBRECHT
OLIVIER HUMBRECHT – BIODYNAMIC

These wines come from the lands of two families steeped in winemaking history, 
formed in 1959 when neighbours Zénon Humbrecht and Emile Zind decided to work 
in tandem, combining their vineyards to leave a total of 40 hectares. Before they 
joined together, each of the families had been producing wine since 1620. Therefore, 
you would be hard pushed to find an estate more intrinsically linked with Alsacien 
history and terroirs. And rather than rest on their laurels, they continue to develop 
their story. Since gaining biodynamic status in 2002, the Zind-Humbrecht estate has 
become recognised as one of the most iconic biodynamic wineries in the world. 
Like many of the producers we choose to work with, the estate is still completely 
controlled by the family, headed by Olivier Humbrecht – known all over the wine 
world for his staunch beliefs in the implementation of biodynamic principles.

W  Zind Pinot Auxerrois Chardonnay  2016  22.85
W  Riesling ‘Turckheim’ 2016  P.O.A.
W  Gewürztraminer ‘Turckheim’  2014/15  P.O.A.
W  Pinot Gris ‘Turckheim’  2015  P.O.A.
W  Pinot Gris Rangen de Thann Clos Saint Urbain  2013  P.O.A.
SW  Vendanges Tardives Gewürztraminer Goldert Grand Cru  2005  P.O.A. 
 (limited avail.)

DOMAINE ALBERT MANN
MAURICE & JACKY BARTHELMÉ – BIODYNAMIC

Owned and run by brothers Maurice and Jacky Barthelme, the Domaine takes its 
name from the late Albert Mann, the father of Maurice’s wife. Both families have 
winemaking in their blood; the Mann family has been producing wine since the 
17th century, while winemaking history of the Barthelmé’s can be traced back to 
1654. Their 22 hectare estate situated near Colmar spans five different Grand Cru 
areas and produces fruity, aromatic wines that act as an excellent example of what 
the Alsace has to offer. The family goal is to produce wines that are in harmony with 
nature and the estate was certified organic in 2000.

W  Pinot Blanc/Auxerrois Tradition  2016  17.90
W  Riesling Tradition  2016  19.25
W  Muscat Tradition  2014  20.00
W  Pinot Gris Tradition  2016  21.20
W  Gewürztraminer Tradition  2016  24.20



JONATHAN PABIOT (DOMAINE JONATHAN ET DIDIER PABIOT)



PAYS NANTAIS

DOMAINE DE L’ECU
FRED NIGER – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL 

Domaine de l’Ecu was very much a producer ahead of its time, securing biodynamic 
certification as early as 1988 – having been declared organic in the mid-1970s. They 
insist that their wines have ‘no make-up’; simply offering as pure a reflection of their 
terroirs as possible. Yields are kept extremely low, with all vineyards harvested by 
hand to ensure that all fruit is of optimum quality. In the winery, mechanisation is 
shunned in favour of more traditional, labour intensive techniques. Indigenous yeasts 
are used during fermentation before bottling is conducted using gravity rather than 
machinery. Furthermore, a minimum level of sulphites are added, although a number 
of cuvées have none added whatsoever. He also now works with Amphora.
Their ‘Classic’ cuvée is a wonderful expression of the minerality present in the Mus-
cadet-Sèvre-et-Maine appellation. The salinity on show ensures that the wine has 
real ‘zing’, backed up by tangy citrus flavours. As a result, it is the perfect partner 
to all manner of seafood dishes as well as providing the mouthwatering sensation 
of an ideal aperitif. Domaine de l’Ecu has founded its reputation on its single vi-
neyards expressions of Melon Blanc and their ‘Orthogneiss’ – named after the soil 
type present in the vineyard – is arguably the most age-worthy example. It is subtle 
and elegant, underpinned by the zest of citrus fruits, white flowers and spices such 
as ginger and cumin. Notes of flint, dried fruits and toasted almonds add further so-
phistication to the palate, while the finish offer salt, chalk and slight notes.

W  Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine Classic  2015  15.60
W  Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine Orthogneiss  2015 18.35
R  Cabernet Sauvignon Red Noz  2014  22.30
R  Cabernet Franc Mephisto  2014  29.00

PAYS NANTAIS

DOMAINE DANIEL BIDEAU
DANIEL BIDEAU & MARIE-BÉATRICE GIRAUD

In recent years, Daniel Bideau and Marie-Béatrice Giraud have been at the forefront 
of the reforms made to the Pays Nantais appellation. Their drive has led to smal-
ler permitted yields and much improved understanding of the local terroirs. Un-
surprisingly, this has ensured improved quality production from the estates who 
have shared this ethos – the wines of Daniel and Marie-Béatrice providing prime 
examples. The Domaine Bideau estate is also ‘Terra Vitis’ registered, meaning that 
they are committed to environmental sustainability in their winemaking. The couple 
produce a Muscadet that is reminiscent of quality Trebbiano from Italy, with lovely 
floral and almond notes, matched with well balanced acidity. 

W  Muscadet de Sèvre et Maine Sur Lie 2017 11.55 
 Château Haute Cariziére

LOIRE
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PAYS NANTAIS

DOMAINE DE LA SENECHALIERE
MARC PESNOT - ORGANIC

Marc Pesnot has built a reputation fashioning exciting wines from the indigenous 
grape variety of Melon de Bourgogne. He farms his domaine, which comprises 
around 13 hectares of vines, following organic principles, while also taking a mi-
nimal intervention approach in the winery. ‘La Bohème’ is a vibrant wine which 
defies critics who argue that Melon Blanc produces one-dimensional cuvées. Marc 
harvests his grapes by hand, before leaving the wine on its lees for a minimum of 9 
months. This gives a wine which is creamy on the palate, with elegant white fruit fla-
vours and a wonderful mineral texture on the finish – a pure expression of old vine 
Melon Blanc. Marc produces his ‘Folle Blanche’ cuvée from even older vines, ranging 
from 60 to 80 years old. Yields are extremely low, helping to produce this fantasti-
cally intense white, which showcases floral notes and stone fruit flavours.

W  Folle Blanche  2016  20.10
W  Melon Vieilles Vignes ‘Miss Terre’ 2016  21.50

ANJOU

DOMAINE NICOLAS REAU
NICOLAS REAU - ORGANIC

Having studied winemaking and viticulture at Montreuil, Nicolas Reau made the 
decision to follow his passion for wine, rather than pursue a career in his other field 
of interest, music, where he was an established and blues pianist. Nowadays, rather 
than scales and arpeggios, he focusses on soil-types and wild yeasts, both critical ele-
ments in his quest to produce Chenin Blanc that best represents the unique terroir 
of Anjou. From clay-limestone soils, his ‘Chenin Méchant’ displays incredible mine-
rality, backed up by bags of fresh fruit, the natural flavours of which are allowed to 
shine through thanks to Nicolas’ minimal intervention winemaking approach. 

W  Chenin Méchant  2016 P.O.A.
W  Anjou Blanc ‘Clos des Treilles’  2016 24.75



ANJOU

DOMAINE RENÉ MOSSE
AGNES & RENÉ MOSSE – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL

Agnes and René Mosse produce terroir-driven wines from their home in the vil-
lage of Saint-Lambert-du-Lattay, in the Coteaux-du-Layon area of Anjou. The area is 
blessed with a unique micro-climate due to the presence of the Layon, a small tribu-
tary to the Loire River. These conditions allow for a long hang-time on the vines, and 
also provide ideal conditions for the production of botrytis-affected wines.
Before turning their hand to winemaking, the Mosses had owned a wine-bar in the 
provincial capital city of Tours. Having been inspired by the winemakers that they 
met there, they took the plunge and enrolled in a viticulture & oenology course, 
before purchasing their 13 hectare estate in 1999. They work their vineyards in an 
extremely labour-intensive fashion, using biodynamic preparations. With all the ef-
forts put into vineyard work, it is equally important to them to vinify in a natural 
fashion, and they are particularly attentive to minimizing the use of sulphur.
All the wines are barrel-fermented and aged, and usually the whites go through 
their malolactic fermentation. The barrels are renewed as needed: Agnes & René use 
them as containers, not oak flavour providers!
Their Anjou Blanc sec is produced from younger vines, which they planted in 2001 
& 2002. All grapes are hand-harvested before a slow vinification process that allows 
the wines to go through full malolactic fermentation. Expect notes of wild honey, 
fleshy apricots, quince paste and woodspice. As the wine opens up, secondary nutty 
aromatics develop, along with layer after layer of rich flavour. 

W  Vin de France Chenin Blanc 2016 24.50

SAUMUR

DOMAINE DES ROCHES NEUVES
THIERRY GERMAIN – BIODYNAMIC

Owned by Thierry Germain, Domaine des Roches Neuves, is one of many vineyards 
in Loire that has adopted a biodynamic culture in recent years. Germain, who ada-
mantly stands by his philosophy that ‘plants, not chemistry, make wine’, tends a 22 
hectare vineyard with an incredible attention to detail, particularly the manner in 
which nature can impact on his produce. Germain has garnered praise in the Euro-
pean press for his exciting wines, which are always filled with ripe, generous fruit 
and supple textures.

W  Saumur Blanc ‘L’insolite’  2016  30.00
R  Saumur Champigny ‘Terres Chaudes’  2016  29.00

LOIRE
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SAUMUR

DOMAINE VINCENT OGEREAU
VINCENT OGEREAU – ORGANIC

On the banks of the Côteaux du Layon, a tributary of the Loire, Domaine Ogereau 
spans 20 hectares of vineyards, cultivated by husband and wife team, Vincent and 
Catherine Ogereau. The estate was originally purchased by the Ogereau family in 
the 1890s, yet over time their emphasis has rarely changed, with the current wine-
makers maintaining a focus on the importance of grape quality. The result is a sweet 
nectar of dried fruits, spices and wild honey; Chenin Blanc at its very best.

SW  Côteaux du Layon St Lambert  2015 23.10

VOUVRAY

DOMAINE CHAMPALOU
CATHERINE & DIDIER CHAMPALOU

The Champalou family farms twenty-one hectares of vineyards on clay, limestone, 
and siliceous soils. Both Catherine and Didier were from winemaking families yet, 
having completed viticultural college together, they took the bold step to immedia-
tely establish their own estate. Their decision has been vindicated as, over time, they 
have grown to be recognised as one of the most respected estates in Vouvray, known 
for their quality and also their dedication to sustainable winemaking. 
Regarded worldwide as the home of chenin blanc, often referred to locally as pineau 
de la Loire, Vouvray enjoys warm, continental summers that, combined with slowly 
dropping temperatures in autumn, makes for a long ripening season. The limestone 
and chalk present in the vineyards also play a role in absorbing the sun’s rays, len-
ding increased ripeness to this part of the Loire Valley. The combination of these fac-
tors enables Catherine and Didier to produce wines of great elegance and tenderness 
which are highly aromatic and crucially, display perfect balance.

W Vouvray Sec 2017 17.00
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BOURGUEIL

DOMAINE DE LA CHEVALERIE
PIERRE CASLOT – BIODYNAMIC

The Caslot family have been farming their domaine of thirty-three hectares since 
1640 from their farmhouse, which sits on the hill overlooking the vines in the heart 
of the superb terroir of Restigné. Several cuvées of varying degrees of intensity and 
complexity are made from different soils and organically farmed vines. Pick of the 
cuvées is arguably the Bourgueil Diptyque, packed full of raspberry, bell pepper and 
tobacco aromas. The palate is lively and aromatic with plenty of red-fruit flavours 
and bitter red cherry notes.

R  Bourgueil Diptyque  2016  17.05

CHEVERNY

DOMAINE DU SALVARD
DELAILLE FAMILY

Made by the Delaille family, this is a bright, clean example of Cheverny – a region 
which we believe still doesn’t receive the true recognition that it deserves. Unfor-
tunately, it is likely that situation will remain the same for the foreseeable future, as 
in 2017 over 50% of the crop as lost across the appellation. This particular example, 
dominated by Sauvignon Blanc with a touch of Chardonnay, displays real energy, 
with aromas of white flowers and hints of lime, before a refreshing and balanced 
palate.

W  Cheverny Blanc  2017  15.00

TOURAINE

LEVIN WINES
DAVID LEVIN – ORGANIC

Produced by renowned Scottish hotelier David Levin and his Australian wife Lynne 
at their organic winery in the Loire Valley, these wines showcase a blend of French 
terroir manipulated using new world winemaking techniques. The organic viticul-
tural practices used by the winemaking team ensure that the resultant wines display 
wonderfully pure fruit, showcasing the freshness which has become a hallmark of 
Loire wines.

W  Le vin de Levin Sauvignon  2015  11.55
W  Levin Sauvignon Blanc  2012  14.85
P  Levin Gamay Rosé  2015  14.85
R  Levin Gamay  2011  13.50
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TOURAINE

DOMAINE DE LA ROCHETTE
FRANÇOIS LECLAIR

Francois Leclair is among a group of local winemakers intent on driving up the le-
vels of quality in the Touraine appellation. To reach this objective, he has taken it 
upon himself, along with those who share his vision in the region, to create a new 
appellation – AOC Chenonceaux, which was legally instated in 2011. Located in the 
very heart of the sprawling Touraine appellation, Domaine de la Rochette comprises 
46 hectares of vines, producing Sauvignon Blanc, Cabernet Franc and a little Mal-
bec. Francois’ Sauvignon Touraine has been among our best-selling wines since we 
opened l’Art du Vin, a fact that has come as little surprise to us as we believe it of-
fers exceptional value for money – a wonderful example of Sauvignon Blanc from 
the Touraine area.

W  Sauvignon de Touraine ‘Fleur de Printemps’  2017  12.10
R  Gamay Pinot Noir de Touraine  2016/17  12.10
R  Gamay de Touraine 2016/17  11.00

VIGNOBLES DU CENTRE

DOMAINE PIERRE MARTIN
PIERRE MARTIN

Pierre Martin is acknowledged as one of the best wine tasters in the business – and 
in our eyes he is a pretty good winemaker too! In 2004, Pierre took over the 11.5 
hectare estate from his father, who still acts as a consultant during the winemaking 
process. Their land covers two of the key Sancerre terroirs, the chalk earth of ‘Cha-
vignol’ and the limestone/clay dominated soil of ‘Terres Blanches’ – hence the beau-
tiful mineral quality possessed by Pierre’s wines.

W  Sancerre Blanc  2017 19.25
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2017  P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl   P.O.A.
P  Sancerre Rosé  2017  19.25



VIGNOBLES DU CENTRE

DOMAINE HENRY PELLÉ
ANNE AND PAUL-HENRY PELLÉ

For a long time, Menetou Salon was viewed as the poor relation of nearby Sancerre. 
Producers such as Domaine Pellé have ensured that is no longer the case. Anne and 
Paul-Henry Pellé currently preside over the family estate, the 4th generation of the 
Pellé family to tend vines here. They farm in a truly sustainable manner and aim to 
communicate the unique expression of the Menetou Salon terroirs in each bottling. 
Their ‘Morogues white’ is a blend of 7 different parcels from the highest slopes of the 
appellation. This location ensures the vines, which are rooted in Kimmeridgian marl 
soils, are exposed to cool temperatures coupled with long sunshine hours. The result 
is a wine that possesses a pure, subtle nose of white flowers and citrus fruits before 
a racy palate, with wonderfully crisp citrus fruit and a sophisticated dose of salinity.

W  Menetou Salon ‘Morogues’ 2017 21.50

VIGNOBLES DU CENTRE

DOMAINE VINCENT GAUDRY
VINCENT GAUDRY – BIODYNAMIC

A recent visit to this Domaine only served to confirm what we already knew, that 
Vincent Gaudry holds the most profound belief in the philosophy of biodynamics 
– to the extent that he has erected standing stones on his land in order to channel 
positive energy to his vines. He argues that the vines tell him when to harvest and 
that the taste of his wines alters depending on the season in which they are enjoyed 
– for example, they appear energetic during the harvest, even if they have been in a 
bottle for years. Known for being extremely secretive with his methods, there is no 
question that Vincent’s wines are as true a representation of the Sancerre terroirs 
that you will find, each wine a pure expression of the circumstances in which they 
were cultivated.

W  Sancerre Blanc ‘Tournebride’ 2017 22.55
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VIGNOBLES DU CENTRE

DOMAINE JONATHAN ET DIDIER PABIOT 
JONATHAN PABIOT – ORGANIC

When we first visited Domaine Pabiot in the small village of Les Loges in the Pouil-
ly-Fumé appellation, it was being run by Didier. We were impressed by his wines 
but, as he went to leave, Didier asked us to taste one final cuvée. He had given his 
son, Jonathan, 2 hectares of land to experiment with and this was his first vintage.  
“I know what you are going to say”, Didier piped up… “His wines are better than 
mine aren’t they? You wouldn’t be the first person to tell me that.” We meekly nodded 
our heads in agreement. Jonathan’s wines certainly showed lots of promise. Soon 
after, Didier handed over control of the Domaine to his son and, in a role reversal, 
now works under his guidance – a rare occurrence in the traditional world of French 
winemaking. 
One of our youngest producers, Jonathan’s wines are organically certified and he 
employs many biodynamic principles in an effort to ensure that his wine gives a true 
representation of the magical terroirs of Pouilly-Fumé. Consistently voted among 
the best winemakers in France, he is being touted as the successor to French wine-
making superstar Didier Dagueneau – high praise indeed!

W  Pouilly Fumé  2017 21.50
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2017  11.75
W  Aubaine  2015/16  36.30
W  Eurythmie  2015/16  38.00





NATHALIE FÈVRE (DOMAINE FÈVRE)
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CHABLIS

DOMAINE DE LA MEULIÈRE 
VINCENT & NICOLAS LAROCHE

An example of an historic winemaking family, the Laroche team have been produ-
cing fantastic Chablis from Domaine Meulière since the late 19th century. In recent 
years, the youngest generation of workers, Nicolas and Vincent, have integrated a 
number of new, modern winemaking methods. However, the overall process still 
more or less mirrors that was practised by their great grandfather when the Do-
maine produced its first harvest. For instance, they count themselves among a very 
small group of Chablis producers who continue to complete their harvest by hand. 
Domaine Meulière also boasts rather spectacular wine cellar, which dates back to 
the 18th century – a site most definitely worth a visit if you are in the region!

W  Petit Chablis  2015  17.05
W  Chablis  2015  18.45
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2015  10
W  Chablis 1er Cru ‘Les Fourneaux’ 2015  25.60
W  Chablis 1er Cru ‘Monts de Milieu’  2015  25.50
 Magnums 150 cl  2014  61.00

CHABLIS

DOMAINE FÈVRE
NATHALIE & GILLES FÈVRE

Run by husband and wife duo Gilles and Nathalie, Domaine Fèvre is composed of 42 
hectares of vineyard, including large swathes of Premier and Grand Crus. The couple 
met while both studying oenology at university, forming a potent combination that 
has produced wines that are acknowledged by many respected voices to be among 
the best in the region. Both obviously bring separate expertise and experience to the 
table, yet importantly, they share the common thinking that there must be as little 
intervention as possible during the grape growing process in order to allow their 
wines to encapsulate their natural terroirs in as honest a light as possible.

W  Chablis  2017 19.25
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2017 P.O.A.
W  Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume  2016 26.70
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2017 P.O.A.
W  Chablis Grand Cru Les Preuses  2015 51.15
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CÔTE DE NUITS

DOMAINE D’ARDHUY
D’ARDHUY FAMILY – BIODYNAMIC

Located in the micro-region of Clos de Langres, an area that has witnessed the culti-
vation of vines since they were first planted by local monks in the 10th century, Do-
maine d’Ardhuy is one of our most recent discoveries. Headed by Gabriel d’Ardhuy, 
the team produce stunning examples of Burgundy wines from across a wide range 
of terroirs, including the grand cru areas of Puligny-Montrachet and Gevrey-Cham-
bertin. A strong follower of the biodynamic movement, Gabriel allows the vines 
to express themselves in order to produce fruit that is as pure as possible, before 
conducting the fermentation process in traditional oak barrels, with regular stirring 
of the lees.

W  Bourgogne Blanc  2016  18.15
W  Meursault Les Pellans  2015  43.20
R  Savigny les Beaune 1er Cru ‘Les Peuillets’ 2012  30.00
R  Gevrey Chambertin  2015 43.00
R  Clos de Vougeot Grand Cru  2010/11  111.40

CÔTE DE NUITS

DOMAINE DUBAND
DAVID DUBAND

When David Duband took control of his family operation in the late 1990s, he was 
widely acknowledged as one of Burgundy’s rising stars. Now, 20 years on, he has 
confirmed his position in the upper echelons of Burgundian winemaking and has 
also taken the opportunity to add a small selection of exceptional Grand Cru vi-
neyards to his family parcels – most notably in Gevrey Chambertin and Morey St 
Denis. It would have been easy for David to relax in recent times, with his burgeo-
ning reputation and acquisition of prime vineyard sites. However, he has continued 
to develop his winemaking skills and in the last couple of years has fully converted 
to organic viticulture. Furthermore, he now elects to work with extremely minimal 
levels of added SO2, along with older oak barrels and a tendency to favour whole 
bunch fermentation. We are delighted to introduce you to these wines that unques-
tionably deliver striking purity with fabulous depth and intensity without sacrifi-
cing the unique origins of each individual parcel.

R Morey St Denis  2013 60.50
R Chambolle Musigny  2013 70.00
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CÔTE DE NUITS

DOMAINE TRAPET
JEAN-LOUIS TRAPET – BIODYNAMIC

This is one of two estates owned by the Trapet family, the other is located in Alsace. 
Run by Jean-Louis Trapet, a radical winemaker who has made a lot of alterations to 
the production process put in place by his predecessor, the estate is now entirely 
Biodynamic, with restricted yields in place in order to protect the vines and soil for 
future generations. His wines are now amongst the most sought after in the Côtes 
de Nuits following the huge amount of praise he has received on the international 
wine scene.

R  Gevrey Chambertin ‘Cuvée Ostrea’  2013  71.00

CÔTE DE NUITS

DOMAINE DANIEL RION
OLIVIER & CHRISTOPHE RION

Domaine Rion is one of Nuits St. Georges’ finest producers. Founded by their father 
Daniel, the Domaine is now run by Olivier and Christophe and consists of 18 hec-
tares. They both believe in minimal intervention in the winery, using a combination 
of modern techniques and traditional practices learned from their father. Nuits St. 
Georges is a typical village of the Cote de Nuits appellation and this wine shows 
power, strength and great masculine characters.

R  Vosne Romanée  2014 52.25
R  Nuits St. Georges Vieilles Vignes  2012  52.00

CÔTE DE BEAUNE

DOMAINE MICHELOT
JEAN-FRANÇOIS MESTRE

One of the most respected producers in Meursault, Domaine Michelot has built its 
reputation upon the consistent quality of its wines. The reputation comes from the 
ability of Domaine Michelot to deliver an opulent and rich style of Meursault, very 
traditional and very much what people expect from this terroir. Obviously the key 
to this success lies in the vineyard but extended lees contact and regular batonnage 
during vinification make the wines fleshy and approachable relatively early.

W  Meursault  2016 46.50
W  Meursault 1er Cru Charmes  2014  83.00
R  Santenay 1er Cru La Comme  2015  36.00
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE

DOMAINE JEAN CHARTRON
JEAN-MICHEL CHARTRON

Jean-Michel Chartron, current owner of the domaine which bears his family name, 
is one of the true believers in making wines that represent their unique terroirs. 
Across his estate, he has worked for many years to understand the subtleties of each 
of his plots of land, experimenting with mainly Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. He be-
lieves that, through understanding the minor differences in the soil of each area, he 
is able to cultivate fruit that in turn gives his wines a true sense of place – a philoso-
phy that we most certainly agree with!

W  Meursault ‘Les Pierres’ 2015/16  45.65
W  Rully ‘Montmorin’  2015/16  26.95
W  Puligny Montrachet Village  2016  58.00
W  Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru ‘Clos de la Pucelle’ Monopole  2016  92.40

CÔTE DE BEAUNE

DOMAINE HENRI DELAGRANGE
DIDIER DELAGRANGE

The estate of Henri Delagrange has been managed by the Delagrange family for 6 
generations. Currently, proceedings are overseen by Didier, who has continued the 
recent objective of marrying traditional techniques with more modern methods. 
Despite having integrated a number of these more forward-thinking winemaking 
approaches, Delagrange maintain their mission statement to produce traditional 
wines that are rich in fruit and bursting with finesse and elegance.

SP  Crémant de Bourgogne, Blanc de Blancs  NV  19.55
R  Pinot Noir Hautes Côtes de Beaune  2017  19.55
R  Volnay Vieilles Vignes  2016  38.00
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE

FRANÇOIS DE NICOLAY
FRANÇOIS DE NICOLAY – BIODYNAMIC

François de Nicolay, who manages Chandon de Briailles along with his sister Claude, 
started this tiny négociant project in 2000 with the aim of producing as pure an 
expression of Burgundy as possible. Having seen the benefits of biodynamic viti-
culture at his family Domaine, François only sources organic or biodynamic grapes 
from trusted friends amongst the best growers, who are sometimes famed producers 
themselves. The optimal quality of the grapes means he can create several cuvées wi-
thout added sulphites; other cuvées experience an extremely low dose of sulphur as 
the only addition. François lets the terroir express itself with this minimal interven-
tion, use of natural yeasts, and neutral barrels. The wines receive the utmost care: 
they do not undergo either pumping or filtration and they are hand bottled directly 
from the barrel.

W  Le Grande Chatelaine Blanc 2015 30.65
W  Saint-Romain Blanc Francois de Nicolay 2015 33.00
R  Savigny Les Beaune 1er Cru Francois de Nicolay  2015 46.35
R  Mercurey Francois de Nicolay  2015 30.65
R  Carignan Vielles Vignes VDF Francois de Nicolay  2013  19.65
R  Moulin à Vent Domaine des Moriers 2015  23.60

CÔTE DE BEAUNE

DOMAINE LARUE
DIDIER & DENIS LARUE

Located in the well-known Côte des Blancs district, Domaine Larue spans 15 hec-
tares from the family home in Saint-Aubin to Puligny Montrachet. Brothers Denis 
and Didier, along with Denis’ son Bruno are responsible for working the land, each 
having their own specific responsibilities in the winemaking process, while Didier 
also shoulders the additional burden of the commercialisation of their products. Si-
milarly to many Domaine’s in Burgundy, the Larue mantra centres on respect for the 
terroirs and the age-old practises that have always been present in the traditional 
winemaking processes of the region.

W  St. Aubin 1er Cru Vieilles Vignes  2016  32.50
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE

CHÂTEAU PHILIPPE LE HARDI
A new addition to our Burgundy range, Chateau Philippe le Hardi has developed a 
reputation for making wines that are both sustainably produced and of the highest 
quality. Their 90 hectare vineyard is farmed according to Terra Vitis principles, with 
a key emphasis on the promotion of biodiversity. The estate is named after Philippe 
le Hardi (Philip the Bold), who presided over the estate in the late 14th century. A 
key figure in the history of Burgundy, and wider French politics, it was Philippe 
who made a decree in 1395 which banned the planting of Gamay in vineyards and 
ordered the cutting down and pulling up of any vines that had already been planted. 
The resultant move to concentrate on the cultivation of Chardonnay and Pinot Noir 
laid the foundations for the classic wines of Burgundy that we know so well today.
Of particular interest is their Clos la Chaise Dieu Monopole, from the village of Saint 
Aubin.  The predominantly limestone terroir of this area ensures that the vines be-
nefit from perfect drainage conditions. The resultant wine is a pure expression of 
elegant, Burgundian Chardonnay – just as Monsieur le Hardi would have liked it!

W Clos de la Chaise Monopole 2016 20.00
W Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru Morgeot 2015 51.00
R Pinot Noir Veilles Vignes 2016 19.00
R Mercurey 1er Cru ‘Les Puillets’ 2016 29.00
R  Beaune 1er Cru ‘Montée Rouge’ 2015 42.00

CÔTE CHALONNAISE

DOMAINE FEUILLAT-JUILLOT
FRANÇOISE FEUILLAT JUILLOT

A graduate of oenology from Dijon University, Françoise Feuillat-Juillot has no he-
sitation in saying that she strives to create wines that display a “a feminine touch”. 
Françoise originally worked in tandem with her father, yet after his death, has as-
sumed complete responsibility of the estate. In the time that we have worked with 
Françoise, her wines have gone from strength to strength. It gives us great pleasure 
to drink wines that capture someone’s individual ideology, displaying the elegance 
and femininity that she so desires.

W  Montagny 1er Cru ‘Les Grappes d’Or’ 2016  21.75



MÂCONNAIS

DOMAINE DE LA CROIX SENAILLET
RICHARD & STÉPHANE MARTIN – ORGANIC/NATURAL

When brothers Richard and Stephane Martin took control of their family estate from 
their father in 1992, they wasted no time in making the changes that they thought 
would benefit their wines in the long run. First on their list was to convert their vi-
neyards to organic practices, before they looked to extend their operation slightly to 
allow them to experiment with an increased variety of terroirs. They swiftly grew 
the domaine from 6.5 to 25 hectares, enabling them to be far more selective with the 
fruit used in the final winemaking process. The combination of these changes has 
undoubtedly proved extremely successful in ensuring that the wines of Domaine de 
la Croix Senaillet are increasing in quality year on year – an example of what can 
be achieved when the entire winemaking process is scrutinised, from vine to bottle.

W  Mâcon Davayé  2017 16.25
W  Saint Véran  2017  18.15
W  Saint Véran (No added sulphites)  2015  23.95

MÂCONNAIS

DOMAINE CORNIN
DOMINIQUE CORNIN – ORGANIC

Situated in the very south of the region, Domaine Cornin is a 10 hectare, family run 
estate based in the village of Chaintre. The entire Domaine is farmed following Bio-
dynamic principles, with the Cornin family, notably head winemaker Yannick, ma-
king very conscious attempts throughout their production process to leave as small 
a carbon footprint as possible. For more than a decade now, their land has also been 
cultivated without the use of chemical herbicides, in an effort to produce healthy, 
and more importantly, natural grapes, which in turn produce stunning wines – fine 
examples of the benefits of sustainable, environmentally conscious farming. 

W  Pouilly Fuissé  2016  24.75
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MÂCONNAIS

DOMAINE DU MONT-ÉPIN
RICHARD & STÉPHANE MARTIN – ORGANIC

We are thrilled to be able to bring you 2 new single-vineyard wines from our friends 
Richard and Stéphane Martin, the brothers behind Domaine de la Croix-Senaillet. 
After freak weather patterns disrupted their harvest in 2015, they decided to take 
on two new vineyard sites in nearby Clessé. This allowed them to experiment with 
a different terroir, as well as expand their range with the incorporation of a number 
of new wines. Mâcon Péronne is an ancient vineyard, with low-yielding vines pro-
ducing extremely concentrated fruit. The nose is ripe with expressive, mineral notes, 
leading to a palate dominated by citrus and pear notes, with excellent acidity. The Vi-
ré-Clessé Breillonde comes from another plot of old vines, vinified in 30% new oak. 
It displays real fruit intensity, with a bright nose of honey and golden peach.

W  Mâcon Péronne  2017 15.70
W  Viré-Clessé Breillonde  2016  19.60





LUCIEN & YOHAN LARDY



DOMAINE LARDY
LUCIEN LARDY

Lucien Lardy sees himself as a keeper of both French and family winemaking he-
ritage. Rather than seeing his job as arduous, he thinks that his profession enables 
him to fulfil the role of guardian, protecting the land for the next generation. This 
respect for nature has fuelled his winemaking philosophy, as Lucien aims to let his 
wines speak for themselves and act as a representation of their individual terroirs. 
Each plot is vinified separately, allowing the creation of complex wines that display 
the many characteristics of his land. Lucien is a founding member of the Terroirs 
Originels collective, a federation of likeminded winemakers who promote integrity 
and passion for winemaking alongside sustainable growing practices.

R  Gamay, Beaujolais Villages  2017 14.05
R  Fleurie Vieilles Vignes ‘Le Vivier’  2016 16.80
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2016 P.O.A.

DOMAINE YOHAN LARDY
YOHAN LARDY

Yohan Lardy is an undoubted rising star of the French wine world. Having worked 
with his father, Lucien Lardy, for a number of years, we were aware of Yohan’s po-
tential from a young age. He studied at viticultural college then travelled the world 
in order to gain as much winemaking experience as possible, most notably in the 
production of Pinot Noir in Oregon. He then returned to work at his father’s estate 
in Beaujolais, before acquiring his own small plot of land, comprising only 2 hec-
tares, in Moulin-à-Vent. He ferments his grapes using wild yeasts, then ages the 
wine for eight months in 2-3 year old barriques. The result is stunning; a wine that 
we believe would not be out of place in a Côte de Beaune tasting. We at l’Art du Vin 
think that Moulin-à-Vent is one of the regions worldwide which best vindicates the 
principle of ‘terroir’. Fleurie, which is the neighbouring appellation, produces vel-
vety, perfumed wines which are extremely approachable. On the other hand, wines 
which are meatier, more intense and possessing heavier tannins are produced just a 
couple of miles along the road in Moulin-à-Vent, despite the fact that both styles are 
made using the same grape - 100% Gamay.

R  Moulin à Vent ‘Les Michelons’ 2015/16 21.45
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DOMAINE LAURENCE ET RÉMI DUFAITRE
REMI DUFAITRE

Rémi and Laurence (his wife) Dufaitre began their winemaking lives as grape 
growers in Brouilly, selling their fruit to local co-operatives while simultaneously 
setting themselves up to one day produce their own wines. That day came in 2010, 
when, using indigenous yeasts and organically farmed fruit, the pair bottled their 
first vintage. From then, the reputation of the Dufaitre’s has gone from strength to 
strength, and they now have an avid following among members of the Parisian na-
tural wine scene. Their wines are made using carbonic maceration – a technique wi-
dely associated with the wines of Beaujolais. Whole bunches are fermented under a 
blanket of carbon dioxide, producing fruit-driven wines with low tannins. The fact 
that Laurence and Rémi employ the same winemaking techniques for each of their 
cuvées allows us to really taste the differences between vineyard sites, with minor 
differences in the altitude of each of his wines helping to illustrate the importance 
of the concept of terroir.

R  Brouilly  2016  24.00

DOMAINE FOILLARD
JEAN FOILLARD – ORGANIC

Jean Foillard purchased this tiny, unkempt estate in 1982, with the ambition of res-
toring the vines to their original glory. Through a laborious process of re-planting, 
pruning and gradual expansion, he now presides over 11 hectares of vines in the 
Côte du Py, a sub-region of Morgon. The vines of the Côte du Py are grown on the 
side of an extinct volcano, with soil-type varying from plot to plot. This allows Jean 
to be extremely experimental when blending his wines and ensures his singlevi-
neyard cuvées are a true expression of their terroir. His wines are fabulously pure; 
unfiltered and unfined Gamay at their finest, with minimal added sulphur to cloud 
their delicious rhubarb and blackberry notes.

R  Morgon ‘Côte du Py’  2016  P.O.A.





YVES DUPORT (DOMAINE YVES DUPORT)



JURA

DOMAINE DE LA BORDE
JULIEN MARESCHAL – BIODYNAMIC

The Côte de Caillot is home to very few winemakers, but the work of Julien Mareschal 
is gradually drawing the attention of critics to this district. From his organically-cer-
tified vineyards on the outskirts of Pupillin, Julien fashions a number of intriguing 
cuvées, all of which are named after the individual parcel from which they are pro-
duced. The ‘Ploussard La Feule’ is made without the use of any added sulphur. Na-
tural yeasts are employed during fermentation before the wine is left to age in huge 
1200L barrels. The resulting wine is a true example of quality production from this 
region.

W  Savagnin Foudre à Canon  2014  31.65
W  Chardonnay Caillot  2015  P.O.A.
R  Ploussard Pupillin de Feule  2015  29.15

BUGEY

DOMAINE YVES DUPORT
YVES DUPORT – ORGANIC

From his 10 hectare estate in the foothills of the Alps, Yves Duport crafts artisan 
wines which are steadily putting this lesser known French region on the winema-
king map. Half of Yves’ production consists of Bugey Blanc, including a key focus 
on the indigenous grape variety of Altesse, known elsewhere in France as Roussette. 
This cuvée displays subtle mineral and fresh floral aromas, which develop through 
ageing to notes of honey and bees wax. Along with Altesse, Yves also cultivates the 
local grape variety of Mondeuse, which along with Pinot Noir, forms the base of 
his red wines. Mondeuse is also one of the key components in Yves’ spectacular-
ly elegant sparkling wine. A blend which also contains Chardonnay, Aligoté and 
Pinot Noir, the ‘l’Origine’ Brut is produced using the traditional method and displays 
graceful floral notes, rendering it a perfect aperitif wine.

SP  L’Origine  2015/16 18,15
W  Altesse  2016/17 16.25
R  Pinot Noir  2017 17.60
R  Mondeuse  2016 18.00
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SAVOIE

DOMAINE BRUNO LUPIN
BRUNO LUPIN

The Roussette de Savoie AOC is known for its dry white wines, produced predomi-
nantly from the Altesse grape variety, locally referred to as Roussette. Award-win-
ning winemaker Bruno Lupin’s domaine is located in Frangy, acknowledged as one 
of the best crus in this up-and-coming region. As with many of the producers in 
this region, Bruno follows the ‘lutte raisonnée’ method of viticulture. This involves 
the minimal use of chemicals, low yields and the hand harvesting of all grapes. Pick 
of his cuvées is arguably the ‘Frangy’. From 100% Roussette, it displays pear, gin-
gerbread, spice and honey notes with a hint of nougat. The mouthfeel is soft, mellow 
and off-dry with a fabulous spike of acidity. A perfect partner to river fish such as 
pike or perch.

W  Roussette de Savoie Cru ‘Frangy’  2016  17.00





ALEXANDRE & FRÉDÉRIC CHAUDIÈRE (CHÂTEAU PESQUIÉ)



NORTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE FERRATON
DAMIEN BRISSET

Overlooking the river in the Rhône Valley, Domaine Ferraton was established in 
1946 and has been a fine example of the region’s viticulture ever since. Now run 
by Samuel Ferraton, the 4th generation of the family to take the helm, the estate 
produces wines displaying exemplary structure with elegant fruit flavours and a 
tasteful hint of new oak. Samuel employs a system which is very much a marriage 
between traditional techniques and more modern methods, many of which were 
learned during his spell under the tutelage of the famous Chapoutier brothers, an 
indication of just how highly regarded Samuel’s winemaking skills are by those at 
the very top of the business.

R  Côtes du Rhône Rouge  2016  12.95
R  Crozes-Hermitage Les Calendes  2015/16  24.30
R  Châteauneuf du Pape Parvis Rouge  2015  31.00

NORTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE ROMANEAUX DESTEZET
HERVÉ SOUHAUT - ORGANIC

Hervé Souhaut established Domaine Romaneaux-Destezet in 1993 and since then, 
has developed a reputation for producing some of the finest examples of limited-pro-
duction wines that the Northern Rhône has to offer. His tiny 5 hectare estate is 
based on classic northern Rhône acidic granite soils, and includes a swathe of vines 
that are between 50 to 100 years old, which Hervé cultivates using a blend of organic 
and biodynamic winemaking techniques. This Saint Joseph is delightfully fresh, a 
reminder that cool climate Syrah can possess real finesse combined with extremely 
dynamic aromatic notes.

R  St Joseph ‘Cessieux’  2016  45.10
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NORTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE YVES CUILLERON
YVES CUILLERON

Wine has been part of Yves Cuilleron’s history for three generations, on both his pa-
ternal and maternal sides. For the last three decades, Yves has been managing the 
production of the family estate, overseeing all the minute details of each step to en-
sure that his wines are 100% ‘made by hand’ in his own unique style. For decades, 
the domaine has undertaken traditional, straightforward vinification. Cuilleron’s 
main ingredients? Hand picking of grapes, meticulous sorting in situ, alcoholic fer-
mentation using only wild yeasts, and ageing in oak. Yves’ ‘La Petite Côte’ Condrieu 
is a truly expressive and seductive wine. The nose possesses notes of apricot, quince, 
peach and citrus fruits alongside a backdrop of lilac, rose and violet. The palate is 
rich yet fresh, with a sense of spicy power and elegance.

W Viognier 2015/16 P.O.A.
W Condrieu La Petite Côte 2016 48.00
R Syrah 2016 P.O.A.
R Saint-Joseph Cavanos 2016 P.O.A.
R Côte Rôtie Bassenon 2015 P.O.A.

NORTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE DARD ET RIBO
RENÉ JEAN DARD & FRANÇOIS RIBO - ORGANIC

René Jean Dard and François Ribo are key members of a new generation of French 
winemakers who have acquired a cult following among those who seek out the wor-
ld’s most exciting natural wines. Their wines are stocked by all the coolest wine bars 
throughout their native country, as well as having a loyal fan base in Japan, which is 
fast becoming a key market in the natural wine scene. The Dard et Ribo duo control 
7.5 hectares of vineyards, comprising a variety of Crozes-Hermitage terroirs and an 
interesting combination of soil types, which they farm organically. And the philo-
sophy of the pair is very straightforward. According to François, “what we like is 
natural wine because it’s alive, wine that does not necessarily have to be kept – just 
drunk and drunk again” – an ideology that we certainly agree with.

W  Crozes Hermitage Blanc  2016  38.50



NORTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE CURTAT
CHRISTOPHE CURTAT

Since 2004, Christophe Curtat has steadily grown his tiny domaine near Arras to 
comprise 3 hectares of vineyards in the enviable location of St Joseph. Having ini-
tially learned his trade under the tutelage of Yves Cuilleron and Francois Villard – 
both acknowledged as winemaking heroes in this part of the world – Christophe 
now fashions a range of wines from his vines with range from 12 to 50 years of age.
Christophe employs modern winemaking techniques and incredible attention to de-
tail in order to capture the freshness of the fruit. Vinification is conducted using a 
minimal intervention approach using wild yeasts and SO2 levels are kept to a mi-
nimum.

R Crozes-Hermitage Fées des Champs 2015 29.00

ARDÈCHE

MAS DE LIBIAN
FAMILLE THIBON-MACAGNO – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL

The Thibon-Macagno family have presided over the farm of Mas de Libian since 
1670! Now, it is the turn of Hélène to lead the winemaking element of the business 
– they also grow other fruits and cereals. Having taken over proceedings in 1995, 
Hélène made the brave decision to begin bottling their own estate wine, rather than 
selling their produce to local négociants as they had previously. This decision has 
most thoroughly been vindicated, as the estate has developed an outstanding repu-
tation, while Hélène has individually been recognised among the most promising 
young winemakers in France. Her Vin de Pétanque, a Syrah/Mourvèdre/Grenache 
blend dominated by the former, comes from vines grown on clay-limestone soils 
that also feature the distinctive ‘pudding stones’ of the nearby Chateauneuf-du-Pape 
region. The grapes undergo strict manual selection, before being destemmed, lightly 
crushed and macerated for 5 days. The resulting wine is dark ruby in colour and pos-
sesses aromas of blackberry, myrtle and gentle spices. The palate is warm and diges-
tible with olive notes that are typical of the Rhône region.

R  Vin de Pétanque (Grenache/Syrah/Mourvèdre)  2017 13.00 
 (No added sulphites)
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SOUTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE PIERRE AMADIEU
PIERRE AMADIEU

Located in the appellation of Gigondas towards the south of the Rhône valley, Pierre 
Amadieu’s vineyard is one of true quality. Having originally purchased the estate 
back in 1929, when incidentally it only comprised seven hectares, Pierre expanded, 
planting new vineyards and broadening his range of grape varieties. He still oversees 
proceedings, although the day to day operations of the Domaine are now controlled 
by his son Claude and grandson, Pierre Jr. Grapes including Grenache, Mourvedre 
and Syrah are grown to create their peppery Grande Romane, a deep, cherry co-
loured red featuring sophisticated notes of liquorice, light toast and Provencal herbs.

R  Gigondas Cuvée Prestige  2014  P.O.A.

SOUTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE DE LA ROCHE AUDRAN
VINCENT ROCHETTE – BIODYNAMIC

Vincent Rochette comes from a long line of grape growers rather than winemakers. 
In 1998, he bucked that trend by investing in a cellar and the necessary equipment to 
allow him to vinify his own grapes, which for five generations had been sold to other 
winemakers in the area. Vincent is an ardent believer in the benefits of biodynamics, 
fully converting his estate to follow that philosophy in 2006. He uses only natural 
products in the vineyard and carries out all his work in keeping with the cosmic 
cycles of the earth, not only among the vines but also in the cellar. One of his most 
interesting cuvées is the Côte du Rhone ‘Nature’, which has had no sulphites added 
at any stage of the winemaking process. Due to the fact that sulphites are naturally 
present in grapes, there are still 9mg present (below the legal 10mg limit which is 
required to state that the wine contains sulphites), an insignificant figure compared 
to the conventional levels found in most wines. The result is a wine that is simply a 
pure expression of Grenache, Carignan, Syrah and Mourvèdre.

W  Côtes du Rhône Blanc 2017 14.60
W  Cuvée César  2017 21.20
R  Côtes du Rhône  2016 13.50
R  Côtes du Rhône Nature (No added sulphites)  2016 14.85
R  Côtes du Rhône Villages Visan  2016 13.90
R  Châteauneuf du Pape  2014 39.45



SOUTHERN RHÔNE

DOMAINE MONTIRIUS
CHRISTINE & ERIC SAUREL – BIODYNAMIC

Founded by Eric and Christine Saurel, Domaine Montirius is one of the foremost 
biodynamic estates in the region of Vacqueyras. Eric, who cut his teeth as a wine-
maker in Bordeaux, has always professed a biodynamic philosophy. It was no sur-
prise therefore that, within three years of taking over Domaine Montirius in tandem 
with Christine, the estate was declared fully biodynamic. Since then, thanks to their 
dedication to the vineyards, Christine and Eric have established themselves as key 
players in the Gigondas and Vacqueyras appellations.

R  Vacqueyras ‘Le Clos’ 2014  25.30

SOUTHERN RHÔNE

CHÂTEAU LA NERTHE
CHRISTIAN VOEUX – ORGANIC

Château la Nerthe is nestled among some of the world’s best known estates in the 
historic appellation of Châteauneuf-du-Pape. Among the many reasons for the ap-
pellation’s success, the area benefits from a unique microclimate that is extremely 
favourable for winemaking. The domaine sees 200 days of sunshine a year, which 
helps to produce grapes that reach maturity quicker than many other estates, com-
bined with the famous northerly wind called the ‘Mistral’, which prevents fungus 
spreading on vines. The team at Chateau La Nerthe harness these natural advantages 
to produce both white and red wines, the latter of particularly exceptional quality.

W  Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc  2016 49.50
W  Châteauneuf du Pape Blanc ‘Clos de Beauvenir’  2012 99.00
R  ‘Les Granieres de la Nerthe’ Châteauneuf du Pape  2014 32.45
R  Châteauneuf du Pape Rouge  2013 49.50
R  Châteauneuf du Pape ‘Les Cadettes’ 2010 104.00
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SOUTHERN RHÔNE

PRIEURÉ DE MONTÉZARGUES
GUILLAUME DUGAS – ORGANIC

Regarded as the best rosé producing district of the Rhone Valley, Tavel wines are 
crafted using a careful blend of grape varieties that produce some of France’s more 
full blooded rosés. The Prieure de Montezargues sits sheltered from the Mistral 
winds at the foot of the Montagne Noir, allowing the grapes to ripen without the 
potential threat that strong regional winds can pose to vines in the area. The 33 hec-
tare vineyard is run by Guillaume Dugas, whose estate also includes a number of 
stunning, hundred-year-old strawberry trees, a flavour that is detectable throughout 
the cuvées in his range.

P  Tavel  2017 17.05

COSTIÈRES DE NIMES

DOMAINE DES GRIMAUDES
EMANUELLE KREYDENWEISS – BIODYNAMIC

In 1999, the purchase of the Perrieres Estate in Manduel represented the start of a 
new adventure for the Kreydenweiss family. They were particularly interested in the 
oldest variety, Carignan, but also by Syrah and Grenache. The cellar was even built 
using ecological materials, such as brick. Biodynamic principles have been applied to 
the entire vineyard, and the vines are severely pruned to control the yields. Les Gri- 
maudes is a full bodied wine, fruity, with soft tannins and a smooth and silky palate.

R Costières de Nimes - Les Grimaudes 2014/2015 16.00



VENTOUX

CHÂTEAU PESQUIÉ
FAMILLE CHAUDIÈRE – ORGANIC

This family run domaine came to being in the early 1970s, when Odette and René 
Bastide spotted the potential of the Ventoux region and took over an area of run-
down vineyards. In 1985 Edith and Paul Chaudière took control and created one of 
the first independent wineries of the AOC, in an area which had previously been 
dominated by cooperatives. In 2003, Paul and Edith handed over the running of the 
estate to their two sons, Alexandre and Frédéric, who have since set about conver-
ting the domaine to organic farming. They are blessed with vineyards in an enviable 
location, ideally situated at the crossroads between the Alpine and Mediterranean 
worlds. An average altitude of the vineyards of more than 300 metres and the wide 
variation of temperatures between days and nights create an excellent physiological 
balance in the vines, adding colour, concentration and balance to their wines.

W  Le Paradou Viognier  2017 11.00
P  Le Paradou Cinsault  2017 11.00
R  Le Paradou Grenache  2016 11.00
W  Les Terrasses Blanc  2016 13.75
W  Quintessence Blanc  2016 25.85
R  Les Terrasses Rouge  2016 13.75
R  Quintessence Rouge  2015/16 22.85
SW  Muscat de Beaume de Venise 50 cl  2016 17.90
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PROVENCE

DOMAINE RIMAURESQ
PIERRE DUFFORT

With director Pierre Duffort calling the shots at the head of a well-regarded team of 
winemakers, it is no surprise that Domaine Rimauresq has been lauded by critics in 
recent years for its excellent produce. Duffort himself has been acclaimed as the key 
to the estate’s success, thrice being named by Guide Hachette in their list of top wi-
nemakers. Domaine Rimauresq is the home of 9 grape varieties that are cultivated 
to produce red and white as well as rosé wines – which are known for being slightly 
darker than many other examples of rosé from the region.

W  Blanc  2016 17.35
P  Rosé  2017 17.05
R  Rouge  2014 17.90

PROVENCE

LE PARADOU, CÔTES DE PROVENCE
FAMILLE CHAUDIÈRE

We are delighted to be able to introduce you to a new project from our friends at 
Château Pesquié. Best known for their work in the Ventoux appellation, they have 
recently ventured fractionally further south and have bottled their first Côtes de 
Provence AOC rosé. 
Formed using a classic blend of Cinsault, Grenache and Vermentino, the grapes are 
picked from a vineyard located in the heart of Provence, in the shadow of Sainte-Vic-
toire Mountain, the picturesque peak immortalized by Paul Cézanne in more than 70 
paintings. At harvest the grapes are picked by hand in the early morning, cooled at 
the cellar and pressed whole-cluster to extract the lightest color possible. The wine is 
then fermented and aged in stainless steel tanks before bottling. The Cinsault provi-
des this wine’s delicate fruit flavors reminiscent of raspberries and strawberries, the 
Grenache its colour and spice, and the Vermentino its freshness and acidity.

P Le Paradou Rosé, Côtes de Provence 2017 10.00
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BANDOL

CHÂTEAU DE PIBARNON
COMTE HENRI DE SAINT VICTOR

Acquired by Comte Henri de Saint Victor in 1977, Château de Pibarnon has been 
restored to its full glory. Since the initial regeneration programme was initiated, the 
estate has grown exponentially, now covering a 50 hectare area. The Bandol is tra-
ditionally home to rough wines, as a result of the granite based soils, yet Pibarnon 
stands out as producing remarkably subtle and sophisticated wines, thanks in the 
most part to the altitude of the vineyards and their limestone bedrock.

R  Bandol Rouge  2013  41.00

BANDOL

DOMAINE LA SUFFRÈNE
CÉDRIC GRAVIER

Although he has only been bottling his wines for a few years, Cédric Gravier is already 
a superstar in the making. La Suffrène’s vineyard practices are traditional from gobe-
let-trained vines to the strict vendange vert which keeps yields low, optimising qua-
lity and contributing towards concentration in the grapes when harvested. The 2011 
Bandol Rouge is a mastodon, weighing in at a burly 15 degrees of alcohol and is hugely 
concentrated and wildly aromatic with spices, pepper, sandalwood, coffee and leather.

P  Bandol Rosé  2017  21.00
R  Bandol Rouge  2015  24.50





PASCAL VERHAEGHE (CHÂTEAU DU CÈDRE)



BEARN

DOMAINE DE CABIDOS
MÉO SAKORN-SÉRIÈS

Cabidos is located in Béarn, just outside the Jurançon appellation. The estate specia-
lises in sweet and dry wines from the indigenous Petit Manseng grape variety, pro-
ducing wines of great character, complexity and length that are highly sought-after 
and appreciated by connoisseurs the world over. With a distinguished history dating 
back to the 13th Century, when Navarre was a kingdom as powerful as the kingdom 
of France, the 9-hectare estate flourishes today under the family ownership of Ro-
bert and Peggy Alday. Maître de Chai and Chef de Culture Madame Méo Sakorn-Sé-
riès is responsible for the vineyards and chai, and is the only Thailandese lady wine-
maker in France (if not the world). 
The sweet Petit Manseng (les doux) are made thanks to the ancient method of pas-
serillage, which consists of concentrating the grapes by leaving them to dry on the 
vine long into the autumn and sometimes into December. The result is sumptuous. 
The wines show powerful quince and tropical fruit aromas. The vibrant acidity ba-
lances the sweetness, and the controlled levels of alcohol make this an ideal sipping 
or dessert wine. The estate’s dry Petit Manseng is a rare and original wine. The Petit 
Manseng grape is powerful and aromatic but difficult to master. Its low yields and 
labour-intensive demands deter all but the most intrepid. Consequently there are 
very few estates producing a 100% Petit Manseng as a dry wine, and none with the 
dedication and perfectionism of Cabidos. 

SW  Cabidos Petit Manseng Doux 2012/13  11.00 
 Cuvée des Annesses VDP du Comté Tolosan 37.5 cl
W  Cabidos Petit Manseng Sec - VDP des Pyrénées Atlantiques  2014 18.45
SW  Cabidos Petit Manseng Doux 
 Cuvée Comte Philippe VDP du Comté Tolosan 50 cl  2014 20.10
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DORDOGNE

DOMAINE DE L’ANCIENNE CURE
CHRISTIAN ROCHE – ORGANIC

This small, family owned estate has been producing crops now for over five gene-
rations, their produce over the years varying from cereals to dairy products and, 
of course, brilliant wines. Former owner, Amédée Roche, was among the original 
co-founders of the Monbazillac Wine Co-operative in 1935, a venture that has done 
wonders for the reputation and distribution of wines from this region ever since. 
Domaine de L’Ancienne Cure began to bottle their own wine in 1968, and since 
then, have gone on to
become an independent producer of some repute. In order to ensure their sweet 
wines are of the highest possible quality, all their grapes are harvested by hand, so 
as to pick only those grapes that have been affected by noble rot. This fungus, similar 
to the one that gives Roquefort its distinct flavour, leaches the grapes of any water, 
increasing their sugar content and providing the perfect grapes to make delicious 
sweet wines.

SW  Monbazillac ‘Ancienne Cure’ Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2015  10.50

BERGERAC

CHÂTEAU TOUR DES GENDRES
FAMILLE DE CONTI – ORGANIC/NATURAL

Chateau Tour des Gendres, in the south-west of France near Bergerac, is now 
controlled by the 3rd generation of the de Conti family, who originally settled in the 
region in 1925. The 52 hectare estate is home to many of the region’s typical grapes, 
with whites including Semillon, Sauvignon and Muscadelle along with black grape 
varieties such as Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Malbec. Head winemaker Jean de 
Conti uses these resources to produce fantastic organic wines that concentrate on 
fruit, balance, power and freshness. Certified fully organic in 2005, the estate’s ap-
proach was very much a family-orientated decision according to head of communi-
cations Luc de Conti, who argues that producing wines that are more with one with 
their surroundings creates a better life for his family as well. He insists that through 
learning about the earth, we also learn a great deal about ourselves; a fact that the de 
Conti family think aid them in producing wines that best express their values, per-
sonalities and, above all, their terroir.

R  Bergerac Rouge ‘Classique’  2016  14.85
R  La Vigne D’Albert  2016  18.15



GAILLAC

CHÂTEAU CLÉMENT-TERMES
FRANÇOIS DAVID

Covering 60 hectares in the Gaillac appellation, Clement-Termes is a relatively large 
estate run by brothers J-P and Francois David. In a region famed for its deep reds, 
which in the past were used to boost the colour of paler produce from Bordeaux, 
the David brothers cultivate dry whites which are renowned all over the region for 
being of the highest quality. The winery is extremely modern, manufactured to en-
sure that all the brothers’ wines maintain freshness for as long as possible. Their 
Blanc Sec, a blend of Mauzac and l’En de l’El, showcases hints of fresh pear, apple 
and honey, as well as displaying a herbal, floral element – a perfect partner to light 
salads and a variety of fish dishes.

W  Gaillac Blanc Sec  2017  12.65

CAHORS

CHÂTEAU DU CÈDRE
PASCAL VERHAEGHE – ORGANIC/NATURAL

A true expression of a quite wonderful terroir, the team at Château du Cèdre pro-
duces Malbec wines that are both fruity and possess the necessary composition to 
improve with age. Their 27 hectares of vineyards are influenced heavily by a bedrock 
of clay and limestone, as well as the wooded area which surrounds the estate, leaving 
wines with aromas of eucalyptus and juniper aromas. Another key factor in the pro-
duction process is the micro climate that the Domaine experiences, influenced by 
the prevailing wind from the Atlantic Ocean for eight months of the year, yet also 
affected by the warm weather from the Mediterranean Sea for the duration of the 
summer. New to their range is the ‘Extra Libre’. With no added sulphites, it is one 
of the purest representations of Malbec from the Cahors that we have ever come 
across. It is most certainly a cuvee that, in our eyes, highlights the benefits of the 
natural wine movement.

R  Malbec Cedrus  2017  10.15
R  Heritage du Cèdre  2015  14.55
R  Cahors  2014  24.75
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2012  P.O.A.
 Magnums 150 cl  2014  P.O.A.
R  Malbec ‘Extra Libre’ Vin Naturel (No added sulphites)  2016  24.75
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MADIRAN

CHÂTEAU D’AYDIE
FAMILLE LAPLACE

Situated in the heart of South West France, among the vineyards of the Madiran ap-
pellation, Château d’Aydie has been run by the Laplace family ever since its incep-
tion in 1930. Originally the brainchild of Frederic Laplace, the vineyard produces 
wines using the unique Tannat grape variety, which is renowned for containing an-
ti-cholesterol qualities and as a result, is reputed to be the grape varietal with the 
most health benefits for the consumer. These days the estate is controlled by Ber-
nard and Jean-Luc Laplace, who oversee the winemaking and vinification processes, 
while Mary and Francois Laplace co-ordinate the business side of the estate, ensu-
ring that the Domaine retains its wholesome, family atmosphere.

W  Sauvignon Blanc Colombard ‘Aramis’  2017  10.45
R  Tannat Les Deux Vaches Rouges  2016  12.50

MADIRAN

DOMAINE BERTHOUMIEU
DIDIER BARRÉ

Situated towards the north of the Madiran appellation, Domaine Berthoumieu is a 
26 hectare estate converging on the village of Viella. Run by one of the most enthu-
siastic producers around in the form of Didier Barré, the Domaine has been under 
the control of the same family since 1850, and produces some of the best and most 
traditional wines from the appellation.
Didier is a prime example of a winemaker who sees his job as a calling rather than a 
profession, and it is therefore unsurprising that he has successfully established him-
self as a producer of some repute. And his wines speak for themselves, his premium 
Cuvée Charles de Batz rouge won a gold medal at the International Wine Challenge 
and received the Tannat Trophy. After studying oenology in Bordeaux, Didier altered 
his methods, introducing the use of more oak in his production process, a trend that 
has gradually spread across the Madiran appellation, leading to improvements in the 
quality of wines across the board.

R  Madiran Cuvée Charles de Batz  2013  21.00
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2012  P.O.A.



MARCILLAC

DOMAINE DU CROS
PHILIPPE TEULIER

As recently as 1982, Domaine du Cros comprised only one hectare of vineyard, pro-
ducing a mere 4000 bottles a year. Since then, however, the estate has undergone a 
programme of expansion, with the Domaine now covering a 25 hectare area. Part 
of the staggering success of this rapid expansion is thanks to the decision to begin 
planting on the estate’s steepest slopes, some of which have gradients of almost 65%, 
meaning that wines made from grapes whose vines are just a matter of metres apart 
can be distinctly different. The estate’s wines are made exclusively from the Mansois 
grape, otherwise known as ‘Fer’ or ‘Fer Servadou’ in Gaillac. From these younger 
vines form the basis for Domaine du Cros’ entry level vintages, packed with black-
currant and raspberry flavours.

R  Lo Sang del Pais  2016  14.00
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MARC CABROL (DOMAINE DES LAURIERS)



VIN DE PAYS

TERRE DES OLIVETTES
Along with the help of our friends at Caves d’Alignan, we have successfully deve-
loped the ‘Terre des Olivettes’ brand of wines that we believe offers excellent value for 
money. The Caves d’Alignan is a co-operative in the Languedoc region that has a very 
good reputation for producing quality wines utilising modern techniques. In the past 
few years, Alignan has augmented its winery with the addition of modern equipment 
that ensures that all their wines are of a consistently high quality. Situated in the 
Côtes de Thongue area, the vineyards benefit from the Mediterranean climate, giving 
their grapes a real feel of ripeness, yet also are exposed to a northern prevailing wind.

W  Terre des Olivettes Blanc  2017 9.65
P  Terre des Olivettes Rosé  2017 9.65
R  Terre des Olivettes Rouge  2017 9.65

VIN DE PAYS

TERRE DES OLIVETTES SÉLECTION
Developed by the Cave d’Alignan, this ‘Selection’ range offers very good examples of 
international varietals. Thanks to modern techniques and expertise, these wines are 
made to be very easy and approachable, to offer good value for money and are very 
representative of their respective grape varieties.

W  Viognier, Terre des Olivettes  2016  9.00
R  Merlot, Terre des Olivettes  2016  8.50

VIN DE PAYS

FLEUR DE CHARLOTTE
FLORIS LEMSTRA

Along with the help of Floris at Chateau Canet, we have successfully developed the 
‘Fleur de Charlotte’ selection of wines that we believe offer excellent value for money. 
Floris and his team are best known for their Minervois production and in this case, 
they have utilised the same approach, based on attention to detail, in order to produce 
a range of fresh, clean and easy-drinking wines that offer excellent varietal examples. 

W Chardonnay 2017 9.00
W Sauvignon Blanc 2017 9.00
R Syrah 2017 9.00
R  Merlot 2017 9.00
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VIN DE PAYS

SEIGNEURIE DE PEYRAT
CÉCILE VIENNET-ESPADA

Located near Pezenas, this family owned estate has been in existence since the Ro-
man times, first establishing its reputation in the 17th century, under the watchful 
eye of the Peyrat family. Nowadays, the Viennet clan oversee production, aiming to 
fashion modern, fruit driven wines that express the wonderful terroir of Pezenas. 
The Pinot Noir is soft and generous with lovely red cherry flavours and intense black 
fruit aromas that evolve into a lightly spiced finish.

R  Pinot Noir  2016  10.00

TERROIR D’ANIANE

MAS DE DAUMAS GASSAC
FAMILLE GUIBERT – ORGANIC

Located on exceptional terroirs, the vines grow on a deep, well-drained soil formed 
by glacial deposits and the upper Gassac valley has a cool microclimate that allows 
a longer growing season. The vineyards have been created in small plots or clearings 
surrounded by forest and garrigue. The wines consequently soak up the fragrances 
of the surrounding plant life of laurel, thyme, rosemary, lavender, arbutus, fennel, 
wild mint and lentisque. Daumas Gassac embraces an organic culture, eschewing 
chemical fertilizers, using only natural dung compost as well as tree and straw cut-
tings. The yields are naturally low (35 hl/ha), allowing the wine to express the terroir 
more than the grape variety and the vines are manually harvested. 
The vineyard for the red wine is situated on a 40 hectare hill in the heart of the pro-
perty and is planted with 80% of old Cabernet Sauvignon grafted onto root-stock 
R110 and 41B. The remaining 20% of vines are composed of 10 complementary 
grape varieties: Cot from Cahors, Merlot from Pomerol, Cab Franc from the Val de 
Loire, Syrah from Côte-Rôtie, Tannat from Madiran, Pinot from Burgundy, Nebbiolo 
from Piedmont, Grenache from the Languedoc, Tempranillo from Navarre, Voskehat 
and Kontorni from Armenia, Salte from Syria as well as the small (very small) pre-
sence of ancient grape varieties from Georgia. The white grape varieties are grown 
on the surrounding white lutetian limestone. This vineyard is composed of 20% each 
of the following grape varieties: Viognier from Condrieu, Chardonnay from Bur-
gundy, Chenin from the Loire and Petit Manseng from Jurançon. The remaining 20% 
of vines include grape varieties from Georgia, Armenia, Madeira etc., as well as the 
slightly better known Roussanne, Marsanne, Clairette, Muscat.

W Réserve de Gassac Blanc  2017  12.50
R  Moulin de Gassac Classic Rouge  2017  10.00
R  Pinot Noir  2016  12.00
R  Mas de Daumas Gassac Rouge  2014  22.00



FAUGÈRES

CLOS FANTINE
FAMILLE ANDRIEU – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL

Despite not holding an official certificate to indicate that their estate is organic or 
biodynamic, the Andrieu family conduct all operations at Clos Fantine with a great 
respect for nature. The estate, located in the appellation of Faugeres, is currently 
managed by two sisters and a brother, is famously relatively untamed, a deliberate 
decision from the family who believe that vines should be allowed to grow like any 
other local plant, in a state that verges on the wild. This approach gives their wines 
a most pure, natural flavour; their rustic, meaty reds acting as a true representation 
of their rugged land.

R  Faugères, Clos Fantine (No added sulphites)  2016  19.55

PICPOUL DE PINET

DOMAINE DES LAURIERS
MARC CABROL

Over the last few years, the rise in popularity of Picpoul has been astronomical. We have 
searched long and hard to find the best example of true Picpoul de Pinet from the Lan-
guedoc and we are delighted to continue our association with Marc Cabrol and his team 
at Domaine des Lauriers, who we believe produce some of the best Picpoul around. A 
perfect partner for all types of seafood, Picpoul also makes for a very elegant aperitif, 
featuring a delicious, fresh palate showcasing hints of grapefruit and other citric notes.

W  Picpoul de Pinet, Cuvée Prestige  2017  11.30

PICPOUL DE PINET

TERRE DE ROQUELOUPIE PICPOUL DE PINET
There are few things more enjoyable than relaxing with a delicious bottle of Pic-
poul de Pinet over the course of the summer months, and the team at Domaine 
des Lauriers headed by Marc Cabrol know a thing or two about producing this ci-
trus-scented variety. A perfect partner for all types of seafood, Picpoul also makes 
for a very elegant aperitif, featuring a delicious, fresh palate showcasing hints of 
grapefruit and other citric notes. The Terre de Roqueloupie Picpoul de Pinet features 
a new, slick label created with our customer base in mind, and all of us at l’Art du 
Vin are pleased with the result; a sleek, elegant outlook for a sleek and elegant wine 
that we are sure you will enjoy.

W  Picpoul de Pinet  2017 11.55
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PICPOUL DE PINET / PAYS DE CAUX

LES ÉQUILIBRISTES
FRANÇOIS DE MONVAL AND FLORENT GIROU – BIODYNAMIC / NATURAL

We are delighted to be working with Francois and Florent by bringing their exciting 
selection of wines to Scotland. Les Equilibristes is the brain child of this pair as they 
aim to produce one of a kind, quirky cuvees from small estates all across France. 
Most importantly, their central ideal is to fashion wines that possess the équilibre 
(‘balance’). Each year, they visit their grower friends and purchase a select amount of 
grapes from which they produce terroirs-driven, organic cuvees that express a clear 
identity and sense of place. The results are simply stunning, as Florent (the winema-
ker) uses little to no added sulphites and other minimal intervention techniques to 
allow the grapes to truly speak for themselves. 
Of particular interest is their ‘Pic Poul’ cuvee, which provides an alternative take on 
the ever popular grape variety. Expect an energetic palate, unsullied by large doses 
of sulphites, displaying a rich texture and bright citrus notes before a mineral-laden 
finish.

W Picpoul de Pinet 2017 15.00
R Le Petit Mazet, Pays de Caux 2016 16.00

CORBIÈRES

CHÂTEAU OLLIEUX ROMANIS
FAMILLE BORIE

The region of Boutenac in the south of France has played host to winemaking es-
tates since the time of the Romans. While the lineage of Château Les Ollieux Ro-
manis doesn’t stretch back quite as far as that - it has been owned by the Bories fa-
mily for generations - the estate continues to produce wines in a traditional manner 
that pays homage to the history of their region. From vines located on a sheltered 
hillside, the Ollieux Romanis team produce a range of wines that focus on the typi-
cal black grape varieties of this region; Carignan, Grenache, Syrah and Mourvèdre, 
along with the classic white varieties of Roussanne and Marsanne. Of particular in-
terest is their ‘Cuvée Prestige Rouge’ blend which, along with the classic black va-
rieties, features Carignan that is produced from vines which are up to 100 years old! 
Aged in oak for 15 months, it displays concentrated flavours of black cherries, cocoa 
butter and liquorice – a fine example of a wine which is suitable for both drinking 
young or ageing.

W  Corbières Blanc Cuvée Classique  2017  14.85
R  Lo Petit Fantet d’Hippolyte  2017  13.75
R  Corbières Rouge Cuvée Classique  2016  14.85
R  Corbières Rouge Cuvée Prestige  2015  18.70
R  Corbières-Boutenac ‘Atal Sia’ 2014  25.85



CORBIÈRES

CHÂTEAU LA CONDAMINE
HENRI BARRONET

Chateau La Condamine, run by the Baronet family, produces wines that are very 
typical of the Corbières region. Their principle cuvée is dominated by Carignan but 
also contains some Grenache, Mourvèdre and a little bit of Syrah. The result is a very 
approachable wine with big but soft and ripe tannins, while the palate is packed 
with juicy cherry characters, hints of liquorice and a typical garrigue herbs finish.

R  Corbières, Cuvée Tradition  2015  11.55

CORBIÈRES

CHÂTEAU BEAUREGARD MIROUZE
NICOLAS & KARIM MIROUZE – ORGANIC

Located in a protected national park close to the city of Narbonne, Chateau Beaure-
gard Mirouze is an entirely organic estate which has been in the hands of the same 
family since 1881. Now controlled by the young, dynamic team of Nicolas and Karim 
Mirouze, the estate produces a range of cuvees that aim to fully express the terroirs 
of Corbieres. They use a minimal intervention approach in both the vineyard and the 
winery, while they have also taken the decision to bottle their wines with little to 
no added sulphites. The result is an exciting range of wines that have a clear sense of 
identity and offer fantastic value for money!

W  ‘Campana’ Blanc  2017  13.75
R Lauzina  2015  18.65
R  ‘Campana’ Rouge  2016  13.75
R  ‘Rouze’ Vin De France  2017  14.15
R  ‘Ciel du Sud’  2016  18.65
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MINERVOIS

CHÂTEAU CANET
FLORIS LEMSTRA

Chateau Canet is a family run wine and olive domaine in the appellation of Miner-
vois. Winemaker and owner Floris tends to his 45 hectares estate following the prin-
ciples of Terra Vitis, promoting sustainability throughout his vineyard. In order to 
further boost the ecosystem across his land, Floris maintains a 3 hectare olive grow 
alongside a vast wild pine forest. His Minervois Blanc offers a delightful snapshot 
of the south west of France. Produced from Roussanne and Bourboulenc, a local in-
digenous grape variety, it is matured in stainless steel for 8 months with a brief, 3 
week ‘passage’ in oak. This does not give any oak flavour, but enables Floris to round 
off the wine, ensuring a soft mouthfeel. The result is a wine that possesses hints of 
tropical and citrus fruits on the nose and a round, balanced palate.

W Minervois Blanc 2017 12.50
R Minervois Rouge  2017 12.50





JEAN-MARC LAFAGE (DOMAINE LAFAGE)



DOMAINE LAFAGE
JEAN-MARC LAFAGE

Located between the sea and the mountains, half way between Perpignan and the 
Mediterranean coast, Domaine Lafage is one of our favourite new discoveries. Six 
generation ‘vignerons’, Jean-Marc and Eliane carry on the Lafage tradition, main-
taining their family style of balanced, elegant wines displaying up front fruit. Their 
hard work has been rewarded with many accolades and medals from the Guide Ha-
chette. What makes their estate particularly interesting is the fact that they grow a 
wide range of grape varieties (16) and produce an eclectic and varied range of wine 
styles, from crisp, clean whites to rich, fortified reds.
From his selection, perhaps his most interesting cuvée is his Rivesaltes Ambré. A 
fortified wine made with Grenache Gris and Maccabeu, this ‘Amber’ wine has been 
subjected to oxidative ageing in oak barrels in a solera system similar to Sherry. It is 
the perfect match to nutty, light chocolate desserts.

W  Côté Est - Grenache Blanc/Chardonnay/Roussillon  2017  11.85
R  Côté Sud - Syrah/Grenache  2015  11.85
SW  Rivesaltes Ambré Hors d’Age 50 cl  NV  16.80
SWR Maury 50 cl  2016  16.80

MAS MUDIGLIZA
DIMITRI GLIPA

After spending some time as a winemaker in a Grand Cru estate in Bordeaux, Dimi-
tri Glipa decided to settle in the heart of Roussillon in order to turn his hand to ma-
king fortified wines. He opted to take on the running of the Mudigliza estate in the 
sought after micro-appellation of the Fenouillèdes. Like many talented producers in 
the area, Dimitri cultivates extremely old vines that are situated at high altitude. The 
‘Maury’ is arguably the pick of his range - a very rich, sweet fortified red wine with 
prune, mocha, caramel and herb flavours, an absolutely superb partner to chocolate 
desserts or strong cheeses.

SWR Maury  2015  28.90

ROUSSILLON
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SAUTERNES

CHÂTEAU FILHOT
HENRI DE VAUCELLES

Romain de Filhot founded the Château which took his name in 1709 and to this day, 
the estate produces some of the world’s finest botrytised sweet wines. Now owned 
by one of his descendants, Henri de Vaucelles, Château Filhot is bordered by the 
Landes forest and the river Ciron, the perfect combination for the creation of a mi-
croclimate which encourages the development of Noble Rot. The Semillon/Sauvi-
gnon Blanc blend displays the typical Sauternes features – a classic sweet wine pro-
duced by a very skilful winemaking team.

SW  Château Filhot - Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2010  26.70

BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR

CHÂTEAU MAYNE GRAVES
RODOLPHE GUIMBERTEAU

Chateau Mayne Graves is a satellite project of the famous Guimberteau family, who 
have managed a variety of vineyards on the Right Bank in Bordeaux for over a cen-
tury. The team fell in love with the gravel-based terroir in this area north of Pomerol 
and decided to plant vines there in 2002. Since producing their first vintage in 2004, 
Claude Guimberteau and his winemaking team have excelled in releasing traditio-
nal, value-for-money clarets that are extremely well-balanced and offer a great in-
troduction to classical Bordeaux.

R  Château Mayne Graves  2015  12.65

BORDEAUX SUPÉRIEUR

CHÂTEAU LAURETAN
GONTRIER FAMILY

Not only do the team at Château Lauretan produce some of the best value Bordeaux 
wine available, they also boast one of the best views the region has to offer. Their 
vineyards, which have been certified organic since 2013, sit atop a rocky outcrop 
overlooking the Garonne River, providing the perfect vantage point for keeping an 
eye on all the goings on up and down the valley. The Château, which is named after 
the family who lived there during the 17th century, comprises 26 hectares of vines.
Their Bordeaux Supérieur is a Merlot dominated blend, backed up by Cabernet Sau-
vignon as well as a small dose of Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. Aged in a com-
bination of oak barrels and stainless steel tanks, the resulting wine possesses a fine 
nose with aromas of red berries, leading to a supple & elegant palate.

R  Château Lauretan 2015 12.00
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CASTILLON – CÔTES DE BORDEAUX

CHÂTEAU BRANDEAU
JULIEN VOOGT – ORGANIC/NATURAL

Julien spent his formative years in the wine industry as a travelling winemaker. He 
would spend a vintage working, then use his savings to travel to all corners of the 
globe. This lifestyle eventually brought Julien, originally from Belgium, to Bordeaux, 
where he elected to settle down in order to further his winemaking studies. Having 
looked after a small biodynamic estate in St Emilion, in 2015 he was offered the 
chance, along with his wife Sophie, to take the reins at Chateau Brandeau – an estate 
that had been farmed organically for the previous 25 years.
Since 2015, Julien has developed 4 different cuvées following a minimal intervention 
philosophy and we are delighted to have been able to bring a pair of them to be en-
joyed in Scotland. The ‘Petit Brandeau’ is a pure expression of 100% Merlot. Hand-
picked from a 3 hectare area of vineyards, it is produced using a wild yeast fermen-
tation and an extremely minimal addition of sulphites. After 6 months of ageing 
the wine is bottled unfined and unfiltered, giving a lively wine that is bursting with 
fresh acidity. Julien follows these same principles for the production of his top wine. 
His ‘Château Brandeau’ cuvee is a blend of Merlot (80%) and Cabernet Franc (20%), 
that he believes offers the most accurate expression of his terroir. Full-bodied and 
brimming with ripe black fruit, it possesses good acidity and fantastic length.

R  Petit Brandeau  2016 11.70
R  Château Brandeau  2015/16 14.35

HAUT-MÉDOC

CHÂTEAU CAMBON LA PELOUSE
CRU BOURGEOIS

Château Cambon la Pelouse is known for making powerful wines from the Haut 
Médoc that, thanks to the skilful winemaking on show, always manage to avoid any 
over extraction. Unusually for a left bank Bordeaux, many of their wines are Mer-
lot dominated and in fact, they are known within the region for their preference to 
bottle with a sizeable proportion of Merlot. This ensures that their wines showcase 
softer tannins than many of those produced by their neighbours, as well as a delicate, 
silky texture. The 2015 is no different; an Haut Medoc that is both able to be enjoyed 
now and has the capacity to age well over the next 10 years.

R  Château Cambon la Pelouse 2015  22.00



MARGAUX

CHÂTEAU CANTENAC BROWN
3ÈME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ – JOSÉ SANFINS

At the beginning of the 19th century, the esteemed animal painter of Scottish des-
cent, John Lewis Brown, bought the vineyard. Designed by Brown in a traditional 
Tudor style, the château was host to the grand parties the owner was renowned for, 
highlighting his love of good wines. 150 years later the Simon Halabi family has gi-
ven new impetus to the estate with the ambition of raising it to the highest echelons. 
The vineyard covers 42 hectares (104 acres) and has the gravelly soils, typical of the 
Médoc area. The attractive white stones reflect the sun’s rays onto the fruit in day-
time whilst at night they radiate the heat retained during the day. With José Sanfins 
in charge, methods have changed and the vineyard is managed in a more environ-
mentally friendly way: the ‘sustainable approach’ goes without saying. 

R  Château Cantenac Brown  2012  103.00

MARGAUX

CHÂTEAU RAUZAN SEGLA
2ÈME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ – DAVID ORR

Located in the prestigious Margaux appellation, Château Rauzan-Ségla, or Château 
Rausan-Ségla as it is referred to in some vintages, is a 51 hectare vineyards which 
cultivates Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot. They pro-
duce two reds, their grand vin named Château Rauzan-Ségla, as well as a secondary 
wine, made from surplus grand vin stocks, Ségla.

R  Ségla  2012  50.90

PAUILLAC

CHÂTEAU PIBRAN – CRU BOURGEOIS
JEAN RENÉ MATIGNON

Pibran is an old Medoc name. Its highly reputed vineyard covers one of the finest 
outcrops of Pauillac. The estate, which originally had just 10 hectares, was expanded 
in 2001 following the purchase of neighbouring property Château Tour Pibran to 
reach the current size of 17 hectares of superb Garonne gravel soil. Today the wine of 
Pibran and second wine Tour Pibran are carefully made by Jean René Matignon and 
his team of Château Pichon Longueville in their state-of-the-art winery.

R  Château Pibran  2011  55.35
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PAUILLAC

CHÂTEAU PONTET CANET
5ÈME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ – ALFRED TESSERON – BIODYNAMIC

Château Pontet-Canet was established in 1725 in the district of Pauillac by Jean-Fran-
çois Pontet. In the mid-1970s the estate was purchased by the Tesseron family, well-
known in the winemaking world for their production of exceptional Cognacs. Since 
they assumed control, the Tesserons have revolutionised the domaine, introducing 
château-bottling and vastly improving the quality of the wines. From their site, 
which borders the vineyards of Mouton Rothschild, the team produce wines which 
are full-bodied and packed with ripe, chewy, black fruits and finely integrated tan-
nins – outstanding examples of the best Pauillac has to offer.

R  Chateau Pontet Canet  2012  136.40

PAUILLAC

CHÂTEAU PICHON LONGUEVILLE COMTESSE DE LALANDE
2ÈME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ – NICOLAS GLUMINEAU

In the Bordeaux region the classified crus have mixed soils, but large enough tracts 
of land to make very rigorous selections. It is only the quest for excellence during the 
XVIIIth century that led the owners to elaborate several wines of different quality. 
Severe selecting is the guarantee of quality of a great wine, but also of a second wine. 
Today, the second wines represent between 20 and 50% of the total production of 
the Chateau. From the same soil, the second wine benefits from the same technology 
as the great wine, and also its reputation. They are generally excellent wines, though 
less robust and long lasting than their elders. The archives kept at Château Pichon 
Longueville Comtesse de Lalande mention the existence of a second wine as early 
as the XIXth century.

R  Réserve de la Comtesse de Lalande  2012  P.O.A.



PAUILLAC

PASTOURELLE DE CLERC MILON
5ÈME GRAND CRU CLASSÉ – BARON PHILIPPE DE ROTHSCHILD

Château Clerc Milon was designated a Classified Growth at Pauillac in 1855. Pastou-
relle de Clerc Milon is the 2nd wine of the estate, first produced in 2009, with the 
aim of using the same quality fruit and attention to detail in winemaking to fashion 
a more approachable version of the Grand Vin. The result is a wine that is round 
and supple, possessing a richness highlighted by a nose of extreme complexity and a 
wonderfully elegant palate. Truly great value for money.

R  Pastourelle de Clerc Milon 2010  53.00 
 2nd wine of Château Clerc Milon

SAINT ESTÈPHE

CHÂTEAU DE PEZ
CRU BOURGEOIS SUPÉRIEUR

The oldest winery in the district of St. Estephe, Château de Pez was established in 
1452 by Jean de Briscos. It is now owned by Louis Roederer Champagne, just the 
latest chapter in a very eventful history, which included a period of time spent under 
the ownership of the state in the aftermath of the French Revolution. Nowadays, the 
estate has developed a reputation that sees it acknowledged as among the leading 
Bourgeois Superieur wines of the Medoc appellation.

R  Château de Pez  2011/12  42.65
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2014  P.O.A.

ST. EMILION GRAND CRU

CLOS CANTENAC
MARTIN KRAJEWSKI AND MARCUS LE GRICE

Covering 6 hectares of St. Emilion Grand Cru vineyards, Clos Cantenac benefits 
from an enviable terroir of deep gravel, sand and clay over limestone soils. Martin 
Krajewski (owner of Chateau de Sours), who purchased the vineyard in 2007, has 
found the perfect balance between experimenting with this intriguing variation in 
soil structures, while simultaneously respecting the history of the land. Martin and 
his team produce wines which do full justice to this prized terroir, highlighting why 
St. Emilion is one of the most desirable winemaking locations in the world.

R  Petit Cantenac  2014  30.80
R  Clos Cantenac  2012  56.40
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MONTAGNE ST. EMILION

CHÂTEAU TEYSSIER
STÉPHANE DERENONCOURT

Now managed by Antoine Darquey, wine production has taken place among the vi-
neyards of Château Teyssier since the 15th century. Situated just a few kilometres 
northeast of St Emilion, the estate comprises 20 hectares of vines on clayey-limes-
tone soils within the Montagne St Emilion appellation. In recent years, Antoine 
and his team have made a number of technological advancements that have enabled 
them to ensure grapes reach harvest time at optimal ripeness. And the results of 
these improvements are clear to see! The 2014 is a Merlot dominated blend, sup-
ported by a dose of Cabernet Sauvignon (12%) and a touch of Cabernet Franc (2%). 
Aged in French oak barrels, it is a wine of real depth, with notes of smoke, liquorice 
and herbs all complementing the bright red stone fruits that burst from the glass. 
Lively acidity and a prominent tannin structure ensure a long finish that will have 
you going back for another glass!

R  Montagne St Emilion  2015 P.O.A.

POMEROL

PETRUS
JEAN-PIERRE MOUEIX

Petrus is undeniably one of the world’s finest red wines. The estate consists of 11.5 
hectares lying at the heart of the Pomerol appellation, producing approximately 
30,000 bottles per year. Petrus is located on a plateau on the eastern portion of Po-
merol where the vineyard enjoys excellent drainage and thick clay soil. Although the 
wines of Pomerol have never been officially classified, Chateau Petrus ranks along-
side the Bordeaux first growths of Mouton Rothschild, Lafite Rothschild, Latour, 
Margaux and Haut Brion and their left bank equivalents Ausone and Cheval Blanc. 
With production being much lower than the first growths of the left bank, and yields 
as low as possible, Petrus is more rare and invariably more expensive.

R  Petrus (with Petrus certificate of authenticity)  2017 P.O.A.



POMEROL

CHÂTEAU MANOIR DE GAY
VINCENT BERNARD

Benefitting from the unique clay and gravel soil of the Pomerol appellation, the 10.5 
hectare estate of Chateau Le Gay produces opulent full-bodied but refined reds. 
Their vines, 90% of which are Merlot supplemented by 10% of Cabernet Franc, are 
cultivated in a sustainable manner by Michel Rolland and his team. Yields are kept 
low and labour intensive micro vinification techniques are employed to ensure op-
timum quality.

R  Château Manoir de Gay  2013  48.15

LALANDE DE POMEROL

CHÂTEAU LA GRAVIÈRE
CATHERINE PERÉ VERGÉ

Chateau Moulin La Gravière is a satellite appellation located in the well-known ap-
pellation of Lalande de Pomerol. This tiny estate comprises only 4.5 hectares of gra-
vel/sand soil and benefits from the same micro-climate that affects the grand-cru 
vineyards of the Pomerol plateau. The winemaking team cultivate both Cabernet 
Franc and Merlot from vines that are between 20-50 years old, before hand-picking 
the grapes to ensure optimum quality. The result is a medium bodied, extremely ap-
proachable wine that is an ideal match to a wide variety of food.

R  Château La Gravière  2014  26.95
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PIEMONTE

TENUTA CARRETTA
FRANCO MIROGLIO

In 1985, the Miroglio family purchased the Tenuta Carretta estate in the district of 
Roero and set about restoring it to its former glory. Records of land cultivation on 
this estate date back to the 12th century, while written documentation confirms that 
vines were present on the hills surrounding the area in 1594.
The Miroglio family were inspired by the staggering natural beauty of the region 
and were keen to return the land to its original use, producing wines of exceptional 
quality. The family have sought to respect local winemaking traditions, but also have 
maintained a focus on progressive techniques and new market requirements. Their 
methods have undoubtedly led to a successful outcome, as Tenuta Carretta is now 
considered one of the most prestigious wineries in the Roero and Langhe regions.

W  Gavi di Gavi ‘Monserito’ 2017 17.05
R  Barbera d’Alba Superiore ‘Bric Quercia’ 2014 19.25
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2016  P.O.A.
R  Nebbiolo d’Alba  2014  17.05
R  Barbaresco ‘Terzius’ 2010 28.35
R  Barolo Cascina Ferrero  2011  33.30
R  Barolo Cannubi  2011  59.15

PIEMONTE

LA RAIA
PIERO ROSSI CAIRO - BIODYNAMIC

The estate of La Raia is owned by the Rossi Cairo family and comprises 40 hectares 
of vineyards alongside 60 hectares of fields and elderflower & acacia woodlands. 
They began to farm following biodynamic practices in 2003, also taking a decision 
to foster the growth of these woodlands in order to protect the natural ecosystem 
of the area. The vineyard is located at 400 metres above sea level, on calcareous and 
clay soils. With vines ranging from 10-70 years of age, the team are blessed with the 
opportunity to create a number of unique cuvees from the lower yielding zones of 
the vineyard, handpicking all of their harvest each year.
Their Gavi Riserva perfectly embodies the philosophy of the estate. Yields are low 
and native yeasts are used in order to produce a wine that possesses exciting energy 
and vibrancy. The nose is delicate, with the hints of white flowers that are typical of 
this region. The palate is rich and dry, with refreshing acidity, complex stone fruit 
characters and a savoury, saline finish – the ideal partner with seafood and shellfish.

W Gavi 2016 15.50
W Gavi Riserva 2015 20.50
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PIEMONTE

CERETTO
CERETTO FAMILY

From their base in the heart of the Langhe & Roero regions, the Ceretto family pro-
duce organic wines that are acknowledged as being among the highest quality in 
Piemonte. Over recent years they have steadily grown their estate in an effort to be 
able to be more selective in their production in the prestigious DOCG areas of Ba-
rolo and Barbaresco.
The project was initially established by brothers Bruno & Marcello. Their father had 
been a winemaker, choosing however to buy fruit to vinify rather than tend to his 
own vines. They recognised that the key to premium wines from Piemonte was the 
quality of fruit available and took the decision to begin investing in prime vineyard 
sites. Their father was less than impressed, suggesting that land purchases were a 
waste of valuable capital. However, as time has passes and the wines of Ceretto have 
been recognised the world over, it is clear to see that the decision and foresight of 
Bruno & Marcelo has been vindicated.

W Arneis Langhe DOC  2016 27.50
R Barbaresco 2013 49.00
R Barolo 2013 58.00
SW Moscato d’Asti half bottles 2015 15.00

VENETO

LA JARA
MASSIMO MARION – ORGANIC

In 1999, Massimo Marion and his brother Paolo began to work their family land in 
the Veneto region, using organic farm practices to produce vibrant grapes. Owned 
by the family since 1891, ‘La Jara’ is the word for gravel in the regional dialect of the 
Veneto, a reference to the gravelly soils that cover the area. The La Jara estate com-
prises vines at a wide variety of altitudes, with vines running all the way down to 
the banks of the River Piave, providing the Marion brothers with ample room for 
experimentation with the different terroirs present.
In recent years, regulations have been tightened with regards to Prosecco produc-
tion in order to safe guard the quality of these wines. There is no doubt that those 
produced by Massimo and Paolo fall well within these new quality controls – an ex-
cellent example of the virtues of organic, family-orientated farming in this region 
often dominated by cooperatives and conglomerates.

W  Organic Prosecco Frizzante – Crown Cap  NV  13.50
W  Organic Baby Frizzante Half Bottles 37.5 cl  NV  8.55
P  Organic Frizzante Rosé  NV  13.50
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VENETO

DOMINIO DEL LEONE
ORGANIC

Found in the heart of the Veneto, between Venice and Veron, Dominio del Leone is an 
organic estate producing wines that offer fantastic value for money. The ‘Bianco’ is a 
blend of Pinot Grigio, Chardonnay and Glera (most commonly seen used in prosec-
co production). The wine possesses a fresh, easy drinking style with notes of apples & 
pears alongside a more aromatic element that lifts the palate. A combination of Corvi-
na, Raboso and Merlot, the ‘Rosso’ is a soft, medium-bodied wine that offers satisfying 
juicy cherry notes with hints of cranberries. The light tannic structure ensures it is the 
perfect partner to all manner of dishes, as well as being delicious on its own by the glass!

SP Prosecco Frizzante NV 11.50
W Bianco di Veneto 2017 9.00
R Rosso di Veneto 2017 9.00

VENETO

CANTINA BERNARDI
Located in the idyllic village of Refrontolo, a few kilometres from an ancient water 
mill that the winery has adopted as its symbol, Cantina Bernardi produce a wide 
range of traditional wines. This particular cuvée is soft and clean with apple and 
quince fruit flavours, paired with a naturally off-dry finish.

W  Prosecco Frizzante Colli Trevigiani - Crown Cap  NV  14.30

VENETO

BORGO MOLINO
PAOLO NARDIN

Owned by the same family since 1922, Borgo Molino pride themselves on managing 
the entire wine making process, from grape growing to bottling. This level of control 
is complicated but results in sparkling wines of elegance and finesse, created with 
great care by expert winemakers. Their Prosecco Spumante is pale, straw-yellow in 
colour with fine bubbles and a rich fragrant bouquet. The palate is dry with notes of 
green apple, citrus fruits and a lovely vibrant mousse – a perfect aperitif!

W Prosecco Spumante Brut DOC Treviso – Traditional Closure  NV  14.30
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VENETO

FIDORA
EMILIO FIDORA - ORGANIC

We are delighted to introduce you to the trailblazing wines of the Fidora family – the 
oldest organic estate in the Veneto region. In 1974, Guido Fidora took the decision to 
convert his family vineyard from conventional to organic viticulture. Behind his de-
cision was a desire to strive towards two key principles – the avoidance of chemicals 
and the promotion of biodiversity. By the mid 70s, it was widely accepted that using 
chemicals was the most innovative way to grow crops. Guido noticed that young 
farmers in the region no longer had access to books, research or teachers who advo-
cated any other form of agriculture other than that which was chemically driven. At 
the time of this conversion, Guido was clear that his move to organics should not be 
seen as a regression or a nostalgic throwback to a bygone era. Rather, in his eyes, it 
was a leap forward in terms of quality, health, sustainability and, most importantly, 
environmental responsibility. 
Nowadays, the philosophy of the estate, now controlled by Emilio Fidora, continues 
to revolve around the importance of biodiversity, and they are extremely proud that 
their vineyards are home to a burgeoning population of hares, foxes, pheasants and 
countless species of bird. They see the presence of animals as a key indication that 
their land is healthy, thus allowing them to produce wines that are truly reflective 
of their natural surroundings. Their Valpolicella is one particular cuvee that certain-
ly highlights the merits of their philosophy, beautifully soft with bright cherry fruit 
and a slight peppery note - the distinctive touch of the Corvina grape variety. It is an 
excellent partner to all manner of Mediterranean cuisine, pasta dishes and roasted 
or grilled white and red meats.

SP  Prosecco Spumante  NV  14.70
W  Pinot Grigio  2017 11.95
R  Valpolicella  2016 19.95
R  Ripasso  2014/15  21.35
R  Amarone  2010  48.60

 



VENETO

CASA BELFI
BIODYNAMIC

Produced in the Prosecco heartland of the Veneto using the Glera grape variety, this 
hazy wine comes from the biodynamic estate of Casa Belfi. Every stage of the pro-
cess is eco-friendly, from the use of natural manures and green fertilisers in the vi-
neyard, to gentle crushing of grapes in the winery. Indigenous yeasts are used during 
the fermentation process, after which the wine is left in contact with the lees for 
around 6 months, before being bottled in the spring.
The result is a light bodied, bone-dry wine which, without filtering or clarification, 
can be extremely cloudy. Straw yellow in colour, it displays fine, persistent bubbles 
and a flowery nose, accompanied by notes of citrus, yeast and baked bread on the 
palate. The lees at the bottom of the bottle offer the wine softness, mouthfeel and 
longevity and can be shaken into the Prosecco to give buttery-spicy flavours.

SP  Prosecco Col Fondo  2016  17.60
SP  Raboso Col Fondo Red NV  P.O.A.

VENETO

‘ERA’
FREDERICO RIOLFO – ORGANIC

From the winemaking team at Cantine Volpi comes this delicious range of organic 
cuvées called ‘ERA’, which we believe are a fantastic addition to our Italian portfo-
lio. From their 5 distinct regional bases (Veneto, Marche, Abruzzo, Apulia and Si-
cily), the Volpi team cultivate a wide range of grape varietals that are fashioned into 
fresh, food-friendly wines. In particular, their Pinot Grigio is proof that, despite 
massive overproduction in recent years, there are still some top quality of this va-
riety to found. Displaying apple, gentle citrus notes and a long smooth finish, it is a 
great easy drinking wine which is extremely clean on the palate – ideal for summer 
drinking. All vineyard work is completed by hand, including pruning and picking - 
techniques that are both increasingly conducted with machinery in the Veneto re-
gion – while the addition of sulphites is extremely minimal, in order to display pu-
rity of fruit in each of the wines.

W  Pinot Grigio - Veneto  2017 10.75
P  Rosato (Montepulciano/Sangiovese) – Abruzzo  2016  10.75
R  Montepulciano – Abruzzo  2016  11.30
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TUSCANY

FATTORIA LAVACCHIO
FAYE AND DMITRY LOTTERO – ORGANIC

Nestled among rows of olive groves to the east of the city of Florence, Fattoria La-
vacchio is an organic estate run by Faye and Dmitry Lottero. The secluded site provi-
des the perfect setting for the couple to combine work with bringing up their young 
children. The fact that the vineyard is so isolated has also helped the team in their 
pursuit of organic wines that showcase purity of fruit. Oenologist Stefano di Blast, 
one of the most respected in Tuscany, recently joined the Lavacchio team, inspired 
by the patchwork nature of the vineyard and the opportunity to work with such low 
yields. Alongside the vineyard, Faye and Dmitry have a restaurant and shop that 
serves only local organic food, including a range of meats that they cure themselves.

R  Chianti Rufina Cedro  2016  18.45

TUSCANY

IL PARADISO DI MANFREDI
FLORIO MANFREDI

Based at ‘Il Paradiso’, a splendid country estate established towards the end of the 
19th century, the vineyards of Florio Manfredi produce a simply sublime Sangiovese 
that should not be missed. All Florio’s wines are created in a manner that agrees 
with the many traditions and customs of Tuscan wine production, and his attention 
to detail is evident is the pure quality of his produce. A long, wild cherry finish fol-
lows a palate of herbs, leather and liquorice, ensuring this Sangiovese shall live long 
in the memory. 

R  Brunello di Montalcino  2010  93.00

TUSCANY

AZIENDA AMPELEIA
NATURAL

‘Un Litro’ is a true expression of the wild Mediterranean terroir of the Maremma. It 
is a peasant wine in the best sense of the word: a joyous, infinitely drinkable blend of 
Alicante (Grenache), Carignan and Alicante Bouschet which grow so well in this hot, 
southerly corner of Tuscany. It spends 6 months in cement tanks before it is bottled 
- unfined, unfiltered and with no added SO2.  Balsamic character on the nose, wild 
herbs and spices hints. Well defined on the palate, clear-cut and neat. Contrasting 
finish with pleasantly bitter notes of cherries and wild strawberries

R Unlitro Costa Toscana Rosso 2017 21.00



TUSCANY

LA FRALLUCA
LUCA RECINE AND FRANCESCA BELLINI

La Fralluca was born when Francesca and Luca met in 1998 while working in the 
Milanese fashion industry. They discovered that they had two shared passions: that 
for wine and the desire to start a family. With the dream of establishing an idyllic 
family life in a Tuscan vineyard, they began searching for land. After three years of 
searching for the perfect spot, they came across a plot of land in the appellation of 
Suvereto, in the coastal Tuscany. From this base, they have been making spectacular 
Tuscan wines that reflect their passion for enjoying life. Their Ciparisso displays the 
true personality of a great Sangiovese. The nose is packed with redcurrant, black-
currant, herbs and wood notes. The palate displays elegance, freshness and finesse, 
building towards a long finish.

R  ‘Ciparisso’ Sangiovese  2011  31.50

TUSCANY

PIAN DELL’ORINO
CAROLINE POBITZER AND JAN HENDRIK HERBACH – BIODYNAMIC

This estate is adjacent to the Biondi Santi property and the area has a long history 
of being particularly suited for growing grapes for high quality wines. “Our love for 
Tuscany and passion for viticulture binds us particularly to this land, our vines and 
the resulting wines”. The wines come from four different vineyards that add up to a 
total area of six hectares. Right from the beginning Caroline and Jan studied the soil 
and the structure of each vineyard in order to fully understand its characteristics. 
The Rosso di Montalcino is made from pure Sangiovese. The grapes are selected 
in the same way as for the Brunello di Montalcino. The difference is found in the 
wine-making. Spontaneous fermentation starts after one or two days of maceration. 
The temperature is automatically controlled so that it does not exceed 30°C. The 
must macerates for two or three weeks, depending on the vintage, in order to obtain 
mainly fruity flavours and finesse. Once fermentation has concluded, the wine is 
transferred to barriques and small 500-litre barrels, where the malolactic fermenta-
tion takes place. After maturing for one year in the barrels, the wine is bottled and 
kept in the cellar for another three months.

R  Rosso di Montalcino  2013  35.50
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TUSCANY/BOLGHERI

SETTE CIELI
Tenuta Sette Cieli is located between Bolgheri and Castagneto Carducci,  on the coast 
of Tuscany at around 400 metres above sea level. This prestigious estate sprawls 
over 80 hectares, however only 10 are set up as vineyards. Dry stone wall terraces 
separate the different grape varieties grown by team, who fashion their premium 
cuvees of supreme quality from a combination of Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet 
Franc, Merlot and Malbec. The estate is blessed with a unique, temperate microcli-
mate that is created by the amphitheatre like positioning of the vines, overlooking 
Bolgheri and the gently sloping hills that fall down towards the coastline.
Of particular interest is their ‘Indaco’ cuvee, a blend based on Malbec, Cabernet 
and Merlot. A wine of big structure, it clearly expresses the rich terroir of Bolgheri, 
showcasing red fruit aromas backed up by a good dose of spice. Freshness, structure 
and persistence are all present to balance out the palate, further aided by 18 months 
ageing in oak barriques. 

R Yantra 2016 23.00
R Noi4 Bolgheri 2015 32.00
R Indaco 2014 48.50

MARCHE

CIU CIU
MASSIMILIANO & WALTER BARTOLOMEI – ORGANIC

Massimiliano and Walter Bartolomei oversee the organic production of the Ciu Ciu 
estate, originally founded in 1970. Their signature reds bear all the hallmarks of qua-
lity Marche production – dense fruit notes with meat hints and full bodied struc-
tures. Their Bacchus is a prime example of these characteristics, a delightful nose of 
strawberry backed up with dark cherries and liquorice root. This wine possesses 
great structure combined with an uncomplicated juiciness that whets the palate. 
Pick of the whites is arguably the Pecorino. Flecked with green highlights, it dis-
plays a pleasant floral nose with clean, pleasing and refined aromas of banana, apple, 
hazelnut and plum followed by a hint of vanilla. The palate is wonderfully balanced 
and crisp, with sufficient flavour intensity to render it a prime candidate to match 
with seafood or risotto dishes.

W  Falerio DOP Oris Bianco  2017 12.95
W  Offida Pecorino Le Merlettaie  2017 15.40
R  Bacchus Rosso Piceno  2017 12.95
R  Lacrima di Moro d’Alba  2016  13.00



MARCHE

FATTORIA SAN LORENZO
NATALINO CROGNALETTI – BIODYNAMIC

Located in the Marche region on Italy’s Adriatic coast, Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi 
Classico was awarded DOCG status in 2010. Embracing this new classification is the 
team at Fattoria San Lorenzo, who specialise in working with the Verdicchio grape 
variety. They follow strict biodynamic principles and prefer to work with cement 
rather than stainless steel or oak in the winery, as they believe it provides the purest 
expression of their unique terroirs. The ‘Vigna de Gino’ cuvee, named after Natalino’s 
father, ‘Gino’, possesses a complex, lively and nutty nose with bright pear and apple 
fruit. The palate is textured and rich but expressive with a long mineral finish. 

W Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi ‘di Gino’ 2017 14.00

ABRUZZO

GIANNI MASCIARELLI
MARINA CVETIC

Following the tragic death of her husband Gianni Masciarelli, Marina Cvetic has 
redoubled her efforts at their base in Abruzzo in order to prove that world class 
wines can be produced using the Montepulciano grape variety. Marina makes the 
most of the perfect landscape that surrounds them to grow Montepulciano grapes 
of the highest order. Previously, the vineyards of Abruzzo – which experience an 
abundance of sunshine and are home to fantastic soils packed nutrients – had been 
taken for granted by producers. However, Gianni bucked that trend, setting out to 
prove that these ‘basic’ Montepulciano grapes could produce world-class wines. And 
he was proved right, as gradually over time, his limited production Montepuliciano 
d’Abruzzo reds claimed cult status and were lauded by critics, proving the true po-
tential of this area.

W  Trebbiano d’Abruzzo Classica  2017  13.75
R  Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Classica  2015  29.70
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ABRUZZO

FABULAS
BIODYNAMIC

The Fabulas estate is set in the simply stunning location of Majella National Park 
in the Italian region of Abruzzo. Located in the village of Pretoro, the Fabulas team 
cultivate their vines at around 600 metres above sea level, producing a range of fresh, 
aromatic and beautifully balanced wines. They allow sheep to roam their vineyard 
as they keep a check on other flora & fauna as well as providing natural fertilisation.
The national park is so-called due to the fact it centres on the Majella Mountain, a 
key factor that impacts the wines stylistically. Despite the fact that the vines are si-
tuated only 35 kilometres from the coast, there is little to no maritime influence, as 
the mountain looms overhead and protects the estate.
Legend has it that, at one time, 7 female warriors called the Majellane lived in this 
region. As a result, each of the 7 wines produced by Fabulas act as their homage to 
one of the warriors. Of particular interest is their ‘Felices’, produced from 100% Pas-
serina, that represents the story of the region’s indigenous style of music. Previously 
stripped out and replaced with higher yielding Trebbiano across Abruzzo, Passerina 
is now being rediscovered and is acknowledged as one of the most exciting grape 
varieties in the region. 
In the case of Fabulas, the grapes are hand-harvested before a fermentation that 
takes place in large wooden barrels. The wine is aged in a combination of amphorae 
and barriques without any addition of sulphites. Only during the bottling process is 
a small dose of sulphites used. The result is a wine that showcases a delicate white 
floral bouquet with further notes of smoke and hazelnut. The palate highlights an in-
triguing blend of citrus, savoury & mineral freshness, rendering the ‘Felices’ an ideal 
partner to seafood, white meats and medium-aged cheeses.

W Passerina 2017 14.00
W Pecorino 2017 14.00
R Montepulciano d’Abruzzo  2016 14.00



ABRUZZO

CANTINE FRENTANO
The team at Cantine Frentano have found the perfect blend between honouring their 
traditional roots while simultaneously seeking to be progressive in their winema-
king techniques. Located in Rocca San Giovanni, just to the south west of Pescara, 
Frentano specialise in the production of two key grapes varieties – Montepulciano 
and Trebbiano. Both cuvées are fermented in stainless steel tanks in order to accen-
tuate the natural ripe flavours of the grapes. The Montepulciano serves up an irre-
sistible combination of plum and chocolate notes combined with hints of leather. 
The Trebbiano is fresh and fruity, displaying apple-blossom fruit on the nose and an 
attractively fresh palate of yellow plums, pears and apples. A pair of wines that are 
enjoyable for both the palate and wallet!

W  Trebbiano  2017  9.50
R  Montepulciano  2016  10.00

MOLISE

CANTINE SAN MARZIANO, TERRE DEGLI OSCI
Cantine San Marziano is a well-respected co-operative based in the Veneto region of 
Italy. They use organic grapes and cool fermentation to produce modern-style, fruit 
driven Pinot Grigio’s that offer excellent value for money. This particular Pinot Gri-
gio is packed with zingy, citrus fruit characters and possesses a spicy, floral finish.

W  Pinot Grigio Tre Fili  2017 10.45

SALENTO

SANTI DIMITRI
GIUSEPPE PIZZOLANTE LEUZZI

Situated on the outskirts of Galatina, not far from the city of Lecce, Santi Dimitri is a 
traditional vineyard that has undergone a revival in recent times. Taken over in 1996 
by Vincenzo Vallone, whose family has a long-standing agricultural heritage, the es-
tate underwent numerous changes, the appointment of head winemaker Giusseppe 
Pizzolante Leuzzi resembling a particularly key step towards the modernisation of 
their techniques. The endeavours of the Vallone family prove the potential quality of 
wines from less fashionable regions. Their Primitivo offers particularly excellent va-
lue for money, capturing the sunshine soaked terroirs of Galatina perfectly.

R  Spina di Bacco Primitivo  2015  12.65
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SALENTO

CIELLO
ERIC NARIOO – ORGANIC

From the west coast of Sicily comes this wonderful range of crisp wines that are 
produced using a process of minimal intervention. The team at Ciello worked in an 
organically certified manner, using limited fining agents and undertaking only very 
basic filtration before bottling. As a result some bottles show a small amount of very 
fine lees sediment, often giving the wine a cloudy appearance. This lends the wine 
greater flavour, texture and mouthfeel – attributes that Ciello believe ensure these 
wines are a true representation of their natural Sicilian terroir.

W Baglio Bianco Catarratto on Skins 2016 15.50
W  Unfiltered/Unfined Catarratto  2017  10.20
R  Unfiltered/Unfined Nero d’Avola  2017  10.20

SALENTO

MOCAVERO
From the sandy soils of his vineyard near the city of Lecce, Francesco Mocavero pro-
duces a Primitivo that is delightfully full bodied yet juicy, with notes of cassis, sweet 
spice and dark kirsch cherry. Primitivo, the red grape variety most associated with this 
area of Italy, is often high in alcohol and lacking acidity. However, Francesco’s style is 
based on an expression of freshness and finesse. The well balanced structure and alco-
hol complements the dark damson fruit and hints of spice. In order to achieve this level 
of freshness, Francesco is prepared to harvest his fruit extremely early – sometimes as 
early as the second week of August, in order to protect the acidity present. The result 
is a fantastic, value for money red that is infinitely drinkable.

R Primitivo Salento 2017 12.50



LOMBARDIA

VALLE UNITE 
CO-OPERATIVE – BIODYNAMIC / NATURAL

The Valle Unite co-operative was born over thirty years ago, when three young men 
from local farming families decided to merge their vineyards in order to improve the 
quality of their production. At this stage, an increasing number of young people were 
leaving behind traditional farm life and moving to work in the cities. The hope was 
that by establishing a quality-driven estate in the area, many could be tempted to stay 
in order to see their traditional land flourish. The estate is managed using biodynamic 
principles and the team are ably assisted by their collection of horses, who help with a 
whole variety of vineyard tasks. Their manure also acts as a key ingredient in many of 
the biodynamic preparations which are used. 
Their ‘Alessandrino’ is an exciting natural wine at an accessible price. Containing 80% 
Barbera, topped up with a healthy dose of Dolcetto and a touch of Croatina, the wine is 
fermented in concrete using wild yeasts and with no addition of sulphites. The result 
is an energetic, fresh and juicy wine that displays ripe cherries and smoke on the nose 
before a juicy, fruit-laden palate with hints of smoke and game. 

R Alessandrino NV 11.00
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ALELLA

ALTA ALELLA
JOSEP MARIA PUJOL-BUSQUETS AND CRISTINA GUILLÉN – ORGANIC

Alta Alella is the closet winery to the city of Barcelona, located 2 kilometres from 
the Mediterranean between the towns of Alella and Tiana. It is a family-run project 
that began more than twenty years ago with Josep Maria Pujol-Busquets and his 
wife Cristina Guillen, when they acquired the nineteenth-century estate Can Genis.
Alella is one of the smallest appellations in Spain yet it possesses a fascinating ter-
roirs that the Alta Alella team have harnessed in their journey to being recognised 
as the premier estate in the region.
All the vines are planted on slopes and terraces overlooking the Mediterranean, 
between 100 and 250m above sea level. One of the key elements is the Sauló soil 
found throughout the vineyard. Particular to this region, Sauló is an acidic and san-
dy soil with a low limestone content, low organic matter and good natural water 
drainage – ideal for the production of clean wines with a mineral edge.
The estate is particularly well-known for their Cava production, and were recently 
included on the elite list of producers allowed to use the ‘Cava de Paraje Calificado’ 
classification for their single vineyard sparkling.
Based on the local indigenous grape variety Pansa Blanca (xarel-lo) and made using 
the traditional method, their ‘Mirgin Cava’ offers an insight as to the supreme quality 
on offer and it is easy to see why they have developed such a fantastic reputation. 
Aged on its lees for a minimum of 15 months, the wine is released on the market im-
mediately after being disgorged - with the disgorgement date stated on its label. Fine 
bubbles help to accentuate a nose of delicate white fruit aromas, backed up by citrus 
and green almond notes. On the palate, fresh white fruit flavours dominate, balanced 
by toast & pastry elements that develop following lees ageing.

SP Cava Reserva Mirgin Brut  2015 18.15
SP Cava Reserva Rose Mirgin Brut 2016 18,15
W Pansa Blanca  2017 12.50
R Garnatxa 2017 12.50
R Syrah Parvus  2015 16.50
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ALELLA

CELLER DE LES AUS
MIREIA PUJOL-BUSQUETS  – ORGANIC/NATURAL

Located on the same site as Alta Alella is Celler de les Aus, headed by Mireia Pu-
jol-Busquets – the daughter of Josep Maria. Mireia has already established a re-
putation as one of the most exciting young winemakers in Europe and, as well as 
assuming many of the roles from her father in the Alta Alella operation, she has es-
tablished her own micro-project, producing natural wines without the addition of 
any sulphites. The small yet striking winery is filled to the brim with vessels of all 
shapes and sizes as Mireia continually experiments in an effort to produce wines 
that are as pure a representation of the Alella terroirs as possible.
Pick of the whites is arguably her ‘Tallarol’, 100% Pansa Blanca (Xarelo-lo), fermented 
in a combination of amphorae made from Sauló soil and concrete eggs. The resulting 
wine burst with white fruit aromas, backed up with hints of citrus and fennel. The 
palate is full and aromatic with good acidity, leading to a deliciously long, saline fini-
sh. Mireia fashions her ‘Merla’ cuvee using the indigenous local grape variety of Ma-
taró (Monastrell). Fermented in wooden vats it then spends three months in oak be-
fore bottling. Expect an abundance of blackberry notes, alongside liquorice and bright 
acidity. Smooth, well integrated tannins ensure this is Good aromatic intensity which 
highlights flavours of fruit (blackberry) and liquorice with subtle notes of well inte-
grated ageing in oak. Palate: Its acidity makes it a fresh wine. Smooth and persistent 
tannins ensure a round mouthfeel that builds to a long, fresh & savoury finish.

SP Capsigrany brut 2015 29.40
W Tallarol 2017 21.00
R Merla 2017 17.75
SW Gafarro half bottles 37.5cl  2016 21.50

PRIORAT

GRATAVIUM
JOAN AND JOSEP CUSINÉ – ORGANIC

Gratavinum was established in 2003 when the owners of Parés Baltà – brothers 
Joan and Josep Cusiné and their winemaking wives Maria Elena Jiménez and Marta 
Casas – decided to invest in the wild Priorat landscape. The estate, which takes its 
name from the contraction of Gratallops (the name of the village where the winery 
is located) and Vinum (Latin for wine), comprises 17 organically-farmed hectares of 
terraced vineyards. Working with old vines of indigenous grapes as well as newco-
mer varietals, they produce powerful, structured wines with the distinctive mineral 
character of Priorat. Their 2PiR cuvee offers an intense, complex and aromatic nose 
of red fruit preserve and toasty oak, leading to a palate of ripe tannins and fresh, 
slatey acidity. The result is a wine that is rich but not at all heavy; the perfect accom-
paniment to all manner of bold, Mediterranean inspired dishes.

R  Priorat 2PR 2014  32.00



PENEDES

JANE VENTURA
GERARD JANE UBEDA – ORGANIC

The cellars, located in the region of Baix Penedès (Tarragona), have been dedicated to 
the world of wine since 1914 when their great-grandfather Josep first began selling 
wine to the local market. Grandfather Albert founded the first cellar in 1930 and his 
son, Benjamín, made the definitive step towards high quality winemaking in 1985, 
when he began bottling the first white and rosé wines, followed by the first cavas in 
1990 and red wines in 1991. Two of his five sons, Albert and Gerard, have joined him 
in steering the cellar towards ever-increasing standards of quality.
The Blanc Seleccio is made from fifteen different vineyards from the Baix Penedès 
area. All the Xarel.lo comes from old vines. The blend is Xarel•lo (65%), Muscat de 
Frontignac (18%), Sauvignon Blanc (15%) and Malvasía de Sitges (5%).

W Blanc Seleccio 2017 14.00

LA RIOJA

BODEGAS BENJAMIN DE ROTHSCHILD VEGA SICILIA
JAVIER AUSAS

Macán is the result of a unique new partnership between a pair of winemaking 
heavyweights steeped in history; Vega Sicilia and Benjamin de Rothschild. In 2003, 
Benjamin sought out Pablo Alvarez of Vega Sicilia in order to ask for advice about en-
tering the Spanish winemaking market. Rather than simply offering encouragement, 
Pablo offered to act as a partner in the project – and Macán Clásico was born. The phi-
losophy of Macán is very similar to the central ethos we have at l’Art du Vin, that wine 
should reflect a particular place, in this case, the village and terroir of San Vicente de 
la Sonsierra in Rioja Alta. Undoubtedly a knock-out wine from a star-studded team.

R  Macán Clásico (limited availability)  2011  44.00

LA RIOJA

VIÑA ALBERGADA
Viña Albergada, in the Alavesa sub-region of Rioja, was established by Jesus Blanco 
and Luis Rodriguez. The combination of limestone and clay soils is perfect for the 
production of a lighter, easy-drinking style of Rioja that offers great value-for-mo-
ney. In recent years, Jesus and Luis have invested in new concrete vats and a barrel 
cellar that have allowed the estate to increase the quality of their production – all the 
better for our customers!

R  Albizu, Tempranillo  2017  8.25
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LA RIOJA

GRAN CERDO
GONZALO GRIJALBA – BIODYNAMIC

Fiercely protective of the terroir of his family vineyards Gonzalo rejects market 
driven fashions, formulae, chemical treatments and conformism. Instead he has 
sought out his own methods with respect for the land, his vineyards, and the tradi-
tions of his forefathers. He balances this respect with formal training in the latest 
oenological techniques and methods.
Ultimately, Gran Cerdo is all about the purest expression of fruit with whole bunch 
fermentation, no filtration, no stabilization and minimal sulphur. The wine has real 
character - all the juicy elements of Tempranillo but with no dirty oak to mask its 
charm. It has a natural way about it but with no funkiness. With its cherry-red, pur-
plish, brilliant colour Gran Cerdo reveals primary notes of fresh fruit, strawberries, 
raspberries, cherries and violets with clean mineral tones from the granite soils of 
Gonzalo’s vineyards.

W  Gran Cerdo Blanco  2017  11.30
R  Gran Cerdo Rioja  2017  11.30

LA RIOJA

BODEGAS ALTANZA
ERVIGO ADAN

Bodegas Altanza sprung to life in 1998 when a group of like-minded local bu-
sinessmen decided the Rioja wine market needed a shot in the arm. The estate has 
gone from strength to strength, concentrating on a search for the perfect balance 
between traditional values and modern techniques, a philosophy echoed in the ar-
chitecture of their winery - a stunning example of contemporary design using local 
raw materials. Head winemaker Oscar Martinez Hueda now produces a range of 
wines that cater for all tastes and budgets. Recently, he has converted to exclusive 
use of French oak barrels in the ageing process, a move which has most certainly en-
hanced the quality of his wines.

W  Rioja Blanco, Sauvignon Blanc  2017 12.40
R  Rioja Crianza  2014/15 14.05
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2015 P.O.A.
R  Rioja Reserva, Bodegas Altanza  2011/12 20.10
 Magnums 150 cl  2011 P.O.A.
R  Rioja Gran Reserva, Bodegas Altanza  2010 27.25



LA RIOJA

FINCA VALVARES
ERVIGIO ADAN

Made under the supervision of the winemaking team of Bodegas Altanza, this semi 
Crianza offers an excellent alternative to those who prefer a much more traditional 
style of Rioja. The grapes come from vineyards in La Rioja Alta and the vinification is 
more traditional, using older oak barrels and allowing a little bit of natural oxidation.

R  Rioja  2016 11.85

LA RIOJA

BODEGAS HONORIO RUBIO
HONORIO RUBIO NEW

The vineyards of Bodegas Honorio Rubio, owned by the Rubio-Villar family, consist 
of 15 hectares surrounding the small town of Cordovín in La Rioja Alta. They have 
steadily built a reputation for their stellar production of ‘El Clarete de Cordovín’, a 
light refreshing rosé style wine. Their ‘Tremendus’ Rioja Clarete visually resembles a 
rosé but follows a slightly different method of production. Maceration is on the skins 
of both white and red grapes before the juice is drawn off and fermentation takes 
place. This process essentially creates a white wine with a pale pink colour  Bone dry 
and fresh with subtle red fruit flavours and a pleasant creaminess from lees ageing, it 
is a fascinating rosé for pairing with food, acting as the ideal partner to local dishes 
such as salt cod a la riojana, or more exotic fare including south-East Asian cuisine.

P  Tremendus Rioja Clarete  2017  11.00

LA RIOJA

MARQUES DE TOMARES
ALEJANDRO MONTAÑA PORRES

Located in Fuenmayor, in the heart of Rioja Alta, the Marques de Tomares wine-
ry has been controlled by the Montaña family since the 19th Century. Their wines 
all possess the key hallmarks of the estate – elegance, finesse and quality of fruit. 
The Crianza boasts a blend of red and black fruit flavours, backed up with a hint of 
spice and an impressive tannic structure. The blend is dominated by Tempranillo 
and rounded off with Graciano, both of which are painstakingly harvested by hand.

R  Crianza  2015 11.30
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LA RIOJA

HACIENDA GRIMON
PACO & ELISEO GRIMON – ORGANIC

Hacienda Grimón is run by brothers Paco and Eliseo. From their 25 hectare base 
in a secluded corner of the Rioja Alta, they produce organic wines that accurately 
reflect the subtleties of their family estate. The majority of their wines experience 
extended ageing, therefore great care is taken to ensure that all grapes are as healthy 
as possible. As a result, no herbicides or pesticides are used at any stage and hand 
harvesting is employed for all their vineyards. The Grimón brothers’ Rioja Tempra-
nillo is fermented and aged in stainless steel. Unlike many other wines from the 
Rioja classed as ‘Joven’, no carbonic maceration is employed during the winemaking 
process. Furthermore, this ‘Joven’ wine is produced using exactly the same fruit that 
is used to fashion their Crianza. Ultimately, it showcases the juicy characteristics of 
the Tempranillo grape, without any oak influence.
The Crianza is produced following a rigorous fruit selection process from three 
different vineyard parcels. The wine is then aged for 16 months in a combination of 
French and American oak barrels, ensuring that aromas of black fruits are backed 
up by notes of black pepper and sweet spices. The ripe tannins and fresh acidity ba-
lance the richness of the fruit which results in an elegant and classy Rioja Crianza. 
The Reserva offers a great deal more structure on the palate than the Crianza, while 
also displaying far more prominent oak flavours. A combination of dense, plummy 
fruit and a good tannic structure ensure that this is a Reserva that offers incredible 
value for money.

W Rioja Blanco 2017 10.50
W Rioja Blanco Crianza 2013 15.50
P Rioja Rosado 2017 10.50
R Rioja Tempranillo 2017 12.05
R Rioja Crianza 2015 16.90
R Rioja Reserva 2013 27.15

NAVARRA

DONKEYJOTE
From the Sanz family estate in the region of Navarra in Spain comes Donkeyjote, a 
light-hearted, mediumbodied Garnacha that is ideal for summer drinking. Organi-
cally produced, this wine is bright, fruity and instantly appealing, while remaining 
intense and complex with subtle notes of ripe red and black fruits as well as prunes 
and liquorice. As the wine opens it shows some spiciness and an earthy touch, com-
bined with light and elegant tannins. Donkeyjote is best served cool, just below 
room temperature, in order to truly express the delicious ripe red fruit and spicy 
characters.

R  Donkeyjote Garnacha  2017  11.55



RIBERA DEL DUERO

DIAZ BAYO
FAMILIA DIAZ BAYO

The Díaz Bayo family has been cultivating vines for four generations in the legen-
dary village of Fuentelcesped. They produce unique wines made from Tempranillo 
grapes, known locally as Tinto Fino, as well as experimenting with indigenous va-
rieties such as Albillo. Their ‘Crianza’, made from 100% hand-harvested Tempranillo, 
possesses bags of ripe black fruit along with notes of balsamic, cocoa and liquorice. 
Having spent 12 months in a mixture of French and American barrels, fruit and oak 
are perfectly integrated, while good levels of acidity provide freshness and elegance 
to the finish.

R  Crianza  2014/15 11.70

MADRID

COMANDO G
FERNANDO GARCÍA & DANI LANDI – ORGANIC

Fernando, Daniel and Marc became friends when they met at university in 2005. 
Within 3 years, they launched Bodega Comando G, where they aimed to further 
their passion for making wines which capture and express the terroir of very parti-
cular plots of land. The G in their collective name stands for Garnacha, the Spanish 
grape varietal that they believe can produce the country’s most elegant wines when 
cultivated correctly. Their production focusses on the subregion of Sierra de Gredos, 
just north of Madrid, where the trio search for plots of ancient vines which they be-
lieve can produce fresh, unique wines. ‘La Bruja’ consists of grapes from 50-80 year 
old vines based on granite soils, which are then fermented using wild yeasts before 
spending around five months in French oak. The resultant wine is young, fresh and 
playful, acting as a fantastic introduction to the potential of Garnacha from this in-
triguing, up-andcoming sub-region.

R  La Bruja de las Rozas  2016  22.55
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MANCHA

DOMINIO DE PUNCTUM
JESUS AND RUTH FERNANDEZ – ORGANIC

Located in the northern reaches of the La Mancha region, just to the south of Ma-
drid, Dominio de Punctum is one of our most exciting finds for 2017! Unlike many 
wineries in the La Mancha region, the team at Punctum only produce wines using 
fruit grown on their own estate. Their entire operation is certified organic and they 
farm a portion of their land following biodynamic principles. Situated in the town of 
Las Pedroñeras, the Fernandez family preside over the estate, where their winery sits 
proudly overlooking the vines. The proximity of the winery is a key advantage when 
it comes to producing wines that possess optimum freshness in what is typically an 
extremely hot region. The ‘Finca Fabian’ range is 100% organic and showcases 3 key 
grape varieties – Verdejo, Garnacha and Tempranillo.
The alluringly pale Rosado is produced using Garnacha, which is harvested at night 
and cold macerated before fermentation, in order to preserve as much freshness as 
possible. Perfect for summer drinking or for pairing with pasta and shellfish dishes. 
Their Tempranillo highlights everything that a Spanish red should offer at this price 
point – juicy fruit, soft round tannins, a fresh palate and a deliciously long finish.

SP  Sparkling Brut Espumoso  NV  10.95
W  Verdejo  2017 9.35
P  Garnacha  2017 8.50
R  Tempranillo  2017 9.35

MANCHA

BODEGAS ALBERO
From the heart of Spain in the region of La Mancha, the team at Bodegas Albe-
ro work with keen attention to detail in order to produce wines that are fresh and 
approachable. Their Camelopard range comprises a Sauvignon Blanc & a Cabernet 
Sauvignon, both of which are harvested by the team at night in an effort to protect 
the acidity of the grapes. The Sauvignon Blanc showcases flavours of passionfruit, 
lychee and white peach, backed up by lime citrus notes. The palate is crisp & fresh 
with extremely refreshing acidity. Their Cabernet Sauvignon displays a rich nose 
of violet, blackcurrant, raspberry and dark plum, with secondary notes of mocha 
& chocolate. The palate is soft, inviting & surprisingly complex - cherry, mulberry, 
anise & dark berry fruits combine with hints of nutmeg spice & robust tannins be-
fore leading to a lingering, savoury finish.

R Camelopard Cabernet Sauvignon  2016 8.25
W Camelopard Sauvignon Blanc 2017 7.50



RUEDA

BODEGAS DIEZ SIGLOS
EDUARDO DE ISCAR

Headed by Eduardo de Iscar, this relatively new winery produces Verdejo wines 
using a very modern approach. The co-operative was born out of the desire of a 
group of likeminded local winemakers to produce a Verdejo that the Rueda could be 
proud of. Their region has always produced fresh, aromatic white wines but thanks 
to the modern techniques employed by Eduardo and his team, the Verdejo grape va-
riety is now fulfilling its potential.

W  Verdejo, Rueda  2017  8.25

BIERZO

PITTACUM
ALFREDO MARQUES

The region of Bierzo, inland of Galicia in the northwest of Spain, benefits from a 
unique microclimate which aids the winemaking process. Head winemaker Alfredo 
Marques and his team are blessed with the valuable combination of mild tempe-
ratures and vineyards at a low altitude which prevent frosts – allowing Alfredo to 
complete his harvest before many of his contemporaries.
Based in the historic town of Arganza, the Pittacum winery presides over 90-year-
old vines that produce wonderfully rustic wines dominated by the Mencia grape va-
riety. Organic fertilisers are used and eco-friendly methods are employed throughout 
the estate to promote the health of these ageing vines – a strategy that is clearly wor-
king as their produce improves with every harvest.

R  Mencia Petit Pittacum  2016/17  13.50
R  Bierzo Tinto  2012  18.70
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RIAS BAIXAS

BODEGAS TERRAS GAUDA
The potential of Albariño was rediscovered in the 1980s but only in recent years 
have we seen it develop into a well-known varietal outside of its native region. The 
climate of the Rias Baixas region, in the north west of Spain, is dominated by the 
Atlantic Ocean, with mild winters, relatively cool summers, high humidity and ele-
vated rainfall. Terras Gauda, located in the sub-region of O Rosal, produces some of 
the finest examples of Albariño that can be found. Their wines are a perfect match 
for fresh seafood and shellfish, a specialty of the Galician region, and delicacy which 
we also have in abundance here in the UK.

W  Albariño Abadia de San Campio  2016/17 18.45
 Half Bottles 37.5 cl  2016/17 P.O.A.
W  Albariño O Rosal Terras Gauda  2017 21.75
W  La Mar  2015  36.30

RIAS BAIXAS

CHAN DE ROSAS
MARCOS LOJO

Marcos Lojo has spent the last 20 years working at a number of the top estates 
across the Rias Baixas region and is now regarded among the most knowledgeable 
wine producers in this north western corner of Spain. He is so highly regarded, in 
fact, that he now holds a teaching position at one of the country’s most prestigious 
universities, the Universidad de Santiago de Compostela. His ‘Albariño Clásico’ is 
produced using hand-harvested grapes. The result is a fresh, crisp wine that displays 
elegant white flower and citrus notes, backed up by white peach and crisp acidity. 
Perfect as an aperitif of with a whole host of Scottish seafood dishes.

W  Albariño ‘Clásico’  2017 13.00





DIOGO CAMPILHO (QUINTA DA LAGOALVA)



DOURO

RAMOS PINTO
JOÃO NICOLAU DE ALMEIDA

Established in 1880 by Adriano Ramos Pinto, Casa Ramos Pinto shot to fame in the 
late 19th century as a symbol of quality Portuguese produce, taking the wine mar-
kets of South America by storm as well as founding a base of followers throughout 
Europe. Capitalising on Portugal’s colonial ties with Brazil, Adriano began to export 
his goods and, by the turn of the 20th century, his produce counted for more than 
half of all the wine exported to Brazil, a truly staggering feat for such a young com-
pany. To this day, the winery, which also produces port wines and brandy, follows 
the ethos and philosophy set out by Adriano, the key promise being that they abide 
by a strict self-production policy, meaning that all grapes used in production are 
grown on the estate itself. Interestingly, owing a lot to the innovative approach of 
Adriano all those years ago, Casa Ramos Pinto also houses a rather unique collection 
of art objects, many collected during trips to Brazil, which are displayed today in the 
recently opened museum section on the estate.

R  Duas Quintas  2015  15.40

DOURO

ALVES DA SOUSA
DOMINGOS ALVES DE SOUSA

The family of Domingos Alves de Sousa have been winemakers for generations. 
However, Alves opted to pursue a career in civil engineering rather than follow 
in his father’s footsteps. That all changed in the late 1980s, when Domingos took 
the decision to move back to the estate and take over the running of the family vi-
neyards. Until this point, the Alves de Sousa operation had sold all of its wine to the 
commercial blending houses of the Douro Valley.
Domingos’ first step in his newfound role was to break away from their relationship 
with the blending houses, instead making the bold decision to begin producing his 
own wines. He enlisted in winemaking courses in both Bordeaux and across other 
regions in Portugal, before building a team that allowed his wines to steadily earn a 
reputation for premium quality and excellent value for money.
Twice awarded the title of Portuguese Producer of Year – the only estate to receive 
this accolade on more than one occasion – the success of Alves de Sousa has most 
certainly vindicated Domingos’ decision to give his family estate a new lease of life!

R Caldas 2016 14.50
R Caldas Reserva Touriga Nacional 2012 19.00
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TEJO

QUINTA DA LAGOALVA
The running of Quinta da Lagoalva is very much a family affair. The Campilho’s have 
gained a reputation in their local region for the cultivation of excellent produce, 
across a whole range of crops that they grow – not just grapes. However, it is their 
grape production that we are most interested in! Headed up by Diogo, the winema-
king arm of their business has improved considerably in recent years. Like many 
young Portuguese winemakers, Diogo travelled abroad to learn his craft before re-
turning to work with the indigenous grapes of his homeland. Having completed his 
training in Australia’s Hunter Valley, it could be argued that Diogo’s wines are slight-
ly more polished than the particularly rustic wines that many of his neighbours pro-
duce. This is certainly the case for his Castelão/Touriga Nacional blend, a ripe, juicy 
red that is well rounded and displays a touch of oak spice on the finish.

R  Lagoalva Quinta Tinto  2016  12.65

DAO

RIBEIRO SANTO
CARLOS LUCAS

Having previously controlled the Dao Sul wine company, which grew to become one 
of Portugal’s most successful sales machines, Carlos Lucas has recently opted for a 
change of approach. Having taken the decision to return to small-scale production, 
Carlos purchased a 6 hectare estate in the Dao region and has set about cultivating 
its vines in order to produce two wonderfully constructed and elegant reds, inclu-
ding the eponymous Ribeiro Santo which is a blend of Touriga Nacional, Alfrocheiro 
and Tinta Roriz.

R  Ribeiro Santo Dao  2015  12.00

ALENTEJANO

MAGNUM VINHOS
CARLOS LUCAS

Another vineyard under the control of Carlos’ new umbrella company – Magnum Vin-
hos – is located in the northern reaches of the region of Alentejo. Among the pick of 
the produce from this newly founded vineyard is the ‘Flor de Maio’ – Portguese for 
poppy – which is a ripe, intense, deep-coloured red. A blend of Syrah, Touriga Nacio-
nal and Trincadeira, this is full bodied without being jammy, lovely spice on the finish.

R  Flor de Maio  2015  10.50



VINHO VERDE

ADEGA DE MONÇÃO
The Vinho Verde co-operative, located just south of the Spanish-Portuguese bor-
der, is a producer with a growing reputation in these parts, having been founded 
as recently as 2008. Since then, the quality of production has gone from strength 
to strength and the employment of modern wine making techniques ensures this 
trajectory looks set to continue for the foreseeable future. The ‘Adega de Monção’ is 
a blend of Alvarinho with another indigenous variety, Trajadura. This wine packs a 
ripe, aromatic nose; slightly more ripe and complex than typical examples from this 
region. A refreshing spritz on the palate makes this a perfect summer wine.

W  Vinho Verde ‘Adega de Monção’  2017  11.55

VINHO VERDE

APHROS
VASCO CROFT

Aphros is the brainchild of former architect Vasco Croft. His vineyards are spread 
over a 20 hectare area next to the Lima River, a region that is rich in biodiversity 
and indigenous flora and fauna. In his thirties, Vasco had what he describes as a life 
changing encounter with a Buddhist monk, where a bottle of wine was shared. This 
event led Vasco to leave behind his well-established creative furniture business in 
order to redevelop his family winery, a semi-abandoned property belonging to his 
family since the 17th century. Through years of hard work and by following a strict 
biodynamic philosophy in order to encourage the burgeoning natural beauty which 
surrounds his land, Vasco has developed a reputation for producing wines of supre-
me quality. His Loureiro, which is fermented in clay amphorae lined with beeswax, 
is fresh and lightly floral despite considerable time on the lees. The palate contains 
green apple and crunchy pear notes, with the faintest layer of almonds before a long 
finish possessing persistent acidity and wonderful mineral undertones. 

W Loureiro 2016 17.00
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WILL DAVENPORT (DAVENPORT ESTATE)



MOROCCO – GUERROUANE

LES TROIS DOMAINES
The Appellation Guerrouane is a region of northern Morocco, located south of the 
imperial city of Meknès in the foothills of the Atlas Mountains in between the At-
lantic Ocean and the Mediterranean. This area has been known for producing wines 
for more than 2000 years and certainly since the time of the Roman Empire. The 
vineyards are at an altitude of 550 metres and benefit from a dry, sunny climate and 
sandy soils giving subtle, easy to drink wines. In October 1998 by order of the Mi-
nistry of Agriculture, the first controlled appellation of Morocco was created. The 
delimitation of the geographic area included the districts of Sidi-Slimane, Mjat and 
Boufekrane, a region known for producing quality wines for centuries.

W  Les Trois Domaines Blanc (Ugni Sauvignon Clairette)  2016  10.50
R  Les Trois Domaines Rouge (Grenache Carignan Syrah)  2016  10.50

ENGLAND – EAST SUSSEX & KENT

DAVENPORT ESTATE
WILL DAVENPORT – ORGANIC

Will Davenport has been making English wine for 20 years, gradually growing his 
operation from a handful of vineyards to a total of 20 hectares across the unique 
terroir of East Sussex. Will’s principal objective is to produce wines that truly ex-
press the English terroirs and climate, an aim best achieved in his opinion through 
an approach of minimal intervention and organic farming. The decision to work or-
ganically also allows the team to reduce their impact on the environment, an issue 
that those at Davenport are extremely conscious of. Their flagship white wine has 
been produced each vintage since 1993 and is very much similar in style to a New 
Zealand Sauvignon Blanc. Crisp, aromatic and fruit driven with grapefruit and hed-
gerow notes, it is a blend of 6 grape varieties – including Bacchus, Ortega, Faber and 
Huxelrebe – and is most certainly a wine that highlights the potential for premium 
wine production in the south of England.

SP  Auxerrois Sparkling  2014  30.50
W  Limney ‘Hormondsden’ Dry White  2016  20.35
R  ‘Diamond Fields’ Pinot Noir  2016  26.70
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PETER JAKOB KÜHN



RHEINGAU

WEINGUT BERNHARD MEHRLEIN
BERNHARD MEHRLEIN

Weingut Mehrlein, in the sub-region of Oestrich Winkel in Rheingau, has been 
controlled by the Mehrlein family for many generations. In 1996, with Bernard ta-
king the helm, the team decided to concentrate on the production of dry whites. Vi-
neyards were replanted in order to naturally reduce yields, while modern vineyard 
techniques were adopted to aid the cultivation of grapes with higher levels of natu-
ral sugar. The result is their stunning, well-balanced Rieslings that show what the 
Rheingau region has to offer.

W  Riesling Mittleheimer Edelmann Trocken  2017 15.70

RHEINGAU

PETER JAKOB KÜHN
PETER KÜHN – BIODYNAMIC

It was no surprise when word reached us that Peter Jakob Kuhn had been voted Ger-
man winemaker of the year for 2016 – his wines are some of the best examples of 
German produce we have tasted. The Kühn estate was founded in 1786 by Jacobus 
Kühn and has remained under the watchful eye of his family ever since. Now, along 
with his wife Angela, and their son Peter Bernhard (who, during his training com-
pleted a stage with our friends at Domaine Zind-Humbrecht), cultivates the family 
land biodynamically, producing a range of Rieslings which showcase the Rheingau 
terroir. A fervent believer in the ecological benefits of biodynamic farming, Peter is 
at present, the only producer to follow biodynamic principles in the Rheingau. His 
wines are made in a fearless manner, with as much as possible left to nature’s own 
course. His experimental cuvées include wines which have undergone extra-long 
lees ageing or been fermented and aged in amphora vessels. Peter is a producer we 
are delighted to introduce to you all and we firmly believe that his wines will beco-
me iconic in the very near future.

W  Hallgarten Rheinschiefer Riesling Trocken VDP. Ortswein  2017  20.10
W  Oestrich Klosterberg Riesling Trocken VDP. Erste Lage  2017  24.40
W  Oestrich Lenchen Riesling Kabinett VDP. Grosse Lage  2017 P.O.A.
W Oestrich Quarzit Riesling VDP 2017 P.O.A.
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BADEN

WEINGUT BERNHARD HUBER
BERNHARD HUBER

Located among the foothills of the Black Forest mountains in the south-west Ger-
man district of Baden, the Huber Winery produces wines that are among Germany’s 
finest. The limestone and clay soils of the area give very similar growing conditions 
to those found in Burgundy, therefore it is no surprise that Pinot Noir thrives in this 
terroir. Their 27 hectare site is now managed by Julian Huber following the death of 
his father, Bernhard. During his career, Bernhard was hailed as one of the supers-
tars of German Pinot Noir and, thus far, Julian has managed to live up to his father’s 
name. The team boast an impressive array of accolades for their wines, including the 
Gault & Milau German Red Wine of the Year 2011, and as a result, we are very for-
tunate to have been able to secure an allocation of Huber’s wines.

W  Chardonnay ‘Alte Reben’  2014 33.00
R  Pinot Noir ‘Alte Reben’  2013 37.70

PFALZ

J L WOLF
ERNST LOOSEN

Located in the Pfalz region of Germany, to the north of the Alsace, the J. L. Wolf es-
tate has been recognised for producing some of the country’s best Rieslings since its 
establishment in 1756. Towards the end of the 20th century, the vineyard began to 
falter in quality; however renowned winemaker Ernst Loosen, of the Dr. Loosen es-
tate, took over the reins and had quickly re-established Wolf as a recognisable mark 
of quality. Ernst’s wines from his original estate, in the region of Mosel, are typically 
light, and he set about his work at J. L. Wolf with the intention to create a range of 
wines that were considerably more powerful, concentrating on drier, more full-bo-
died Rieslings. The Villa Wolf Riesling has wonderful peach and apricot flavours, 
while levels of balanced acidity give it an extra juicy zest.

W  Villa Wolf Dry Riesling  2016  12.00



RHEINHESSEN

SCHĀTZEL
KAI SCHĀTZEL

Kai Schātzel now presides over his family winery, located in the Nierstein area of 
the Rheinhessen. The 6 hectare estate dates back to 1850 and in recent years, Kai has 
developed a reputation for producing some of the finest Riesling in the region. Fol-
lowing modern winemaking techniques, Kai aims to produce clean, mineral-driven 
Rieslings that, most importantly, have a true sense of identity and showcase the 
unique terroirs of the Rheinhessen.

W Riesling  2015 P.O.A.
W Nierstein Riesling Kabinett  2015 25.50
W Nierstein Silvaner  2014 27.50

FRANKEN

WEINGUT AM STEIN
LUDWIG AND SANDRA KNOLL – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL

Weingut Am Stein is nestled among the most famous vineyard sites in the Franken 
region. Run by Ludwig Knoll and his wife Sandra, the estate has swiftly developed a 
reputation for producing wines of outstanding quality that showcase incredible aro-
matics, purity of flavour, freshness and balance. They are also known as the hosts of 
‘Hoffest’, a celebration of food, wine, music and culture that they host among their 
vines each year. The winery was originally constructed by Ludwig’s father in 1980 
and from that point on, the family have worked in a biodynamic manner in order 
to nourish their land and produce authentic wines that reflect their terroirs. The 
team work the extremely steep slopes of the vineyard by hand and over time, have 
revitalised many old, disused parcels that now produce wines with energy and true 
character. Ludwig insists that the level of quality showcased in these vineyards is all 
thanks to years of strict biodynamic farming. 
We are particularly excited by the arrival of Ludwig’s Petillant Natural, ‘Pure and 
Naked’. A blend of Cabernet Blanc and Sauvignon Blanc, this wine is unfiltered and 
showcases fragrant aromatics of elderflower, lemongrass and fresh mint. It pos-
sesses naturally high acidity with lots of soft fizz, bright citric fruits and a green 
savoury finish. As the name suggests, this wine is ‘pure and naked’; no additives du-
ring the winemaking process and no added sulphites at bottling. 

SP  Pure & Naked Pet-Nat NV 22.50
W  Silvaner Muschel Kalk 2017 15.50
W  Silvaner Vinz Alte Reben 2016 26.50
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JAMIE MCCULLOCH (LES DEUX CIMES)



VALAIS

LES DEUX CIMES
JAMIE MCCULLOCH

While global warming is yet to provide aspiring Scottish viticulturalists with the 
opportunity to cultivate vines in this country, in Jamie McCulloch’s produce we have 
the next best thing! Jamie, originally from Edinburgh, founded his winery, ‘Les Deux 
Cimes’, in the Swiss Alps in 2007, one year after completing his oenology studies. 
He was attracted to working in this alpine region by its very particular mountain 
terroir that provides great scope for experimenting with a number of different grape 
varieties. The wine scene in Switzerland is refreshingly populated, in the most part, 
by small independent wineries. Over the last few years, the quality of production 
has risen dramatically, yet due to the small amount of wine produced, only about 
2% of overall production is ever exported. At l’Art du Vin, we are fortunate enough 
to have an allocation of four of Jamie’s great wines. His Fendant, the Swiss name for 
Chasselas, is a great alternative to Sauvignon Blanc – fresh and zesty but fleshy with
juicy yellow plum characters and a herbal, savoury finish.

W  Fendant  2017  22.00
W Petite Arvine 2017 31.50
R  Gamay  2016  23.95
R  Pinot Noir  2017  28.90
R Syrah Barrique 2016 31.65
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GERHARD PITTNAUER (PITTNAUER)



WACHAU

WEINGUT WESS
RAINER WESS

Located in the exclusive production district of The Wachau, an area of around 15 ki-
lometres in length on the banks of the Danube, the Rainer Wess winery draws from 
a collection of vines on what are some of Europe’s most fertile soils. The landscape 
surrounding the vineyard evidences the local history of the region, recognised as 
one of the oldest cultural districts in Europe. Stone terraces, fortified hills, evidence 
of ancient fruit groves and a whole host of traditional customs ensure that locals 
are very proud of their heritage, a mantra they maintain when it comes to wine pro-
duction. The Wachauer Grüner Veltliner, an aromatic, light and uncomplicated wine 
is particular evidence of this local pride. Created with grapes from the districts of 
Unterloiben and Durnstein, flatter sections of the valley where the alluvial soils are 
particularly fertile, this wine highlights the true potential that less fashionable wine 
making nations such as Austria possess.

W  Wachauer Grüner Veltliner  2016  15.70

BURGENLAND

PITTNAUER
GERHARD PITTNAUER – ORGANIC

Gerhard Pittnauer is undoubtedly one of the stars of the Austrian winemaking sce-
ne, producing a host of powerful reds which showcase the quality of Austria’s indi-
genous grape varieties. His base in the town of Gols is located in the Burgenland 
region, famed for the amount of sunlight it receives each year. As a result, Gerhard 
is able to fashion supple, modern wines that all display his signature, silky soft tan-
nins. His ‘Velvet’ is a form of introduction to Austrian reds. A blend of Zweigelt and 
Blaufränkisch, it is soft and spicy with those trademark ‘velvety’ tannins.

R  Velvet  NV  15.15
R  Blaufränkisch ‘Heideboden’  2015  19.00
R  Saint Laurent ‘Dorflagen’  2014  22.85
R  Pinot Noir ‘Dorflagen’  2013  22.85
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BURGENLAND

JOSEF UMATHUM
Austria is a region with generations of wine history that has seen a resurgence in re-
cent years. This marriage of tradition and modernity is encapsulated perfectly by the 
operation at Weingut Umathum, managed by Josef Umathum. Through the cultiva-
tion of ancient vines on soils containing a unique blend of slate, lime, clay and gravel, 
the Umathum team produce a number of authentic red wines alongside an intriguing 
selection of whites. But pick of the bunch are arguably Josef’s sweet wines, notably 
the Beerenauslese. A blend of Chardonnay and the indigenous Welschriesling grape 
variety, this perfectly balanced wine is golden yellow in colour and possesses deli-
cious exotic fruit and honey blossom notes – simply a wonderful dessert wine.

SW  Chardonnay/Welschriesling Beerenauslese 37.5 cl  2015  21.20

BURGENLAND

KRACHER
Located in the Seewinkel sub-region of the Burgenland, the estate of Alois Kracher 
is known world over for the production of simply stunning sweet wines – a fact that 
has seen him voted Wine Magazine’s winemaker of the year on no less than 7 occa-
sions over the last 25 years.  The close proximity of Lake Eusiedl provides Alois with 
the perfect growing conditions to fashion between 10 & 15 Trockenbeernauslesen 
cuvees each vintage, from a selection of grape varieties including Welschriesling, 
Chardonnay, Traminer, Scheurebe, Muskat-Ottonel and even Zweigelt!
 Lesser known are Alois’ dry wines – but we can confirm that they are no less im-
pressive! Pick of the bunch is arguably his Welschriesling, showcasing minerality, 
freshness and energy in abundance.

SW Cuvee Spatlese half Bottles 37.5cl 2013 12.50
SW Cuvee Auslese half Bottles 37.5cl 2016 16.00
SW Cuvee Beerenauslese half bottles 37.5cl 2015 P.O.A.
W Welschriesling 2015 17.50
W Pinot Gris 2016 19.00



BURGENLAND

BECK
JUDITH BECK – BIODYNAMIC/NATURAL

Previously a mixed farm on the edge of Lake Neusiedlersee, the Beck winery began 
to take shape in the mid 1970s, when Matthias took the decision to grow the area of 
planted vines from 5 to 15 hectares. The next stage of their growth was the construc-
tion of their own winery, in 2005, before their conversion to full biodynamic pro-
duction 2 years later. It was around this time that Judith took over from her father, 
having studied at Austrian viticultural college before gaining experience with stints 
in France (at Cos d’Estournel in Bordeaux), Italy and Chile. She now has total control 
of proceedings from vine to bottle, with Matthias still lending a hand in his trea-
sured vineyards.
While the estate produces all manner of wines, from delicate whites to powerful 
reds, Judith has declared a particular interest in the indigenous Austrian varieties of 
Zweigelt, Blaufränkisch and St. Laurent. Her ‘Ink’ cuvee is a blend of both Zweigelt 
and Blaufrankisch, providing an approachable entry point to the often underrated 
world of Austrian reds. Producers in this area frequently use brand new, heavily 
toasted oak barrels to fashion wines that are extremely rich and powerful. Judith, on 
the other hand, embraces a fresher style. Expect bags of dark fruit, spices and zippy 
energy that ensures the wine leaps from the glass on the nose and hits the palate like 
summer berry fruit salad. Ideal for juicy, summer drinking. 

W Weissburgunder 2017 17.00
R Ink 2016 15.00
R Zweigelt 2016 16.50
R Blaufrankisch 2016 16.50
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HUNGARY – TOKAJI, HEGYALIA

DORGO
About 250 kilometres from Budapest is the Dorgo estate, nestled in the country’s 
premier winemaking district – Tokaj-Hegyalja. The buildings dotted around the es-
tate are widely recognised among the most stunning vinicultural structures across 
all of Eastern Europe. This old single vineyard has the classic volcanic clay that gives 
structure and balance to these wonderful sweet wines. Szamorodni literally trans-
lates to ‘as it comes’ – a reference to that the fact that these Tokaji’s can range from 
dry to sweet depending on the quantity of botrytised grapes that are used in the 
blend. This vintage, the 2014, is luscious, containing attractive honeyed fruit, perfec-
tly balanced by the presence of fresh lemon acidity.

SW  Tokaji Dorgo Edes Szamorodini 50 cl  2014  23.40

HUNGARY – EGER

BOLYKÍ
BOLYKÍ JANOS GYORGY

Janos Gyorgy is the latest member of the Bolykí family to be involved in the wine 
industry in the Hungarian region of Eger. His grandfather was an acclaimed cooper 
while, in the mid 1980s, Janos’ parents planted a small estate comprising a selec-
tion of indigenous Hungarian varieties. In 2003, Janos received his diploma in wi-
nemaking and took over the family estate, building on the hard work of his parents. 
Having added a handful of small nearby parcels, his vineyard now covers around 
20 hectares. As his operation grows, so does his reputation for producing exciting 
wines from indigenous varieties, to the extent that Janos is now regarded as the 
most exciting winemaking talent in the Eger.

R Bulls Blood Bikaver 2015 18.00

ISTRIA – CROATIA

PIQUENTUM
DIMITRI BRECEVIC

Piquentum has been recognised since its inception in 2006 for the quality of their 
work using indigenous Croatian varieties. The mother of winemaker Dimitri Bre-
cevic was from Jurancon – providing the reason that he believes he was drawn to 
the world of wine. Having worked in various estates across the globe, he decided to 
begin his first solo project in the hometown of his father and, in the process, make 
wines that put Croatia back on the winemaking map. This cuvee is made with 100% 
Teran, a red grape variety that exudes juicy, red berry fruit and soft tannins. Here, 
expect bright acidity and crunchy blackcurrant notes tinged with smoke, spice and 
sanguine iron touches.

R Teran Hrvatska Istra 2015 23.50
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GREECE – ATTIKA

DOMAINE PAPAGIANNAKOS
VASSILIS PAPAGIANNAKOS

Domaine Papagiannakos was established in 1919 in the heart of the plain of the re-
gion of Attica - just 30 kilometres away from the Acropolis. Vassilis Papagiannakos 
is the third generation of the family to run the vineyard, which continues to specia-
lise in the cultivation of indigenous grapes, namely Savatiano and Malagouzia, along 
with international varieties including Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot. Vineyards 
stretching between Athens and the coast have been threatened in recent years by 
modern construction plans – but a number of important archaeological findings in 
the area have ensured that the Attican vineyards are now protected from urban ex-
pansion. This is good news for the Papagiannakos family, as they continue to blend 
traditional winemaking techniques with their modern outlook in their stunning and 
innovative bioclimatic winery.

W  Savatiano  2017  15.70

GREECE – SPATA ATTICA

GEORGAS’ FAMILY
DIMITRIS GEORGAS – ORGANIC

Dimitris Georgas  is a 4th generation vine grower and winemaker. He took over 6 hec-
tares of family vineyards almost 20 years ago and since then, has set about conver-
ting them to organic practices. Mesogaia, across which Dimitris’ plots are scattered, 
is one of the oldest wine regions of Greece, best known for being home to the in-
digenous white grape variety Savatiano. Dimitris’ Retsina, made in the style of an 
orange wine, is particularly evocative of the history of this ancient region. Retsina 
is the catch-all term for resinated wines. The tradition originates in the Attica wine 
region, where the fresh pine resin of the native old pine trees was introduced into 
the must of the white Savatiano before fermentation.
A million miles away from the Retsina you may have tried on Greek holidays, expect 
a hazy amber hue with aromas of dried lemon, warm apricot skin and roasted spice. 
The palate is dry, warm and spicy, with hints of dried honey and quinine.

W  Retsina NV 16.50

HUNGARY, CROATIA, BULGARIA & GREECE
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BULGARIA – THRACIAN VALLEY

EDOARDO MIROGLIO
DESSISLAVA BAICHEVA

Edoardo Miroglio thought that Bulgarian terroirs should be explored more with re-
gards to quality winemaking, so he set off on a two-year-long quest to uncover land 
that would allow him to produce complex Pinot Noir. Edoardo, who was originally 
a textile manufacturer in his native Italy, settled on the micro-region of Elonovo, in 
the Eastern Thracian Valley, that was found to possess many similar soil and clima-
tic characteristics to Burgundy. Now his team, under the leadership of winemaker 
Dessislava Baichevaa and viticulturist Alberto La Rosa, make a number of elegant 
Pinot Noir cuvées that age well. Alberto previously worked at many prestigious Ba-
rolo estates, and as a result, there is a strong Italian influence in his wines. Of parti-
cular interest to Alberto is the indigenous Bulgarian grape varietal Mavrud, which 
he has found is likely to be a predecessor of Nebbiolo. Over the last few years he has 
been experimenting with a variety of Mavrud clones, and now produces some sim-
ply stunning wines with this little known grape.

W  Soli White  2017 13.50
R  Soli Pinot Noir  2015  11.85
R  Mavrud Elenovo  2012/13  26.95





SEBASTIÁN DE MARTINO (DE MARTINO)



MAIPO VALLEY

DE MARTINO
DE MARTINO FAMILY – ORGANIC

Originally established by Italian winemaker Pietro De Martino Pascualone in 1934, 
De Martino is one of the most forward-thinking estates in all of South America. Lo-
cated in Isla de Maipo, a small town around 50 kilometres from the Chilean capital 
of Santiago, the estate is entirely organic and also uses production methods that ren-
der their wines completely carbon-neutral. The estate is located in a prime viticultu-
ral position, on the banks of the now arid Maipo River. The fact the valley previously 
accommodated the ferocious torrents of the Maipo gives soil conditions which are 
unique in the region, alluvial earth with high silt levels - great for the cultivation of 
vines. Today, proceedings are controlled by the third and fourth generations of the 
De Martino family who continue to strive to improve the quality of their produce as 
well as leave as little impact on nature as possible.

W  Estate Sauvignon Blanc  2017  10.50
W  Estate Chardonnay  2017  10.50
W  Legado Chardonnay  2016  15.95
R  Estate Carmenere  2016  12.10
R  Estate Cabernet Sauvignon  2015/16  12.10
R  Legado Carmenere  2015/16  15.95
R  Legado Cabernet Sauvignon  2012  15.95
R  Legado Syrah  2012/14  15.95

MAULE VALLEY

EL VIEJO DEL VALLE
Using ancient vines from prime spots in the Maule Valley, the team from Viejo del 
Valle produce fresh yet surprisingly complex wines. From their base, in the shadow 
of the ‘El Descabazado’ volcano, they work with a number of grape varieties in an 
effort to showcase the unique terroir of their glacial vineyard. Their Sauvignon Gris 
is extremely interesting – offering all the aromatic elements of a New Zealand-style 
Sauvignon Blanc, while managing to also incorporate the hallmarks of great Maule 
Valley whites – texture and structure. The nose is slightly evolved with tropical fruit 
notes that marry beautifully with the fresh aroma of waxy lemons. An abundance 
of gooseberry, mango and melon fruit show throughout the palate and the finish is 
elegant and long. However, pick of their wines is most definitely the Pinot Noir – a 
fantastic example of the improvements to be found in Chilean Pinot Noir in recent 
years. Filled with bright fruit, a portion of the wine undergoes barrel fermentation, 
adding an extra degree of complexity, depth and a hint of vanilla on the finish.

W  Sauvignon Gris  2016  9.50
R  Pinot Noir  2017  9.50
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CENTRAL VALLEY

TUTUNJIAN ESTATE
The team at Tutunjian Estate are blessed with ideal conditions for growing a wide 
range of grape varieties in the heart of the central valley. The soils are rich and the 
area is serviced by fresh running water from the Andes. Their entire range ‘Pacifi-
co Sur’ range offers great value for money. The Merlot is a particular stand out, dis-
playing bright primary fruits of plums and spices, soft silky tannins and balanced 
alcohol. The ‘Pacifico Sur Reserva’ series contains a couple of standout wines, inclu-
ding the Riesling from D.O Valle de Casablanca. A fresh, perfumed nose leads to a 
palate packed with grapefruit and lime notes, showcasing the potential for typically 
‘cool-climate’ grape varieties in this part of the world.

W  Chardonnay  2017  8.00
W  Sauvignon Blanc  2017  8.00
W  Riesling Reserva  2017  9.25
W  Chardonnay Reserva  2017  9.25
R  Merlot  2017  8.00
R  Merlot Reserva  2013  8.00

CENTRAL VALLEY

TIERRA DEL REY
Central Valley or Valle Central as it is called locally is the widest wine producing re-
gion in Chile and is able to produce a large range of styles of wines. Tierra del Rey is 
an entry level range of varietals which are very expressive of their terroir and offer 
excellent value for money.

W  Sauvignon Blanc  2017  7.50
R  Merlot  2017  7.50





MARCELO PELLERITI (BODEGAS MONTEVIEJO)



PATAGONIA

BODEGA ANIELLO
SANTIAGO BERNASCONI

Bodega Aniello is a small winery which offers a snapshot of the quality on offer in 
the unheralded Argentine region of Patagonia. Originally established by Italian mi-
grants in the 1920s, the team now cultivates a combination of grape varieties that 
highlight the versatility of the Patagonian terroir. The constant breeze present in the 
area, combined with low levels of humidity, contribute to the concentration of co-
lour and structure of the fruit which allows the production of fresh, lean and elegant 
wines. Currently, the estate is engaged in the process of transferring from conven-
tional to sustainable agriculture, in conjunction with other efforts across their bu-
siness to negate their carbon footprint. Their Malbec is a far lighter style than that 
which has become synonymous with Argentina’s Mendoza region. Despite this, the 
wine retains all the dark, plummy fruit that defines this grape variety. In the glass it 
is unmistakeably Malbec, dark with a bright purple rim and violet and black cherry 
aromas leaping out of the glass. Patagonia is widely regarded as Argentina’s best 
source of Pinot Noir, and this example proves why! Delightful aromas of ripe red 
summer fruits and forest floor notes are backed up by a light, fresh and juicy palate.

W  006 Chardonnay  2015  17.00
R  006 Pinot Noir  2016  17.00
R  006 Merlot  2016  17.00
R  006 Malbec  2016  17.00

VALLE DE UCO

BODEGAS MONTEVIEJO
MARCELO PELLERITI

Bodegas Monteviejo, located at the foot of the Andes in the heart of the Uco Valley, is 
owned by the Péré Vergé family. Having been winemakers in France for generations, 
they set up their Argentine estate in the 1990s, having fallen in love with the poten-
tial of the Mendoza region. Situated in the village of Vista Flores, the vines range in 
altitude from 1000m to 1200m above sea level, the overwhelming majority of which
are located on northern or eastern facing slopes. This gives the grapes better exposure 
to the Southern Hemisphere sun, aiding the ripening process. Bodegas Monteviejo 
operates a gravity-dependant winemaking system. From harvest to bottling, inclu-
ding ageing which is conducted in oak barrels, the wine is managed without the use 
of pumps, relying solely on the force of the weight of the grapes themselves. 

R  Festivo Malbec  2017  13.75
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MENDOZA

LA AGRICOLA
ZUCCARDI FAMILY

Based at the Santa Rosa Estate, situated 85km east of Mendoza City, the well-known 
Zuccardi family produce entry level, fruit driven wines that offer great value for mo-
ney. Headed by Jose Alberto Zuccardi, the family team tend to vineyards which are 
almost desert-like, experiencing 350 days of sunshine a year. Irrigation is provided 
by melt water from the nearby Andes, allowing the family to produce wonderfully 
fresh and tender fruit, ensuring all of their wines are packed with fruity flavours.

W  Villa Vieja Chenin Torrontés  2017  11.00
W  Villa Vieja Viognier  2017  12.10
R  Villa Vieja Shiraz Malbec  2017  10.75

MENDOZA

BODEGAS MAURICIO LORCA
MAURICIO LORCA

Since his decision to leave behind a promising career in medicine Mauricio Lorca has 
set about attempting to prove that top quality Malbec’s can be produced in Mendoza 
without the need for oak ageing. His range is packed full of delicious wines that dis-
play a purity of fruit that is not often associated with Argentine Malbec, fully utilising 
the natural freshness of his grapes, owing to the high altitude at which he cultivates 
his vines. From his small base in Luján de Cuyo, he runs a no-frills operation based 
on passion and a serious workethic that comes across in the quality of his wines. The 
‘Recoleta’ – named after the cemetery in Buenos Aires in which Eva Peron is buried – 
is an elegant, easy-drinking style Malbec, full of dark brambly fruit and a soft finish.

R  Recoleta Malbec  2017  11.85

MENDOZA

EL ABASTO
RUBEN RUFFO

Ruben Ruffo is widely known for his view that all great wines must be made with 
key attention to detail. Having worked extensively across France, Spain and Italy in 
order to further his winemaking knowledge, Ruben has now presided over more 
than 20 vintages at El Abasto, ensuring that each and every cuvee lives up to his 
high standards. His Torrontes is certainly no different, highlighting the potential of 
this extremely aromatic variety. The nose supplies distinct floral notes of rose petal 
and hints of Turkish delight, backed up a palate that is fresh and zippy with balanced 
acidity and bright fruit. 

W Torrontes 2017 11.00



MENDOZA

SANTA JULIA
ZUCCARDI FAMILY – ORGANIC

A relatively young estate founded in the early 1990s, Santa Julia offers wines which 
are a striking example of the quality produce now being created in the Argentine re-
gion of Mendoza. Soils which are of a high quality and extremely diverse allow the 
cultivation of a wide range of grape varieties; from the conventional Malbec, Chardon-
nay and Cabernet Sauvignon, to the more unusual Viognier, Pinot Grigio and Tempra-
nillo, grapes rarely found on Argentine soil. Named after the only daughter of foun-
der José Zuccardi, Santa Julia is an estate with a clear environmental conscience. All 
their wines are created through the employment of sustainable policies, which as well 
as protecting the environment, aim to ensure that every effort is taken to benefit the 
wider community that surrounds the estate. This entry level Malbec has a wonderful 
fruity character and displays excellent balance between tannins, alcohol and acidity.

R  Organic Malbec  2017 12.65

MENDOZA

DOMAINE BOUSQUET
BOUSQUET FAMILY – ORGANIC

The Bousquet family hail from the city of Carcassonne, in the South of France and 
are 4th generation winemakers. In 1990, they began to explore the idea of leaving 
behind their vineyard in France to travel and explore opportunities further afield. On 
one particular trip to Argentina, they fell in love with Mendoza, intrigued by combi-
nation of soil variation, altitude and terroir on offer. 
In 1997, they took the decision to permanently relocate, buying a parcel of land in the 
Gualtallary Valley in Tupungato, in the foothills of the Andes. The site is defined by 
its altitude, with the majority of the vines at around 1200 metres!
The key objective of the Bousquet family was to unite their tradition of European 
wine with these unique conditions and produce wines that speak of their terroirs.
The resulting range spans a number of different grape varieties yet maintains the 
Bousquet hallmarks throughout – vibrant colour, delicious organically-produced 
fruit, good structure with ripe tannins and perfect acid balance.

SP Traditional Method Brut NV 15.50
W Chardonnay Premium 2017 12.00
W Chardonnay Reserve 2016 14.50
R Malbec Premium 2017 12.00
R Malbec Reserve 2017 16.00
R Gaia Red Blend 2014 17.50
R Malbec Grande Reserve 2014 21.00
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PIETER H. WALSER (BLANKBOTTLE)



WESTERN CAPE

CANNONBERG
THEUNIS VAN ZYL

Our South African Cannonberg label was originally launched in partnership with 
the Fairtrade Organisation, which we hoped was going to benefit the local commu-
nity by contributing to social projects in the Western Cape region. Although it wor-
ked well, we have now decided to both develop the concept and manage the project 
on a more personal level. The Cannonberg wines are made at Imbuko farm with the 
help of Theunis Van Zyl. We make a Chenin Blanc and a Cabernet Sauvignon, and the 
idea is that a percentage of the money made from sales of Cannonberg will go direc-
tly to a project within the local community. Philippe meets with the growers who 
supply the grapes used for the wines and a representative from the local community 
once or twice a year to discuss where that money might be most effective.

W  Cannonberg Chenin Blanc  2017  8.80
R  Cannonberg Cabernet Sauvignon  2017 10.20

WESTERN CAPE

IMBUKO
THEUNIS VAN ZYL – ORGANIC

This year, alongside Cannonberg, we are proud to be supporting a further self-em-
powerment project with our friends at Imbuko. The ‘Releaf’ project symbolises the 
true meaning of sustainability and harmony within nature. Sustainable agriculture 
is used in order to cultivate 100% hand harvested, organically grown grapes that 
are used to produce two separate cuvées. Every effort has been made to ensure this 
wine is as eco-friendly as possible, down to the fact it is packaged using partially 
recycled glass and is labelled with recycled paper and sustainable ink. Similarly to 
our Cannonberg venture, a portion of the proceeds of the Imbuko Releaf wine goes 
towards supporting the Imbuko Schools Support Project – through which the estate 
supports a number of children in education by funding scholarships to local schools. 
The Chenin Blanc offers lively aromas of tropical fruits and melon with bright citrus 
and tropical flavours on the palate. The red blend – dominated by Cabernet Sauvi-
gnon and backed up with Shiraz and Merlot - is an elegant wine offering intense 
blackberry and cassis flavours leading to a finish with vanilla spices. It is a big, rich 
powerful and spiced number that offers excellent value for money.

W  Releaf Chenin Blanc  2017/18  10.20
R  Releaf Red (Shiraz/Cabernet Sauvignon/Merlot)  2016 10.75
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WESTERN CAPE

DU PLEVAUX
The team at Du Plevaux produce a range of single variety wines that showcase 
the unique terroirs of the Western Cape. At harvest time, only the best grapes are 
hand-harvested on the first pass through the vineyard and it is this fruit that is used 
solely in the production of these flagship wines. What further sets the Du Plevaux 
wines apart is that they are one of the few producers who also cultivate rootstock, 
not only for their own use but for the whole of the South African wine industry. 
Their Pinotage possesses a big structure, displaying rich dark plum notes followed 
by a palate dominated by coffee, chocolate and blackberries. A minimal five months 
in barrels ensure that the wine is fresh, rounded and fruit-driven rather than over-
ly oaky. It is sure to act as the perfect partner to game dishes – particularly venison.

R Pinotage 2015/16 12.50

SWARTLAND

A.A. BADENHORST
ADI AND HEIN BADENHORST – ORGANIC

One often hears wine merchants saying that winemakers like to let the wines speak 
for themselves. Well, Adi’s wines would be lucky to get a word in edgeways! He is 
a fast-talking, quick-witted, warm-hearted kind of guy who aims to produce wines 
with bags of personality. If you want to drink wines with soul that were made using 
gut feel rather than technical recipes, then this is definitely where you should be fo-
cusing your attention.
Today, Swartland is among the most exciting up-and-coming wine regions in the 
world – it’s extremely old bush vines attracting the attention of some of South Afri-
ca’s most pioneering winemakers. Adi took over this ancient winery in the Paarde-
berg district, utilising his 35 hectares of mature, dryfarmed bush vines to produce 
a range of grapes, including Chenin Blanc, Grenache and Cinsault, along with more 
unusual varieties such as the Portuguese indigenous grape, Tinta Barocca.

W  Papegaai  2016  14.85
W  Secateur Chenin Blanc 2017 14.85
P  Secateur Rosé 2017 14.85
R  Secateur Red  2015 27.25



WELLINGTON

BLANKBOTTLE
PIETER H. WALSER

We are delighted to be able to introduce to you the BLANKbottle range from criti-
cally-acclaimed South African winemaker Pieter H. Walser. Below, Pieter explains 
when he first established the basic premise of the concept. “In 2004, a lady came 
to my house to buy wine. She asked for anything but Shiraz. “I don’t drink Shiraz”, 
were her exact words. I poured her a glass of wine. She loved it and bought 3 cases. It 
was a straight Shiraz. It’s a fact – we do judge the book by its cover.” And so was born 
the idea of a range of wines that has no limitations when it comes to style, vintage, 
area or grape varieties. The result is a selection of wines that excite and intrigue the 
mind in equal measure. Pick of the whites is arguably Pieter’s ‘Moment of Silence’, a 
blend of Chardonnay, Chenin Blanc and Viognier from Wellington. Fruit is selected 
from 7 distinct vineyard sites across the region in order to fully encompass all varia-
tions in terroirs across the geographical area. 

W  Moment of Silence  2017 20.90
W  Im Hinterhofkabuff (Riesling)  2016  24.75
W  Orbifrontal Cortex  2015  20.25
W  Smaug the Magnificent Skin Contact 2011  P.O.A.
W  Haan Grenache Gris/Blanc 2016 23.50
R  The Misfit Carignan  2017  20.00
R  Koffer (Cinsault)  2016  30.00
R  Little William Syrah  2016  29.00

MEERLUST

CHRIS WILLIAMS
Meerlust Estate is situated 40 kilometres from Cape Town, on the banks of the Eerste 
River in the district of Stellenbosch. Johannes Albertus Myburgh bought Meerlust 
in January 1757. His ownership marked the foundation of the Myburgh Dynasty. 
Hannes Myburgh, 8th generation owner of Meerlust, is now running the estate with 
the help of Chris Williams. Chris was appointed Cellar Master at Meerlust in 2004. 
He studied Oenology at Elsenberg and gained international experience in France 
while working for Michel Rolland. Chris is energised by the challenge of developing 
the vines at Meerlust to their next stage of maturity, while isolating and identifying 
specific vineyards of excellence and elevating the varietal expression of his grapes.

W  Chardonnay  2016  24.00
R  Red  2014  15.00
R  Merlot  2014  24.00
R  Rubicon  2014  28.00
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STELLENBOSCH

ARISTEA
MARTIN KRAJEWSKI

The Aristea flower is found only in Madagascar and the Cape of South Africa. It 
flourishes on land ravaged by fire, opening for only one day each year. According 
to owner Martin Krajewski, it also symbolises the struggle, passion and dedication 
required to produce every new vintage of these artisan, handmade wines.  Located 
in the Western Cape, the Aristea team produce wines that express a sense of place, 
crafted with skill and adventure by friends united in a single purpose: to capture the 
elegance and spirit of South Africa.
These are the first wines that Martin and his team have released to the market and 
we are extremely excited to be able to share them with you. The Chardonnay elegant, 
refined and complex, with doughy, bready notes combined with subtle white fruits. 
Expect lots of soft ripe fruits, peaches, vanilla yoghurt and lemon curd on the palate. 
The hand-harvested fruit is fermented in barrels with 40% new oak, followed by 
malolactic fermentation and a further 11 months aging in oak with regular stirring 
of the yeast lees.to ensure a rich, balanced mouthfeel. Dense plum in colour, the 2015 
Cabernet Sauvignon has deep aromas of blackcurrants and smoke with a leafy her-
bal edge. Soft and rich with good tannin structure, the wine underwent malolactic 
fermentation in barrel and matured subsequently for 18 months.

SP Méthode CAP Classique Blanc Brut 2015 P.O.A.
SP Méthode CAP Classique Rosé Brut 2016 P.O.A.
W Chardonnay 2016 27.50
W Sauvignon-Sémillon 2017 P.O.A.
R Cabernet Sauvignon 2015 30.50

DEVON VALLEY

MARTIN MEINERT WINES
MARTIN MEINERT

Having made his name as head of the now famous Vergelegen estate, Martin Mei-
nert took the decision to become involved in his family vineyard at Devon Crest in 
Stellenbosch in 1997. Employed as a journalist before turning to wine, Martin sees 
cultivating vines on his land’s unique terroir as a way to express his inner feelings, a 
passion which is very much evident in the quality of his wines. Of his produce, the 
standout is Martin’s flagship wine, Synchronicity, a rich and elegant blend of Caber-
net and Merlot creating a full-bodied and very juicy wine. Also worth noting is the 
estate’s Sauvignon Blanc, which was specially created for Martin’s wife. Named after 
his partner, the Sauvignon was first produced at the request of La Barry, as she only 
liked white wine!

W  Sauvignon Blanc La Barry  2016 13.00
R  Pinotage  2015  13.50
R  Merlot  2015 15.50





EVELINE FRASER (LITTLE BEAUTY)



MARLBOROUGH – WAIHOPAI VALLEY

INSIGHT
EVELINE FRASER

This boutique production in Marlborough aims to give drinkers an ‘Insight’ into the 
world of wine production and explain the factors which make each wine different. 
From their base in Marlborough, they produce wines that are intensely aromatic 
and packed full of flavour, a complete sensory experience that is then detailed on 
the extremely informative label of each bottle. In this way, the Insight team takes 
a potentially intimidating topic and makes it approachable and informative. All of 
their wines are fashioned using single vineyard production, ensuring they are a true 
representation of the small pockets of Marlborough that they hail from. Isolating 
a single site in this way means that the team are able to give more attention to the 
grapes grown on that particular site, ultimately resulting in wines of a higher quality.

W  Gewürztraminer  2016  13.75
W  Sauvignon Blanc  2016  15.70
R  Pinot Noir  2017  19.25

MARLBOROUGH – WAIHOPAI VALLEY

LITTLE BEAUTY
EVELINE FRASER AND JASON TRIPE

The team at Little Beauty, headed by former Cloudy Bay winemaker Eveline Fraser, 
have established a reputation for producing elegant, refined and sophisticated wines 
from their corner of Marlborough. They are blessed with a unique micro-climate, 
nestled between the Waihopai River and the picturesque Richmond Range, which 
ensures excellent ripening conditions. Under the careful management of Eveline, the 
wine making process delivers true Marlborough wines, yet they remain exquisi-
tely elegant and feminine. The flavours her wines exhibit are expressive but refined  
– capable of being enjoyed on their own, or matching very sophisticated food.

W  Sauvignon Blanc  2017 17.60
W  Dry Riesling  2014  20.35
W  Pinot Gris  2017  20.35
W  Gewürztraminer  2011  20.35
R  Pinot Noir  2017  22.00
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MARLBOROUGH – WAIHOPAI VALLEY

BLACK EDITION LITTLE BEAUTY
EVELINE FRASER

This limited range is produced from only the best grapes on the Little Beauty Mar-
lborough estate, a painstaking parcel selection process and a precise oenology me-
thodology ensuring that only the best of the best make the cut. The wines are then 
aged carefully in French oak in order to add extra weight and depth, giving them an 
extra dimension to the other Little Beauty vintages. The project focusses primarily 
on Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris production. The Sauvignon Blanc is a single vi-
neyard edition from the Waihopai Valley, drawing fruit from three carefully identi-
fied parcels. The final result is a complex wine that offers something slightly diffe-
rent from a standard Sauvignon Blanc. The fact it is fermented with 100% wild yeast 
in French Oak tapers the sharp acidity that is often associated with this variety; the 
Black Edition instead carrying a creamy, mellow texture.
The Pinot Gris is also produced from a single vineyard, the fruit harvested from 
vines grown on alluvial, gravel soil.The wine spends 15 months on lees, having been 
fermented in French Oak, giving the final product a rich and complex yet dry style, 
showcasing a wonderful degree of complexity and striking length. The palate offers 
rich, oily touches, with an aroma of soft figs, grilled hazelnuts and quince, building 
to a rounded and voluptuous, yet dry, finish. The ‘Black Edition’ line also includes a 
Pinot Noir, which displays an elegant combination of dark ripe cherry, coffee and 
thyme notes – a simply fantastic wine.

W  Black Edition Sauvignon Blanc  2015  30.80
W  Black Edition Pinot Gris  2012  34.65
R  Black Editon Pinot Noir  2014  40.70

MARLBOROUGH – WAIHOPAI VALLEY

POUNAMU
EVELINE FRASER

Last year, Cloudy Bay’s former head winemaker Eveline Fraser expanded her range 
that explores the subtleties of Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc. Following on from her 
Little Beauty and Insight projects, ‘Pounamu’ is a single vineyard Sauvignon that of-
fers all the key characteristics of the Marlborough region. Fresh herbaceous and tro-
pical fruit characters burst from the glass, leading to a mouth-watering, clean finish. 
This year, we are delighted to have added to the Pounamu range, with the arrival of a 
Pinot Gris and a Pinot Noir. Both cuvees underline Eveline’s ability to create sophis-
ticated, balanced wines that offer excellent value for money. 

W Sauvignon Blanc 2017 12.50
W Pinot Gris 2017 13.50
R Pinot Noir 2016 16.50





PATRICK SULLIVAN (VICTORIA)



CENTRAL RANGES

WOODBROOK
ROBERT OATLEY

Another range of great value-for-money wines from the Oatley family base in Cen-
tral Ranges, Woodbrook produces elegant wines from a number of grape varietals, 
most notably Shiraz. This cuvée is a delicious combination of savoury cranberry and 
cherry notes, culminating in a finish dominated by earthy spice. Fantastic to drink 
by the glass, or as a partner to chicken, lamb, beef and pasta dishes.

W  Woodbrook Chardonnay  2017  9,70
R  Woodbrook Shiraz  2016 9.70

CENTRAL RANGES

HELMSMAN
ROBERT OATLEY

From the Robert Oatley winemaking team come ‘Helmsman’; a range of fresh, easy-
drinking wines from their vineyards in the Central Ranges region. Vineyards are 
tended as organically as possible and wines are made with minimal intervention, 
reflecting a dedication to sustainable grape growing and wine production practices. 
The Pinot Grigio is wonderfully fresh and fruity. With soft acidity and a mouthwa-
tering finish it provides an intriguing alternative to the ubiquitous Pinot Grigio of 
the Veneto. The second wine in the range is a Bordeaux-style blend, dominated by 
75% Merlot and supported by Cabernet Sauvignon. An ideal match for grilled meats 
and stews, this wine displays generous red fruits, rounded tannins and a juicy finish.

W  Pinot Grigio  2016  12.95
R  Cabernet Merlot  2015 12.95

MORNINGTON PENINSULA

YABBY LAKE
From the esteemed winemaking team at Yabby Lake comes their ‘drink now’ range 
titled ‘Red Claw’, produced entirely from their own fruit. The Pinot Noir is a rare 
example of a wine that is afforded the same level of attention as their top-end estate 
wine, but possesses a far more attractive price tag. All grapes are handpicked and 
each parcel is vinified separately. The resulting wine has a delicious, concentrated 
fruit character with bags of cherry and spice.

R  Pinot Noir ‘Yabby Lake’  2016  23.65
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ADELAIDE HILLS

BK WINES
BRENDON & KIRSTYN KEYS

BK Wines was established in 2007 by Brendon and Kirstyn Keys. Having spent time 
working and travelling in New Zealand, Argentina and California, they set up their 
own base in the Adelaide Hills. Brendon’s greatest strengths as a winemaker are his 
passion for artistic expression and his uncompromising quest for high-quality fruit. 
When it comes to the process of winemaking, Brendon’s goal, first and foremost, is 
to source exceptional small vineyards producing grapes that reflect the individuality 
of a particular site. As a winemaker he uses a minimalist approach to gently guide 
wellchosen fruit to a beautiful final result in the bottle. Their ‘One Ball’ Chardonnay 
is fresh and aromatic with an enticing nose of deep floral and cedar tones. The palate 
displays the classic BK hallmarks of wonderfully layered flavours, particularly citrus 
and stone fruits, leading to a long, lean and balanced finish.

W  ‘One Ball’ Chardonnay  2016  30.55

ADELAIDE HILLS

VICTORIA
PATRICK SULLIVAN – ORGANIC/NATURAL

“For me, winemaking is simple,” explains Patrick, “you put the grapes into a fermen-
ter, check to see if they smell ok, and if they do, then they’re probably fine… it’s all 
sensory.” This attitude led Patrick to drop out of his winemaking course at univer-
sity in favour of studying viticulture and botany, which he believed would assist him 
to make the style of wines he desired. His wines are all made from fruit cultivated 
in organic and biodynamic vineyards across the Yarra Valley. In the winery, Patrick 
follows a strict minimal intervention approach, resulting in wines which are packed 
full of flavour and a true delight to drink. His ‘Jumpin’ Juice’ cuvee, crafted specifical-
ly for summer drinking with friends, typifies his approach perfectly. A blend domi-
nated by Pinot Noir, made up with a touch of Shiraz and a dash of Sauvignon Blanc, 
it is deliciously light red that can be enjoyed slightly chilled.

W/R  Jumpin’ Juice  2017  27.50
R  Fruit of the Sky Pinot Noir  2016  39.00



MCLAREN VALE

HANCOCK & HANCOCK
LARRY CHERUBINO

From his base in the heart of McLaren Vale, Chris Hancock fashions this epony-
mous range of wines from the classic varieties of this region. The Shiraz/Grenache 
is a delicious blend of dark plum and red cherry flavours, giving the wine a sense 
of approachability that many Australian Shiraz’s can lack. Aged in French oak, this 
freshness is combined with potential for development over the next 10 years. It pro-
vides an ideal partner to grilled or roasted red meats, as well as warming casseroles 
or slightly spicy stews.

R  Shiraz Grenache  2015  18.15

GREAT SOUTHERN REGION

EXPRESS WINE MAKERS
RYAN O’MEARA AND PETE PEDRO – NATURAL

The team behind Express Winemakers are firm believers that wine should commu-
nicate a sense of place. Based in Western Australia’s Great Southern region, they have 
spent time assembling odd plots of vines that they believe represent the character 
of the area. From vine to bottle, they follow a strict minimal intervention approach 
that ensures the fruit is handled as little as possible and the wine is left unfiltered, 
unfined and with limited added sulphites. One of their most exciting cuvees is their 
Tempranillo, from the sub-region of Mount Barker. Produced using wild fermenta-
tion, it spends 9 months in old oak casks before being bottled. The resulting wine 
is rustic and medium bodied, showcasing both savoury and fruit driven characters. 
Gamey meats, leather, liquorice, spices, mushrooms, cherries and dried fruits are all 
present, rounded off by characteristic cleansing powdery tannins.

R  Syrah  2015  20.50
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA

FREE RUN JUICE
NATURAL

From the team at Free Run Juice, a pair of funky, natural Ozzie wines that are sure 
to hit the spot! The Chardonnay is clean, fresh & fruity, and unlike many Australian 
wines at this price, possesses juicy and balanced acidity. Notes of white peach and 
hints of cream ensure this is a wine for spring/summer sipping. According to the 
tasting note on the bottle, the Samurai Shiraz “tastes like ninjas”. Whoever knew 
ninjas tasted this good! More Syrah in style than Shiraz, the wine offers vibrant, jui-
cy flavours of damson, plum, vanilla and spice. Delicious - and excellent value for 
money. 

W ‘Samurai’ Chardonnay 2017 14.90
R ‘Samurai’ Shiraz 2017 14.90

MARGARET RIVER

SI VINTNERS
IWO JAKIMOWICZ AND SARAH MORRIS – ORGANIC

Iwo Jakimowicz and Sarah Morris formed Si Vintners in 2010, when they purchased 
a small plot of land in the Margaret River region of Australia. Wines from this re-
gion tend to be big and bold, with lots of oak influence but the Si team wanted to 
create hand-crafted, natural wines that spoke of the subtleties of their unique ter-
roir. From the outset of their project they farmed using a combination of organic and 
biodynamic principles, and all their wines are made without any of the usual com-
mercial winemaking additives (apart from a small sulphur addition at bottling) and 
bottled without fining or filtration. The Si White is a delectable blend of Semillon 
and Chardonnay (70/30). The fruit is hand harvested, maintained in whole bunches 
for five days then basket pressed and naturally fermented in a mixture of concrete 
eggs, large French oak barrels and stainless steel, before being kept on their lees un-
til bottling. The wine is crisp and refreshing with a slight spice on the introduction, 
before a clean palate that is dominated by lemon and green apple flavours.

W  Si White (Semillon/Chardonnay) – very limited  2015  22.30
R  Si Red (Cabernet Sauvignon/Petit Verdot/Malbec)  2016  23.10



WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FRANKLIN TATE ESTATE
JODIE OPIE

Franklin Tate has been head winemaker at his family’s Margaret River estate since 
the retirement of his father John, who originally established the business in 1969. In 
search of new motivation, Franklin has set up this new project, in tandem with Jodie 
Opie, a young and vibrant oenologist whose star is rising rapidly.

W  Semillon Sauvignon  2015  14.85
R  Shiraz  2014  14.85
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TONY CARTLIDGE (DANCING CROW)



CALIFORNIA – NAPA VALLEY

FROGS LEAP
PAULA MOSCHETTI – ORGANIC

Founded by former dairy farmer John Williams in 1981, Frogs Leap is an estate which 
has adopted organic principles and utilises traditional techniques in their produc-
tion process. John’s love affair with wine started during a work study program at 
Taylors Wine Company, after which he decided to discard his past trade and attempt 
to re-establish himself in the world of viticulture. On their 40 acre, organically far-
med vineyard, John and fellow winemaker Paula Moschetti use international grape 
varieties such as Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, Merlot and Sauvignon Blanc, as 
well as the indigenous Rutherford, to handcraft wines of exceptional quality. Frogs 
Leap is a very welcoming vineyard, with frequent tours and tasting events, as well 
as a guest house situated in the estate’s main building, nicknamed ‘The Red Barn’.

R  Zinfandel  2015  34.00

CALIFORNIA – NAPA VALLEY

NEWTON VINEYARDS
DR SU HUA AND PETER NEWTON

The fact that Napa Valley is regarded as one of the world’s best wine regions owes a 
lot to the work of Su Hua and her husband, Peter Newton. Having originally worked 
together at Sterling Vineyard, they opted to establish their own estate that had the 
potential to fully encapsulate their winemaking philosophy; one that involves sus-
tainable farming techniques, unwavering attention to detail and a promise to restrict 
the use of synthetic pesticides and fertilisers. All of their wines are of an extremely 
high quality, none more so than ‘The Puzzle’, named due to its sheer complexity. Only 
the best grapes are selected from all corners of the vineyard, then blended to create 
an incredibly unique and intricate wine. All their wines are bottled on the estate, and 
the majority are left unfiltered and unfined in an effort to avoid stripping the wine of 
its distinctive aroma and flavour.

W  Unfiltered Chardonnay  2015  47.00
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LAKE COUNTY

DANCING CROW
TONY CARTLIDGE

Owned by Londoner Tony Cartlidge and his wife Sarah, Dancing Crow is an exci-
ting addition to our growing American portfolio. Tony has worked in the Napa Val-
ley since the late 1970s and his latest project sees a return to a more focussed pro-
duction than his previous projects. The Cabernet Sauvignon (blended with a small 
proportion of Merlot and Petite Sirah) offers moreish notes of dark berry and mocha 
on the nose, leading to a palate that is dominated by ripe cassis flavours. After spen-
ding 6 months in French oak, the wine develops a sophisticated structure that en-
sures this cuvee offers extremely good value for money.

W Volcano Ride 2017 P.O.A.
R Dancing Crow Cabernet Sauvignon 2016 17.80
R Zinfandel 2017 P.O.A.

SONOMA COUNTY – SANTA CRUZ MOUNTAINS

RIDGE
PAUL DRAPER

Ridge Vineyards was initially established in 1885 by an Italian doctor named Osea 
Perrone, who christened it the Monte Bello Winery. After decades of production, the 
vineyard fell into disuse, before being re-invigorated by a consortium of Stanford 
University graduates in the late 1950s. One of the members of that group was Paul 
Draper, a philosophy graduate, who is now CEO and head winemaker on the estate. 
After leaving university, Paul lived in northern Italy and travelled extensively in Pa-
ris, gathering the sufficient practical experience needed to head up a winery of such 
repute as the Ridge. He is renowned for his skill in crafting the Zinfandel grape va-
riety into long-lived, complex wines, as well as his production of fantastic Cabernets 
and Chardonnays.

R Montebello  2013  150.00
R  Lytton Springs  2014  39.00
R  Geyserville  2014  41.00



OREGON

JOHAN VINEYARDS
DAN J. RINKE - BIODYNAMIC

As the team at Johan Vineyards pointedly note on their website – “We believe Ore-
gon is a special place to make wine and we believe in our vineyards. We admire Bur-
gundy, but we are not French and neither are our wines.” Their wines are extremely 
elegant, perfectly balanced and cultivated in a biodynamic manner. This process in-
volves the use of wild ferments and a strict minimal intervention policy that ensures 
wines are left in as natural a state as possible. Along with their flagship Pinot Noir’s, 
which truly illustrate the potential for this famously fickle variety in the Oregon 
region, winemaker Dan Rinke produces a cuvée from 100% Gruner Veltliner – an 
unusual varietal to encounter in this part of the world. The varietal character is in-
tense and highly unique, lending itself perfectly to the hands-off winemaking me-
thods utilised by the winemaking team. The result is a rich and exotic wine which 
possesses significant texture despite its meagre alcohol levels – a quirky cuvée that 
certainly won’t disappoint.

R  ‘Farmlands’ Pinot Noir  2016  25.00
R  Grüner Veltliner Willamette Valley 2014  28.35
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HALF BOTTLE SELECTION

WHITE WINES

W  Sancerre Blanc Domaine Pierre Martin  2017    p. 24
W  Pouilly Fumé Domaine Jonathan Pabiot  2017   p. 26
W  Chablis Domaine de la Meulière  2015   p. 29
W  Chablis Domaine Fèvre  2017   p. 29
W  Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume  2017   p. 29
W  Albariño Abadia de San Campio  2016/17    p. 106

RED WINES

R  Fleurie ‘Vieilles Vignes’  2016    p. 39
R  Cahors Château du Cèdre  2012   p. 61
R  Madiran Cuvée Charles de Batz  2012   p. 62
R  Chateau de Pez  2013    p. 79
R  Barbera d’Alba Tenuta Carretta  2014    p. 83
R  Rioja Crianza Bodegas Altanza  2015   p. 100

SWEET WINE SELECTION

SW  Vendanges Tardives Gewürztraminer Goldert Grand Cru 75 cl  2005   p. 17
SW  Côteaux du Layon Vincent Ogereau 75 cl  2015   p. 22
SW  Muscat de Beaume de Venise 50 cl  2016   p. 53
SW  Cuvée des Annesses Petit Manseng Doux 37.5 cl  2012/13   p. 59
SW  Cuvée Comte Philippe Petit Manseng Doux 50 cl  2014    p. 59
SW  Monbazillac Domaine de l’Ancienne Cure 37.5 cl  2015   p. 60
SW  Rivesaltes Ambré Hors d’Age Domaine Lafage 50 cl  NV    p. 73
SWR Maury Domaine Lafage 50 cl  2016    p. 73
SWR Maury Mas Mudigliza 75 cl  2015   p. 73
SW  Sauternes Château Filhot 37.5 cl  2010    p. 75
SW  Chardonnay/Welschriesling Beerenauslese 37.5 cl  2015   p. 122
SW  Tokaji Dorgo Edes Smarodini 50 cl  2014    p. 124



The finest port is produced from grapes grown on the steep and rocky slopes of the Upper 
Douro and its tributaries. Vines have been grown on these remote hillsides since pre-Ro-
man times. In the 17th Century British traders, cut off from their supplies of Bordeaux by 
frequent wars with France, took a liking to the full-flavoured, robust wines of Portugal. 
Under the Methuen Treaty of 1703, England granted lower duties to Portuguese wines than 
to those of France and Germany, becoming for over a century the principal market for the 
wines of the Douro Valley. But these wines did not travel well, so the traders added brandy 
to fortify them against the rigours of their Atlantic sea voyage. Before long pure grape spirit 
was added during fermentation and port, as we drink it today, was created.

RAMOS PINTO
Founded in 1880 by brothers Adriano and Antonio, this Port house has always had 
a pioneering spirit. In the early 20th century it became noted for its innovative and 
enterprising commercial strategies including the distinctive art nouveau advertising 
campaign. Ramos Pinto is run today by the heirs of these two energetic vintners: 
Jorge Rosas, Export Director and João Nicolau de Almeida, the enologist who was 
responsible for officially identifying the five key grape varieties (out of over 70 ori-
ginally grown) that are best suited to wine production in the Douro region. His 
findings have been adopted by the authorities for all new plantings. In addition he 
introduced and developed vertical vine planting techniques in the region and has ad-
vanced Port and wine vinification by building two of the most modern wineries in 
the whole Douro region (at Quinta do Bom Retiro and Quinta dos Bons Ares).
In 1990 Ramos Pinto became part of the Champagne Louis Roederer group, which 
shares a similar family owned history and has since enjoyed significant investment 
and further improvements in quality. Among Port producers, Ramos Pinto enjoys the 
distinction of holding the largest proportion of vineyards in relation to its produc-
tion, giving them a high degree of control over viticultural methods at harvest time. 
The House tends 187 hectares (460 acres) of prime vineyards in the Alto Corgo and 
Douro Superior areas of the famed Douro region, the mountainous vallies formed by 
the Douro River and its tributaries.
All situated in the areas of the Cima-Corgo and the Douro Superior, the four quintas 
or estates that make up Ramos Pinto’s holdings are: Quinta do Bom Retiro: in Pin-
hão, planted exclusively with red varieties. Quinta da Urtiga: adjacent to Bom Reti-
ro. Quinta da Ervamoira: in the far upper Douro, by the Côa river near the Spanish 
border. Here the grapes grow in dry semi-desert conditions. Quinta dos Bons Ares: 
a cooler site with some of the highest vineyrds in the Douro. Both red and white va-
rieties ripen here with great natural acidity and fresh flavours. The award-winning 
ten-, twenty- and thirty-year-old Tawnies are produced at Quinta da Ervamoira and 
Bom Retiro respectively.

Reserva Collector   P.O.A.
LBV Unfiltered  2013  P.O.A.
10 years Old Tawny Quinta de Ervmoira   P.O.A.
20 years Old Tawny Quinta do Bom Retiro   P.O.A.
30 anos Tawny   P.O.A.
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JEREZ
BODEGAS HIDALGO

Established in 1792, Bodegas Hidalgo is one of the oldest Sherry producers in exis-
tence, with the ebullient sixth generation Javier Hidalgo now in charge of what 
is widely regarded as the definitive Manzanilla house. Passing from father to son, 
continuity and quality have always been the most important themes for the com-
pany, which today uses only grapes from their own vineyards in Jérez Superior.
The Manzanillas, premium and aged Sherries produced by the Bodega are seen as 
benchmarks of quality and style the world over. Using the best Palomino Fino grapes 
grown in bright albariza soils, gradual biological ageing via the solera process under 
natural flor produces the innately saline, fresh Manzanillas of Sanlucar.

Manzanilla 50 cl   P.O.A.
Amontillado 50 cl   P.O.A.
Oloroso Seco 50 cl   P.O.A.
PX Triana 50 cl   P.O.A.

SANLÚCAR DE BARRAMEDA
HEREDEROS DE ARGÜESO

The company was founded in 1822 by León de Argüeso y Argüeso when he pur-
chased some old soleras and the San José bodega in el Callejón de Santo Domingo, 
which is estimated to be over 250 years old. Over the years the business has ex-
panded to form new bodegas around its primitive foundational core, and today the 
Argüeso estate is over 70 hectares. Although its surroundings have changed, Argüe-
so’s tradition for quality sherry-making continues today as it produces award-win-
ning manzanilla sherries for the world to enjoy.

Las Medallas Manzanilla   P.O.A.



ADELPHI MALT WHISKIES
Once one of Scotland’s most technically advanced distilleries, producing some 
510,000 gallons of whisky per annum, the Adelphi Distillery went out in style - tales 
of the Great Gorbals Disaster of 1906 tell of men, women and horses fleeing a tidal 
wave of semi-fermented ‘wash’ caused by the collapse of the distillery’s nine great 
washbacks. One poor man and several horses were swept to an untimely, alcoholic 
grave. 
Revived in the 1990s, Adelphi is now one of Scotland’s most acclaimed independent 
bottlers of specially selected casks of rare malt whisky from other distilleries. Each 
single cask matures its precious contents very differently, and as a result, there are 
never two Adelphis quite the same. No matter whether the cask has come from a fa-
mous distillery or a lesser-known name, these unique whiskies have communicated 
exceptionally well with their wood. These truly special casks are so rare that on ave-
rage, Adelphi accepts a mere 4% of the whiskies that it is offered.
Adelphi bottles straight from the cask without colouring or chill-filtration. This al-
lows the true and unadulterated flavours of the whisky to remain locked in until re-
leased into the glass – with each bottling limited, by the size of the cask, to between 
100 and 700 bottles, Adelphi-selected whiskies are both rare and highly sought after.
Usually available in 10 cl ‘nightcaps’, 35 cl ‘Bordelaise’ and 70 cl bottles. Please en-
quire for a current list.

BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKY

Adelphi’s Private Stock  40% P.O.A.

The ‘house’ blend – a carefully guarded recipe, blended from well-aged top class malts 
and Scotland’s finest grain whiskies.

SINGLE CASK, SINGLE MALT SCOTCH WHISKY (SMALL BATCH)

Adephi’s Speyside 10 yr old  46%  P.O.A.
Adephi’s Highland 15 yr old  46%  P.O.A.

WHISKY
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EDINBURGH WHISKY
Edinburgh Whisky Ltd. are exciting new independent bottlers who cannily source 
the highest quality malt whiskies then create special small-batch malt blends un-
der their dynamic New Town range. Refreshingly different whiskies of character 
and complexity. During cask selection, the truly remarkable and rare whiskies are 
shrewdly stashed away, then lovingly matured, and ultimately bottled as single cask 
malts under The Library Collection. Highly individual oneoff expressions from the 
finest distilleries. Bottled on merit and in very limited quantities.
“Another lovely bottling and with an extra dimension, very well-assembled, and keenly 
priced. On this evidence, a new bottler worth keeping an eye on.” – Dave Broom

NEW TOWN BLENDED MALTS

The Advocates Batch 43%   P.O.A.

Top flight Speyside malts judiciously blended together then returned to large oloros-
so sherry butts to marry and mature. Lightly sherried. Warm spice and toasted malt 
to ripe pear and Highland toffee. Complex, classy and dangerously moreish.

The Surgeons Ball 46%   P.O.A.

Although technically heavily peated (45ppm) the light sweetness serves to round 
off this magical blend of characterful Highland malts matured in ex-Bourbon casks.
Enchanting peat smoke, creamy texture and remarkable rich sweet finish. Bascially - 
toasting marshmallow on a loch-side bonfire!

THE LIBRARY COLLECTION

Glenlivet 8 yr old   P.O.A.
Glen Gran 20 yr old   P.O.A.

Limited editions of rare and special single casks, bottled on merit at either 46%vol. 
or cask strength, always without chill-filtering or colouring.



SINGLE ESTATE GRANDE CHAMPAGNE
MAXIME TRIJOL

The Maxime Trijol Grande Champagne range is the distillate of wines made from 
grapes grown solely in the Grande Champagne region, which is rich in Campanien 
chalk. The result is brandies of elegance and finesse with a delicate minerality. Jean-
Jacques Trijol blends various ages to create batches, which are then combined to 
make differing qualities. For example, the vitality of a 10 -15 year old batch is aided 
by the maturity of the 30 - 40 year old cognacs, and conversely, the older blends are 
refreshed with the younger blends to lift the palate and add a dash of zest.

VSOP   P.O.A.

SINGLE ESTATE GRANDE CHAMPAGNE
RAGNAUD – SABOURIN

The Ragnaud-Sabourin family owns one of the most prestigious private estates in 
Grande Champagne and certainly have a grand history. The estate was established in 
1850 by Gaston Briand, one of the first in the region to push for an establishment of 
recognised crus. In the mid 20th century, Marcel Ragnaud, went on to develop Ra-
gnaud-Sabourin and establish the house as one of the finest in Cognac and today the 
Domaine La Voûte is run by three descendants, from grandmother to granddaughter: 
Denise, Annie and Patricia Ragnaud-Sabourin. They are wholly responsible for all 
aspects of production and ageing, always determined to produce limited quantities 
of the highest quality. All their cognacs are matured as vintages; there is no blending 
between years, no sweetening and no colouring.

Alliance No 4  P.O.A.
Alliance No 35 Fontvieille   P.O.A.

SINGLE ESTATE PETITE CHAMPAGNE
LE REVISEUR

Cognac Le Réviseur carries the attributes which have made Petite Champagne fa-
mous: depth, body and aromatic richness. The estate is spread over 90 hectares in the 
heart of the Petite Champagne region. Deep soils orientated east – west produce a 
rich aromatic grape. Distillation in small stills (1600 litres per batch) combined with
ageing in dry cellars allows blending of full-bodied Cognacs which rapidly express 
the potential of this ‘terroir’: a concentrate of aromas.

XO Decanter Bottle   P.O.A.
VS    P.O.A.

COGNAC
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SINGLE ESTATE FINS BOIS
EDGAR LEYRAT

The Domaine Chez Maillard is an exceptional 53 hectare single estate in the Fins 
Bois sub-region, which produces outstanding cognacs. The vineyards have excellent 
chalky soils and receive above average sun due to their superb aspects; in short, the 
vineyards offer the perfect terroir to produce this distinct cognac. Being a single es-
tate production allows the quality to be controlled from the vineyard right through 
to bottling. Recently, owner Fancis Abecassis, has not only renovated the entire es-
tate but he has also ensured that the distillation is supervised by an award-winning 
distiller. Cognac Leyrat is produced solely from Ugni Blanc grapes and aged in 350 
- 400 litre Limousin oak casks and has a recognisable light, floral house style with 
notes of sweet spice prevalent.

XO Vielle Reserve   P.O.A.



BAS ARMAGNAC – CHÂTEAU DE MILLET
FRANCIS AND LYDIE DECHE

Château de Millet is situated in the North West of Eauze, in the heart of the Bas Arma-
gnac terroir. This specific terroir, made up mainly of sandy and clay soils, has the re-
putation of producing very delicate and fruity Armagnac. With Lydie at the helm (who 
took over from her father), the estate has built a solid reputation for consistent quality.

5 ans d’Age   P.O.A.
1995    P.O.A.
1989   P.O.A.

BAS ARMAGNAC – BARON DE SIGOGNAC
Produced by the Gausch family, who have been in Gascony since the 12th century 
and have owned the château at Bordeneuve since 1974. Today the father-and-son 
team of Jean-Claude and Thomas look after viticulture, vinification and distillation. 
The vineyards are superbly situated on very fine clay-sand soils, which are high in 
acidity and in some places mixed with iron, hence the name sables fauves or tawny 
sands. The domaine is almost unique in the region as all its production is distilled 
into armagnac instead of wine. There is one short column still at the domaine (almost 
100 years old), which produces up to 50 - 60 casks of new spirit annually. The wine is 
distilled on its lees, and drawn off at 55 - 58%, depending on the harvest. Distillation 
is continuous through day and night and manually controlled to account for tempe-
rature and humidity changes. One of the secrets of quality armagnac is knowing how 
to construct the blend from spirits of different years and different grape varieties.

VSOP   P.O.A.
10 ans d’Age   P.O.A.

BAS ARMAGNAC – DOMAINE BOINGNÈRES
Founded in 1807, the Domaine Boigneres has for six generations steadfastly main-
tained the often difficult path of never producing anything but the best armagnacs. 
In 1953, Leon Lafitte took over the estate, when his father-in-law died, and expanded 
the vineyard area, replanting the vineyards with his favourite grape varieties, prin-
cipally Folle Blanche with some Colombard and Ugni Blanc, for which he coined the 
phrase Cépages Nobles. Today, Martine Lafitte carries on this tradition, distilling the 
spirit to 52% (allowing the maximum of congeners to pass over into the spirit) and 
meticulously ageing it in a very traditional manner. Half of the new spirit is put into 
new charred casks of local oak - up to 15 casks per year – and aged for two years, be-
fore it is transferred to older wood. No blending of vintages is done after the sixth 
year and the separate varieties are carefully watched until Martine Lafitte decides 
which proportion to blend together, or if the spirits should remain separate.

1985 Folle Blanche Colombard   P.O.A.

ARMAGNAC
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CALVADOS GERARD PERIGAULT
Located in the heart of the Pays d’Auge, in the Orne department, this estate produces 
traditional Calvados with really good ageing potential.

8 ans d’Age   P.O.A.
12 ans d’Age   P.O.A.
1989   P.O.A.
1978    P.O.A.

CALVADOS BERNEROY
Berneroy Calvados is situated in the heart of the Pays d’Auge. Since its creation in 
the middle of the 20th Century, Berneroy Calvados has gained recognition as a high 
quality Calvados and as one of the leading brands in this category.

Calvados Fine   P.O.A.

CALVADOS L. DUPONT
Domaine Dupont is situated in the heart of the Pays d’Auge Calvados; a region long 
considered to add a little extra to the finesse and delicacy of the calvados because it 
only permits the use of apples and insists on double pot distillation. Their orchards 
combine small standard trees as well as older taller trees, and the varieties such as 
Saint Martin, Doux Normandie and Noël des Champs are specially cultivated to pro-
vide the maximum aromatic qualities from their small fruits. Producer Etienne Du-
pont studied the production methods used in Cognac in order to perfect his Calva-
dos. This, combined with the knowledge he inherited, allows him to produce a spirit 
that represents the flavour and ripeness of the apple alongside the mellowness and 
warmth of a well-aged spirit.

Hors d’Age   P.O.A.

CALVADOS ADRIEN CAMUT
The Camut family has been producing calvados on their Pays d’Auge estate for al-
most 200 years. The estate is planted with about 4,000 traditional hi-stemmed apple 
tree varieties – approximately 25 different types – which give balance to the cider 
and subsequent distilled spirit. After fermentation, the cider is aged in oak barrels 
for approximately 10 months before going through double distillation in pot stills 
which produces a calvados with both the power and finesse to withstand long ageing 
in oak. The spirit is casked in used barrels at roughly 62% alcohol and is reduced to 
about 50% during the first two years of ageing. The spirit is moved constantly during 
its youth with the barrels kept no more than 75% full; this increases the oxidation, 
the natural reduction in strength and the development of the flavours. 

Pays d’Auge 6 ans d’Age   P.O.A.



ALSACE

GILBERT MICLO
Gilbert Miclo founded the Miclo Distillery in 1965 in Alsace. He had succeeded his 
father as head of the family company in 1962, but in those days they were only tra-
ders of wine, eaux de vie and beers. The decision was taken to produce their own 
fruit brandies, and to concentrate on only products of the very finest quality. The 
company immediately became well-known for their superbly pure fruit-brandies 
and today uses more than 2,000 tonnes of fresh fruit each year. Miclo is a frequent 
prize winner, and very proud of its listings in top bars, hotels and Michelin-starred 
restaurants.

Mirabelle   P.O.A.
Poire William   P.O.A.
Framboise   P.O.A.
Vieille Prune   P.O.A.

BURGUNDY

EDMOND BRIOTTET
Le Maison Briottet was founded in 1836 by Edmond Briottet and is now a fourth ge-
neration family operation, with Gerrard Briottet now in charge of maintaining the 
traditions and level of quality started by his great grandfather. It is the selection of 
the ripest fruit from the most suitable cultivars that provides for the finest flavours; 
therefore contracting the right growers to produce the correct fruit is the first step 
on the ladder. Subsequently, properly observed maceration with very pure neutral 
alcohol, and blending with the correct proportion of sugars to achieve the balance 
between fruit flavour, sweetness, acidity and alcohol create these excellent crèmes 
and liqueurs.

Crème de Cassis 20%   P.O.A.
Crème de Mûre   P.O.A.
Crème de Cerise   P.O.A.
Crème de Cacao Blanc   P.O.A.
Liqueur de Pamplemousse Rose   P.O.A.
Liqueur de Rhubarbe   P.O.A.

EAUX DE FRUITS AND FRUIT LIQUEURS
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FRIULLI

BEPI TOSOLINI
The history of Tosolini grappa begins after World War II, when Bepi Tosolini dedi-
cated himself to perfecting the art of grappa production. By mastering the skill of 
distillation and using only the freshest local grapes, Bepi achieved a final product 
with an exceptional aroma, flavour and smoothness that has forever transformed 
grappa into an elite drink for the most refined palates. Today, Bepi Tosolini represent 
the highest expression of quality in the grappa sector and also make a wonderful 
range of liqueurs using a base of grape spirit and only natural ingredients for flavou-
ring. Their distillery is located at the foot of the eastern Friulian hills, and maintains 
its original installations to ensure the authenticity of its product. The art inspired 
by Bepi Tosolini lives on in his successors, now third-generation distillers. His son 
Giovanni, along with his grandchildren Giuseppe, Bruno and Lisa, now carry on the 
Tosolini legacy. Together, they strive to keep the craftsmanship and excellence of 
Master Bepi alive through a relentless pursuit of quality and purity.

Grappa Moscato   P.O.A.
Amaretto Saliza   P.O.A.

GRAPPA AND ITALIAN LIQUEURS
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CHÂTEAU DE HAUTEVILLE
ERIC BORDELET – BIODYNAMIC

It was Didier Dagueneau who convinced Eric Bordelet, former sommelier at Paris’s 
three-star Arpège restaurant, to develop a new, artisan style of cider, a natural pro-
duct of character and thirst-quenching ability, which would also work with a wide 
range of different food. And so Eric refurbished his family’s ancestral orchards and 
cider works and would use his knowledge of viticulture to push for the highest level 
of quality.
The biodynamically farmed orchards – covering roughly nineteen hectares – are si-
tuated in southern Normandy where the Domfrontais extends between the bounda-
ries of the Mayenne and the Orne. The land is composed of schists and sedimentary 
rocks dating back to the pre-Cambrian period three million years ago. The granite 
and broken schists form a complex soil and sub-soil that provides the foundation for 
the terrain.
The huge range of local, rare apple varieties used to produce the cider include the 
poetically named Douce Moene, Sang de boeuf, Tête de Brebie, Rambaud, Closette, 
Marie Menard, Barberie, Javron etc. etc., whilst fifteen or so varieties of pears such as 
Autricotin, De Cloche, Certeau (originating in the Champagne region), Petit Fauset, 
Connerie, Domfront and Rouge Vigny make up the perry brigade.
The natural traditional fermentation takes place in vat or barrel and in bottle over 
weeks and months according to the amount of residual sugar in the respective cu-
vées and therefore without the addition of any sugar (chaptalisation). The Sydre Brut 
is a classic dry cider, tender or mellow in the mouth, yet also lively with plenty of 
acidity and extremely refreshing.
The name ‘Argelette’ has been used since long ago to describe the nature of the ter-
rain composed of small fractured rocks and poor soil where the apple trees found it 
difficult to flourish and pushed their roots deep into the ground yielding small apples 
with a wild, concentrated flavour.
The Poiré Granit is the sublime expression of fruit from ancient trees, now mea-
suring over twenty metres, which like all the other trees in the orchard have never 
been sprayed. The tradition says that it takes one hundred years for the trees to grow, 
one hundred years to produce the fruit and one hundred years to die. Treat this like 
a wine; like the ciders it has an edgy earthiness and terrific structure.

Sydre Brut 5.5%  2016  P.O.A.
Sydre Argelette 6%  2016  P.O.A.
Poire Granit 3%  2016  P.O.A.
Sidre Nouvelle Vague 5% 500 cl  2012/16  P.O.A.

NORMANDY CIDER
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AKASHI

TAI BREWERY
KIMIO YONEZAWA

Akashi-Tai Sake Brewery is a boutique sake producer based in Akashi City, a fishing 
town in western Japan. The brewery has been producing premium Sake and Umeshu 
for over 150 years under the ownership of the Yonezawa family- with current ‘Ku-
ramoto’, Kimio Yonezawa, the 4th generation to oversee production at the brewery. 
Akashi-Tai pride themselves on maintaining a traditional handcrafted approach to 
creating the finest Japanese sake. Their premium Sake is made from the local Yama-
da-Nishiki strain of rice – a much highly regarded, superior strain. Brewing superior 
sake by hand requires artisans to hone all five senses to interact with the natural 
processes of fermentation and flavour development. Current production is 60,000 
litres of sake and 10,000 litres of Umeshu annually. While maintaining a traditional 
handcrafted approach, Akashi-Tai is also exploring new ideas and innovative fla-
vours, such as its distinctive brown rice sake. The Sakes are versatile, providing fan-
tastic pairings with a variety of different dishes- not only those that are Asian in-
fluenced.

Junmai Ginjo Happo-seishu (Sparkling Sake) 30 cl   P.O.A.
Shiraume Umeshu (Plum Infused Sake) 50 cl   P.O.A.



SECRET GARDEN GIN

THE OLD CURIOSITY DISTILLERY
The Old Curiosity Distillery was founded in a barn full of curious things, set in the 
lowlands of an enchanting botanical nursery just outside of Edinburgh. At the Secret 
Herb Garden they grow, pick, dry, and infuse all of their glorious herbs by hand so 
they know that they are 100% natural. Above all, the Old Curiosity Distillery’s team 
are lovers of fine herbs and botanicals; their characteristics, flavours and magical 
properties. And it is from this love of herbs, and that knowledge of fine spirits that 
the Old Curiosity Distillery was born. To bring you unique spirits that harness the 
wonderful abilities of natural botanicals.

Secret Garden Gin – Apothecary Rose, 50cl   P.O.A.
Secret Garden Gin – Lavender and Echinacea, 50cl  P.O.A.
Secret Garden Gin – Chamomile and Cornflower, 50cl  P.O.A.

GIN
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MOTHERSHIP

LUCKY LIQUEURS
The Braemble is a brand born with heritage and pedigree – the sublime offspring 
of Mike Aikman, Jason Scott and Craig Harper, industry experts and wayward ge-
niuses behind some of the world’s best bars. The concept was simple, to make the 
finest Bramble Liqueur possible. Rounded dark berry richness, with peppery juni-
per and freshly chopped herbs, Braemble Gin Liqueur is made with a combination 
of London dry gin and Scottish brambles, resulting in a liqueur that is graceful and 
elegant, reflecting its uniquely superior pedigree.

Braemble, 70cl   P.O.A.

Seawolf is the product of a shared love for coffee, spirits and design. Hopefully it 
shows. The team behind renowned Edinburgh bar Bramble has co-created SeaWolf, 
the ‘first’ white rum to be distilled on Scottish soil, as part of a new spirits venture. 
Cane molasses are fermented at a low temperature, using both rum and champagne 
yeast to produce Sea Wolf, Scotland’s first White Rum. 
This unique rum offers notes of unripe banana, sugarcane and cereal alongside a 
smooth, creamy texture.

SeaWolf Rum, 50cl   P.O.A.

Four ingredients, four people – Mike Aikman, Jas Scott, Ericka Duffy and Dan Bart-
ley – and one goal: to make a damn fine coffee liqueur. Cross Brew is a rich, full-bo-
died coffee liqueur made from a darkly roasted blend of coffee, a new make spirit 
base, sugar and Scottish water.

Cross Brew, 70cl  P.O.A.
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1.  DEFINITIONS

In these Conditions, unless the context otherwise requires: 
“Case” means a case holding nine litres; “the Company” 
means l’Art du Vin Limited; “the Conditions” means the 
terms and conditions of sale set out in this document and 
any special terms agreed in writing between the Company 
and the Customer; “the Contract” means the contract for 
the supply of Goods incorporating these Conditions; “the 
Customer” means the person, company or undertaking 
who buys or agrees to buy the Goods from the Company; 
and “the Goods” means the goods to be supplied by the 
Company.

2.  CONDITIONS

These Conditions shall apply to and form part of every 
contract for the sale of Goods by the Company to the 
Customer to exclusion of all other terms and conditions. 
Any variation to the Contract will only be valid if made in 
writing and agreed by a Director of the Company.

3.  PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

Unless otherwise agreed by the Company in writing, 
the price for the Goods shall be the price set out in the 
Company’s price list published on the date of delivery or 
deemed delivery.

All prices are duty paid and exclusive of VAT.

The Company reserves the right to alter prices without 
notice at any time prior to the Company’s acceptance of 
the Customer’s order.

All Goods are offered for sale subject to availability and 
subject to the Company’s acceptance of the Customer’s 
order.

The Company may decline to accept and order where ac-
ceptance would exceed the Customer’s agreed credit limit.

Goods are not supplied on a sale or return basis and there-
fore cannot be returned once delivery has been accepted, 
unless otherwise provided for in these Conditions.

4.  PAYMENT

Payment is due in full on or before 15 days from date of 
monthly statement. The Company may withhold supplies 
and suspend any further deliveries if payment is overdue. 
Time for payment shall be on the essence.

Payment may be made by credit or debit card or alter-
natively, funds can be transferred directly into the Com-
pany’s bank account, details of which are available from 
the Company on request. Payment by negotiable instru-
ment or cheque shall not constitute payment until cleared 
funds are received by the Company.

If payment is not made by the due date, the Company may:

(a) charge interest daily on any outstanding amounts due 
at the rate of 4% above the Bank of Scotland base rate, 
from the date on which payment was due until the actual 
date of payment;

(b) cancel any discounts given in respect of any such in-
voiced amount; and

(c) assign the debt to another company to recover any outs-
tanding amounts.

The Customer shall immediately reimburse the Company 
a minimum administration charge of £25 on each occa-
sion a cheque or other negotiable instrument delivered in 
payment of sums due is returned unpaid to the Company. 

The Customer shall make all payments under the Contract 
in full without any deduction by way of set-off, counter-
claim or otherwise.

5.  ORDER QUANTITY

The minimum order is a Case, mixed or otherwise, unless 
otherwise agreed between the Company and the Cus-
tomer.

6.  DELIVERY

Any dates quoted for delivery of Goods are approximate. 
Where no date is quoted for delivery, delivery will take 
place within a reasonable time of the Company’s accep-
tance of the order. Time for delivery shall not be of the 
essence. Delivery shall be made to an address specified by 
the Customer.

The Customer must inspect all Goods at the time of delive-
ry and must sign the delivery note to clearly acknowledge 
receipt.

The Company shall not be liable for any non-delivery of 
Goods unless written notice of the non-delivery is given 
to the Company within five working days of the date on 
which the Goods would in the ordinary course of events 
have been received. Any liability of the Company for 
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non-delivery of Goods shall be limited, at the Company’s 
sole discretion, to refunding the invoice price, or issuing a 
credit note or replacement of any of the Goods.

7.  DELIVERY CHARGES

The following standard delivery charges, which are subject 
to annual review, apply to each delivery to one address in 
mainland UK:

(a) Case orders worth £150 or above: free delivery; and

(b) Case orders worth under £150: £7.50.

Carriage to all other destinations will be invoiced at the 
applicable charge, as amended from time to time and 
which is available from the Company on request.

8.  TITLE

Risk in the Goods shall pass to the Customer on delivery.

Ownership of the Goods shall remain with the Company 
until the Customer has paid in full the price of the Goods 
and any interest and any other charges due in respect of 
the Goods and owed by the Customer to the Company.

Until title passes the Customer will hold the Goods as a 
fiduciary agent for the Company and shall keep the Goods 
separately stored, protected, insured and identified as the 
Company’s ownership.

The Customer may resell the Goods before ownership is 
passed to it solely on the conditions that any sale shall be 
in the ordinary course of the Customer’s business and at 
full market value. The Customer shall hold any proceeds 
of sale or insurance proceeds received in respect of the 
Goods in trust for the Company and shall place them in a 
separate account in the name of the Company.

The Customer agrees that prior to payment, whether due 
or not, the Company shall be entitled to enter the Cus-
tomer’s premises or those to which the Customer has a 
right of access where the Goods (or any of them) are stored 
or thought to be stored for the purpose of repossession.

9.  LIABILITIES

Except as expressly provided in these Conditions, all war-
ranties, conditions and other terms implied by statute or 
common law (save for the conditions implied by section 
12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1979) are to the fullest extent 
permitted by law excluded from the Contract.

Nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits the liabi-
lity of the Company:

(a) for death or personal injury caused by the Company’s 
negligence; and

(b) for fraud or misrepresentation.

The Company’s liability to the Customer (whether in 
contract, delict or otherwise) arising out of or in connec-
tion with any breach of these conditions, the supply of the 
Goods or their use or resale by the Customer shall not 
exceed the purchase price of the Goods and the Company 
shall not be liable to the Customer for any pure econo-
mic loss, loss of profit, loss of business, depletion of good-
will or otherwise, in each case whether direct, indirect 
or consequential arising out of or in connection with the 
Contract.

10. DEFAULTS

If the Customer commits an act of bankruptcy or com-
pounds with his or its creditors or being a company 
shall have a resolution passed or a petition presented for 
winding up of the Customer, without prejudice to the 
Company’s accrued rights, any unpaid price shall become 
payable immediately and the Customer’s right to posses-
sion of the Goods shall terminate immediately.

11.  FORCE MAJEURE

The Company shall not be liable for any delay or failure to 
perform any of its obligations under the Contract due to 
circumstances beyond the control of the Company.

13.  GENERAL

The Contract shall be governed by, and construed in accor-
dance with Scottish Law and shall be subject to the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the Scottish Courts.

Any provision of these Conditions which is void or unen-
forceable in whole or in part shall to the extent of such 
invalidity or unenforceability be severable and the other 
provisions of these Conditions and the remainder of the 
provision in question shall not be affected.

The waiver by the Company of any breach or default of 
these Conditions shall not be construed as a waiver of that 
breach or any subsequent breach of the same or any other 
provision.
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